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Micah 4:3,
Rev. J. M. Leighton.
Choir and congregation
Rev. J. M. Leighton.
Benediction,
The sermon was from the text found in the
4th chapter of Micah, 3d verse;
“And they
shall beat their swords iuto ploughshares,
and their spears into pruning hooks." After
a brief outline of the origin and growth of
the observance of Memorial Da> Mr. Leighton said that it had been fondly hoped that
in the late Rebellion America had experienced her last war, but that hope has beeu
rudely dispelled. New graves are to be decorated, and as many heroes now rest beneath the sea, flowers in their memory” must
be cast upon the tide. He spoke of the
causes which led to the Revolution, to the
Rebellion and to the present war. showing
that the United States has ever stood for the
highest rights of humanity. War should be
avoided whenever possible with honor. The
present crisis will doubtless result iu an
alliance of all champions of liberty and jus-
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follows:

i’er- nal.. L cal Indus-

••

Sampson," with Ameri'-an and Cuban riags tastefully
arranged.
Groups of riags were arranged along the
front f the gallery, each group consisting
and

of three ,lags, the stars and stripes at each
side with a small French riag crossed
diagonally by the American shield between
them. The walls below the gallery were
a
decorated with the national colors.
At I".-}.’ Thomas H. Marshall Post. G. A.
K., marched in, with A. E. Clark Camp, S. of
V
as escort
The order of service was as

--..Finely
!.

~

to

Major

throughout

tice

embark the

globe.

the

After the services the Post went to Tuttle s
studio where a group photograph was taken.

ins corps, including all
few of the most efficient
nts, u boar«l the transports
MEMORIAL DAY.
;■ place ami the
aggressive
Monday, May loth, opened stormy, ami
ents which have
been so
rain continued ali day.
It was impossible
"i, ami so often delayed
mother, will be an accom I to carry out- the program *>f a parade and ex.■••re the -ml of tins week i
eivises at the cemetery, aud the services
a

1

say that
Spain apprecitlie tinted States that if
"h.'Ttied ;ij’ at Santiago
impossible for tlie Cadiz
am t:ou with
Ins force.
!• -r the Ameim an blockada

be sailing

tor

!
held in Belfast Opera House. Although ;
the weather had been stormy for three days j
Grove Cemetery presented its usual Deco
were

;

sent South is the proewark. commanded by Capt.
The Newark wni ieave the
nd m-x* week, and beassign'.’uiio-b re Watson's riag- I
r,!’

1

ration

Day appearance.

The

avenues

and

well cared for and there were handsome dowers on nearly all the graves, n"t
only of the soldiers but of others. Each
soldier's grave was marked by a new dag
and a bouquet of dowers, placed there by
lots

Cuba,

-•I':m uitii parses there sin.iuhi
V'n-rma.n ineu-of-war patrulThe ;iii>st formidable of
■-

are

squads

from the Grand

Army

Post.

hanks, factories, public library and
offices were closed during the day,
by request of Mayor Fletcher all stores
aud other places of business were closed in
the afternoon. Flags were set at half mast
Ilie

! public
and

in

»iias

Tliree Cases.

is imler bonds t»> answer ] on Memorial Hall and at a number
f resituber term of the Supreme | dences.
Belfast Opera House was neatly and apu three different matters, all
Transactions with a stranger
propriately decorated. Two large rlags hung I
Irving Crossman. Cross- in folds above the platform, aud clusters of
smaller rlags adorned the walls. The Grand
wn Wednesday, May 25th,
Army altar with a rloral anchor upon its
in a hotel. They first had a
front served as a desk, while at its right
■>rds, f<»r small stakes, after
stood a table covered with a tiag and flowt t to
Healey's bowling alley
ers.
Stacks of arms stood at each side of
'iiey had robed a few strings
the platform. On the floor in front of the
vho was in charge, learned
were two mounds of evergreen and
olling for money stakes, anti stage
flowers, inscribed “Our Unknown Dead,”
t" allow them the use of the
and “We Remember the Maine.”
••vening Dickey was arrested
At 1’ 30 o’clock Thomas H. Marshall Post
ud taken in charge for intoxiE. Clark Camp, Sons
xt.
day he was tried for entered, escorted by A.
Hid guilty and sentenced to of Veterans and the Belfast Baud, accompanied by squads of the school cadets and a
and a line of $10 anti costs.
He was also tried on a war- large delegation from the Woman's Relief
Corps and Ladies’ Aid Society. The offieg, the charge being that he
cers of the Post took seats upon the platrossman at howling.
Cross*
v

bowling

ilie
1

he

card playpart of the time,

won a

anti

most of the time.

sis,

Dickey
He was found guilty and
from which he appealed,

was

again

arrested

on

a

uing money under false presaid he loaned Dickey

-rnan

ney refused to pay back. On
hound over to the grand jury.

■

three

amounts to
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the next
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the

of

$700.

day.

Oranges.

form.
The program was the regular
memorial service, interspersed with
the

"American

Centre, is in a
the last meeting
trtli degrees were conferred
hTi-s, and others are coming
meeting. Regular meetings
s
itunlay at 7 p. in., with a

'-mge, Knox
i tion. At

every

meeting.

Hymn,"

will hold its annual exon Wednesday, June
*nd excellent programme is be!,edt consisting of bands t»f music,
*>' prominent men, exciting races,

"Renewal of

-twe^n
*”ats
1

granges, etc.
will be free for

Capt.
all to

the day.

1

A

1

l!»g«‘ will

have

tive-cent soi
huisday, evening. The grange
1 an invitation
to visit Granite
a

the

Keller,

Ritual

Pledge,"

Chaplain Stoddard
"Star Spangled Banner,”
Band

the Post tiled out the Band played the
"Knights of Columbus.”
The school cadets wore baldrics of red,
white and blue bunting.
As

march

THE EVENING SERVICES.

-ge

trana-mok

ritual
music

Belfast Band, as follows.
Richmond March,
Missud,
Band
“The Duty of the Day,”
Ritual,
Commander VV. H. Clifford
“Come
Hymn,
ye Disconsolate,”
t
Band
Prayer,
Chaplain A. O. Stoddard
"Festival of the Dead,”
Ritual,
Commander Clifford
Decorating mounds to the unknown dead
and the Maine,
Officer of the Day, A. D. Smalley

by

Band

■

Memorial services iu the evening at
the Belfast Opera House were carried out
very nearly in accordance with the program
announced in The Journal last week. The
Band, Post, Camp, cadets, Relief Corps and
Aid Society were in attendance as bodies.
The Post officers,together with the orators of
the day and of Memorial Sunday were upon
The

the platform.
follows:

The order of

services

was as

“Recollections of the War,”
Beger.
Belfast Band
w hich
Dept. Commander,
has been accepted. If the General orders,
Adjutant M. C. Dilworth
asaut there will probably be a
"Festival of the Dead,”
Ritual,
(j
T0W(1' All members who want.
Commander Clifford
Peyel’s
Hymn,
rep0rt at the Grange Hall
Band
or
Saturday evening so that "Obedience is a Soldier’s Duty/’
U|. ,
Ritual,
r’
w
What arrangements to make
Commander Clifford
Roll of Honor,
■am«.etc. [Sec.
Commander Clifford
KkRRY- CaIlt- Rufu« a. Harri- Nearer, My God, to Thee
Ui,
Band
fulna Ginn, both of Prospect,
Rev. J. M. Leighton
Prayer,
in
Rev. G. G. Winslow
marriage May 2.5th. Their Oration,
’"l1
-!,i* wish them
"The
Reeves,
Vets,”
a long and prosper1
Band
They are in Boston for a Lincoln’s address at Gettysburg,
tViun
11 1
will visit relatives and friends
Commander Clifford
*•
Miss Hannah Heagan is vis- "America,”
,1^,,
Band and audience
Marsh... .Mrs. Al- Benediction,
Rev. G. G. Winslow
called on relaMass.,
MR. WIN8LOW’S ADDRESS.
Pv™, he
x°
te
May 25th.
j The memorial address
Rev. G. G
N

rth

Searsport,

on

the

evening of

ir!
..

!VCt,h

was

a

After

a

j

People.”

itioii In

Winslow

patriotic and eloquent dis- Newbert. Andrew.
brief preoration, and a Newel!. Robert I.
Nickerson. Aaron W.
Memorial Sunday and Memorial Day this Sbort
9ummin8 up of the causes which led to N ickerson, Edwin.
j
year were of more than usual significance on
the Rebellion, the
John.
O'Connell.
progress of that conflict Parke-.
account of
the existing war with Spain, | and 901ae of »»
Augustus A.
results, he spoke of Patterson. Alexis G.
which in all probability will cause a large emancipation and
the public sentiment of Patterson. Frank
Patterson, Henry A
increase
in the roll call of those whose I the time for
and against that
movement. Patterson. Isaac.
memories it will be our duty to honor. The
"From the day of the
Patterson. John C.
of
the emanci- Patterson Robert 0.
issuing
weather on Memorial Sunday was
stormy ration proclamation," said Mr.
Winslow, Pai Fdirar
and the attendance at the services at the “the God of Battles
Paine. Miller.
gave us victory." Speak-Pendleton, Lewis AA
Unitarian church was smaller than it would ing of the changed
conditions at the present Pillstmrv. John M.
otherwise have been. The decorations were day he said:
Piper. harles H.
Piper. James R.
"The veterans in bine ami the
appropriate to the occasion. A large bauk
veterans ,n p.or. Hollis Al. A.
of apple blossoms stood on a table in front
Pottle. William.
now
meet
gray
in fraternal union.
Brave j P„ttie William F.
of the pulpit and a cluster of tulips
occupied men who fought under the Confederate flag I Prince Naac
; ihe top of the altar. Above the platform are now loyal to the United Republic. Some (jnimliy, Albert.
(Jilinian. Richard.
of them are found in our
; were the names of our naval commanders:
Rankin Walter B
National

_

ng

I

course.
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the Nation’s Dead.

a\Pr08Pect

by

Congress
holding high j -sit ions in our arm v
ami navy. Some have been
and are now our
ministers and consuls to
foreign nations,
others

Reardon. Michael.
Riel, ,ni-. 1 men.
minis.
Rk liar,it. w'iinain F.
Hi i,
I'll V, I'hnrle11.‘ bin- Janies.
i;,,Roit- iianiel J.
.. Arthur AV.
R. ir.-oii. I onzo.
R
a -or..
.enrgo AA'
t ree A
K

are

foremost among whom is General
Fitzhugl
I-ee. Why then perpetuate the
memory of
that fearful strife?
Why erect n
to our fallen heroes
Why observe Memorial Day
The reasons are
many.
"First-To remind the present
generation
of its indebtedness to the
heroes who ieu n
•he defense of the
Union, and to the equally
brave men who survived the terrible
,,u'.
tiict and ravages if war some of
wl u.
venerable with years, are with us this veu-

I;

we

prove ourselves should we withhold
these honors. With as much
propriety could
we raze Bunker Hi
monument, or strike
from our list of holidays the Fourth -t

“Third—Because
quored we should

July.

if

arms had not conhave two weak na-

our

now

tions, whose weakness w. ,.d tempt
foreign
iu\asion anti subjugation. Instead of two
governments we have one united under the
folds of Old Giurv and invincible
against
foreign aggression—one that will hurl the
squadrons of Spain to the bottom of the
ocean
or drive
them from the Western
hemisphere back to their own torn and distracted nation to be fuel for proud Castilian
ire.
“Fourth—Because other nations have apin which they commemorate
their great events.1

pointed days

And after
enumerating some of the celebrations
by Jews, Greeks, Romans,
the English and others, he continued:

“Why, then, should we not,
on
the
•’Oth day of May in each
succeeding year
adorn the graves of our fallen heroes, and
commemorate
strains

and

m

their achievements in martial
words of loving commenda-

tion ?

“Fifth—To inspire patriotism.

The great
events ot our history,
frequently presented,
can but inspire patriotism and
intensity of
love of country.
The triumphs of the blue

is
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s
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‘‘lit \ oil, ti-,
siiait j.'-ei h.
shawn AViili.iiii.
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iug.
Second As an expression of gratitude to
the noble men who fell
battlefields and
in prison pens.
Ungrateful indeed would

-am-
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Sheldon. F ni
Shei-herd. J inert.
Shei.Lerd, Elbridge.
Shuniau, J ohn F.
Sleeper, S A
Smallev, <’a<taims M.
nli. « h.trles
Smith. .Jo'Ntj'h H.

Speed, William E
sptnks, Chailes.
Starkey. George L.

Stearns, Johu A.
Stephenson, A. J.
Stevens. William o.
stickney, Alonzo H.
Sweeney, Dennis.
John.
tester, Eugene.

iw,een?Ii
?.v

woVi
Sylvester, William.

Tenney, L.S.
Thompson, J.B
Thompson, Timothy.

Thorndike, Timothy.
Toolhaker John A.
Tripp. Rufus,
-Trundy, Hiram W.
Tufts, George F
Varaum. Joseph B.

Wadsworth, Carles,
Wales, John, Jr.
alder, A.
Walker, Solomon.
Warren, Napoleon B.
Waterman, Allred P.
AVaterman, Alfred T.
At

AA atermati.
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West, George At
AA bite. George O.

White, John A.
AYhitinan, Isaiah J.
Whitmore. George.
Whitmore, James.
Wilson, Augustus J.
Wilson, Jesse A.
AYilson. Jones E.
AYilson, John.
AVinslow, Nathan S.
Witliam. Samuel,
Wo,,d. Stillman.
Woods, Charles A.
tt ouster, Amos B.
AVcrtlung. C. E.
AA iman. Frederick H.
Young, A. M.
\• mug* Kzra.
Young, George S.
Y« ung. John.

MONROE.
was delivered at
sermon
The Memorial
hurt 1 in the village, Sunday, by Rev.
the
H. I Holt of Cushing, and was one of the
best ever given before the Post. The church

was
beautifully decorated with potted
plants, evergreens and riags. The sermon
was full of patriotism and was listened to
with close attention by a large audience.
The heavy rain Monday forenoon interfered somewhat with the exercises of Memorial Day, yet the program was carried
At 7
out by the Post and Corps as follows:
a. m. the soldiers detailed for that purpose
visited ttie different cemeteries in-town and
At
decorated the graves of all soldiers.
10 >0 it was thought best to postpone the
parade as the road was very muddy and the
ram falling heavily : so the officer of the day,
A. S. Y«*rk, and comrade Stevens loaded the
dowers ami wreaths in a wagon and drove
to the village cemetery, where they decorated the graves, and also the monument.
After dinner which was served in the Town
Hall, the weather looked more favorable
and people began to come, so that by the
time the exercises began the Hall was well
tilled. At
p. m. the commander formed
the marching column in the following order :
Monroe Cornet Band,
Frank Nye, Leader
E. M. Billings Post.
Jere Bowen, Commander
E. M. Billings Relief Corps,
Mrs. Belle Barden, President
Seth L. Milliken Camp. S. of V.,
Hiram Ide, Captain.
School No. 1,
Miss Annie Maddocks. teacher.
The column marched to Union Hall, where

guided brethren our pity, our charity, our i
fraternity, and wnile we were compelled to
punish them most severely for their nati onal

The Memorial services at St. Vincent Du
Paul s Catholic church on Sunday was
largely attended aud were very interesting. Fr.
P. J. Garrity conducted mass aud Fr. Keelev
of Belfast addressed the Grand
Army veterans, Sons of Veterans aud Relief Corps, who
were present in a
body. The singing was
exceptionally fine, the choir being made up
of Mrs. E. M. Godfrey, Miss Lillian
Ames,
Miss Nan Godfrey, Miss
Georgia Buldue,
Miss Marie Cullity, Mrs. F. H. Wilber, Miss
Lizzie Emery, Edward Lord, Dr. F. A. Perrv
and Clifton E. Wass. The Memorial
Day
exercises were asuccess despite the unfavorable weather. The address by O. F. Fellows.
Esq was the feature of the day, aud held
the atteution of his audience from the first
with its brilliant patriotism,
glowing tributes
to the memory of the
departed heroes, aud
finished with allusions to the present war
crisis, which brought storms of applause.

Augustus.

AVebber. AA msloiv H.
-West. Amos,
At est, Daniel J.
West,Daniel R.

NT MB FR

siu,

we

yet

have

seen

entire pro-

observed here, m the
usual manner.
In the forenoon the graves
were decorated with
flags aud flowers. In
the afternoon the people assembled at the
church and listened to the impressive services by the Post.
The address was delivered by Rev. J. T. Crosby of Bath, with
singtog by the choir. The W. R
C. and the
school children were out, hut on account of
the stormy day there was not so large a
pro! cession as was expected.
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President Johnson essayed to carry out this
Mrs. David K
Biril we nt t
B st m
is:
President Grant, our great ami un- 1
Friday for a visit >f several weeks.
mortal general, began his administration
with those glorious words, "Let us have j
Mr. and Mrs. He
F. F
i of B s'
»r
peace." We had triumphed over an able !
rived Lore Saturday to vis.: vkit.ves
and determined adversary. They acknowij
edged their defeat. "They were foemen I L d. W
Know it. n
spent
Sunday w ith
worthy of our steel," otherwise our noble I his
sou, l>r. F. A. Kmwitou of Fairm id.
union forces would have sooner ended this I
terrible rebellion, yes. I might say that had
Mr. aud Mrs. Wil .am T« cub y vet inwe not had the best
army that ever faced a
to Be.fast last Thursday from Ha.l« wr,!
foe, the I'uited States would be dis-l'n.ted
States, aud the confederacy would have been
Charles K. Paul e mir in me s. -k lust week

policy.

j

■

organizations through the streets and to tlie
cemeteries where public exercises were to

As it
was detachments
from the G. A. R. and S. of V. decorated the
graves of the soldiers and interesting exercises were held at the church.
The local
band furnished excellent music for the occasion. James E. Chandler, Esq of this town
gave a fine address and forty-five children
sang patriotic songs. Following is an abstract of Mr. Chandlers' address:

]

a success.

in
It

All, gentlemen, here

and brethren, members of the
Post, the Relief Corps and Sons of Veterans,
Greeting:
Again have we met on the return of this
glorious doth of May to do willing homage to

was a

hopeful
of

was the turning point
1: was a crisis in America.
crisis in the world.
F >reign nations
upon us even in some cases with a
eye—hopeful 1 say ? hopeful of what,

history.

our

looked

Friends

our success

from that, the Great Lowers were
only
ready to grant belligerent rights,
and
afford
the noble veterans of the great rebellion.
recognition of independence to
Tou have just witnessed the dead heroes the confederates. At this crucial juncture
revered, by bedecking their last resting nothing stood between us and disunion save
places with the tlag they loved so well. the prowess of these noble veterans. Here
They went forth, tendering their life blood we have them with us to-day. The records
of history fail t.«> furnish ns a parallel.
at a time when the fate of the nation
snivelThe life of a nation was in peril. A miled in the balance.
The Good Book says a man will give
! lion volunteers came to its defense when
everymenaced
by almost, au »<|ual number. O
thing for his life, and they gave everything
how terrible the issue! The scales of jusfor their country. Though we cannot
pull | tice were
aside the veil of the inscrutable hereafter,
nearly evenly balanced and hope
and confidence were almost overwhelmed by
we yet can solace ourselves with
doing honor doubt
and fear.
But the result has caused
to their memory. The glorious
is
their
j
tlag
winding sheet. They fought to conquer | our hearts to rejoice. It was the fidelity of
the
it
was the patriotism of the
veterans;
and
peace
they rest in peace—yes, the peace
veterans ; it was the courage and skill of tin*
'>f a glorious immortality.
veterans;
it
was
the
nobleness of character
It was a custom of the ancient Greeks to
assemble on stated occasions and listen to of these brave and faithful men.
Gan we honor them too much
rehearsals of the transcendent achievements

>

Mrs. M. R.
for

but that when rebellion had been over, onnthis loyal sentiment should he fostered, and
the eutirety ot the un
u thus maintained.

have been held.

their ancestors.
In this manner history
w-.ts preserved and
patriotism was inspired.
For equally good reasou this one day of the
twelve-month has been dedicated to keep
green the honored memories of these heroic
dead, and as well do homage to the living
over the gray are recorded -m the historic
t-he f. ;lowing program was given:
heroes, with gratitude for our united ouupage and upon the granite and marble monBeading of General Orders by Adjutant.
try. Since the dark days of the rebellion a
uments all over tins land we
full generation has passed, and the great
Prayer by Rev. ,7. S. Blair.
love, to be read
Tb«- services of the Grand Army for their
majority of those now living possess no diby the mighty oncoming generations, who
dead were very impressive. Tile Command- rect knowledge of that terrible struggle,
will thereby be inspired by the
spirit of sa<
er's address and Boll of Honor was read,
and lienee can have but slight conception of
ririce to wider and truer patriotism.
when the school gave the sail te to the Hag.
the suffering, sorrow, pain, anguish, the
“The tiag that led ■mr misguide 1 brothers Song by the. school.
V
heart-breakings of mother, wife, husband
Mrs. Lizzie Webber.
and son, nor the joys and triumphs of those
to the battle-field has been forever furled and Reading,
Miss Annie Maddocks.
historic days. That we may appreciate in a
Beading,
we may appreciate rue emotions <>f him
Miss Lizzie Webber.
who, Song,
measure the cost of blood, treasure and sufin minor strains, sang
The Commander then introduced Rev.
fering of that gigantic struggle, we will
Geo S. Mills of Belfast, who delivered a lin**
make brief allusion to some of the salient
‘Furl that banner for ’tis weary;
oration with which all were well pleased. events that have inspired the celebration of
Round its stall' 'tis drooping dreurv;
Although the rain interferred somewhat with this day. The oppression endured by our
Fur it. fold it, it is best;
The exer uses, they were very successfully
ancestors occasioned the Declaration of InFor there's not a man to wave it,
carried out considering the circumstances.
dependence, which affirms that "All men
And there s not a svv rd to save it,
The children of school No. l were a line
are created equal, and endowed with the
And there's not one left, to lave i:
feature as they marched around tlie* hall ; right to life, liberty and the pursuit of liapIn tlie blood which heroes gave it:
with
their
Their
singing,
flag thing.
song | pi ness."
Furl it, hide it—let :t rest.'
A \\ asinugtou it
was a lesson in patriotism that will never be
our
armies through
In conclusion Mr Winslow said: “We forgotten by the children. The baud under seven years successful struggle, from who h
the direction of Frank Nye gave some tine
the thirteen colonies emerged as thirteen inhave, on this day evidenced mr love for the selections
dependent States, loosely bound together by
through the afternoon.
heroic dead by reverently placing bright,
Another Memorial Day lias come and gone.
voluntary compact, called Articles of (.’onDur
roll
of
honor
federation.
Their compact was but a rope
flowers
gels larger every year,
fragrant
upon their graves, and by
of sand, which our patriotic fathers A cre
and soon all our names will be there. The
unfurling the glorious dag of our and their roll will be read not
to
by an old Veteran but quick
perceive. Hence was formed our
country over their last resting place. We by one of the Sons, ami let us see to it that constitution: with slight change the same
have otce more dwelt upon the purity and we give the boys of the Camp all the assis- as to-day. It is the. bulwark of our liberties
we can while we are here, for soon we
and the bond of our nationality, the Ameriself-sacrificing character *f their patriotism, tance
will be gone, and let us see to that we get can Magna Charta of our political rights.
and striven to elevate our own to a
higher, the countersign so that when the roll is The first sentence of its preamble sounds the
brighter and purer tiame. As we turn from called for the last time we can answer, here. keynote of its object, to wit: “To form a
more perfect union.’’
This constitution was
the suggestive and instructive scenes of
We are unable to print Monroe’s roll of
the
law of our land till eighMay 130, 1696, let it be with determination honor this week, but will give it iu our next teenunquestioned
hundred and thirty-two, when it was
henceforth to do our full d itv as American issue, that it may be preserved for reference. menaced by nullitication. Blit a Webster
forged the thunder-bolts and a Jackson
citizens, and to resolve that, Uod helping us, [Ed. Journal.
guided the forked lightning anil heresy in
these, our countrymen, shal. act have died n
LIBERTY.
this form was forever dead.
But twentyvain."
Memorial day was observed here, de- nine years later the question of human slavand
its
extension
to
new
was
ery
territory
THE ROLL OF HO (OR.
spite the bad weather ami traveling. The an issue of
vastly greater gravity. SectionThe Roll of Honor of Tl omas H. Mar- heavy rains, assisted by the road ma- al animosities were aroused; open rebellion
chines, had made our roads well nigh iman alarming extent, and the
shall Post now contains i'7( names, 16 of passable for miles around.
This, together instigated to
perpetuity of the union was in the greatest
which have been added since Memorial
Day with the threatening state of the weather, peril. The right of secession was claimed
last year. Following is the Roll of Honor, so damaging to the ladies new hats, kept and
championed by the ablest men in the
large numbers away. Indeed, so unfavorable
the names marked with a
being those was the outlook that few of the comrades south. A compromise, restricting the extensio
n of slavery north of 36-30, had been readded during the past year.
in
an appearance, and so few were cur
put
numbers at noon, there were fears that the pealed. Kansas, however, was admitted
Adams, Scott.
Garland, Mark.
under
“popular sovereignty” as a free State.
eutire service would have to be given up,
Allyn, Wm. B.
Gay, Edmund.
Baker, Albert.
while the street parade could not be even John Brown had attempted a raid at HarGilbert, Fitz W.
Ferry. The south was defeated in the
•Baker, Charles.
Giles, Charles.
thought of. But later more people came aud per’s
election of the immortal Lincoln.
Baker, Edward.
Gilbreth, David.
the church was well tilled. The exercises
Bartlett, Joseph V.
The south was quick to discern that the
Gilbreth, John T.
were as follows.
Commander
E.
P.
Rowell
Bean, Andrew D.
Gilbreth, Samuel G.
limit of the slave power was restricted.
called to order and gave a short address of
Bean, H. M.
Gilman, AIolzo M.
welcome to the citizens, followed by singing Every other civilized nation on the face of
Beckwith, Martin W.
Gilman, F.
the
had abolished it and its propagandBlack, Henry.
Gilmore, Char es T.
by the Searsmont Male Quartette, Rev. VV. C. ists globe
in
read its final doom and exBrackett, Rufus E.
Gliddeu, Frank.
Baker, 1st tenor, E. Cobb, Esq. 2nd tenor. tinction.America
Yet they were determined to make
Bray, James.
Gordon, Jasoa.
L.
Comrade
1st bass, Mr. Cushman
Lincoln,
W.
a
Bray, George
supreme effort to continue it, ami this was
Gray, John.
2nd bass, Mrs. Cobb of Searsmont accomBrewster, Lewis.
the immediate cause of the rebellion.
Greer, Andrew.
ponist; reading of orders, by Rev. H. W
Brier, Eben F.
Greer, Riley
Hence, when Sumpter was fired upon it
Roll
Abbott; singing by quartette: reading
Brier, Francis E.
Guptill, L. H.
was disunion, rebellion, secession. Undoubtof Honor by Adjt.; singing, Nearer my God
Brown, Charles.
Haire, Roswell.
the masses of the south believed they
edly
Joshua
L.
Brown,
to Thee; address by Ralph C. Morse; singHall, Albert L.*
had a real grievance. Fifteen States threw
Brown, Josiah G.
Hall, Augustine E.
ing bylquartette; benediction by Rev. W.
down
•Bruce John O.
the gage of battle; the issue was joinCharles
W.
Haney.
C. Baker. This Memorial day was a success
•Bruce, Samuel J.
ed. It was union or disunion, loyalty or reHarmon, Beni. F.
in every particular notwithstanding the disBucklin, Herbert L.
law or anarchy, country or no counHarriman, Joseph W.
couraging outlook early in the day. The bellion,
Bucklin, Wm. D.
•Hart, Alonzo S.
address was pronounced by all to be very try. Ah, then stout hearts faltered. Our
Bucklin, John.
Henry,
Haugli,
fate trembled in the balance. Had our union
line indeed; and it is no discredit to those
Burgess, Daniel E.
Hawkins, Aurelius.
under Washington been in vain? Was our
Burgess, George V.
who have preceded him here for the past fifHayes, Charles W.
boasted
•Burgess, George W.
country no country after all, but a
Heath, William S.
teen years to say that Ralph I. Morse is the
Hersev Samuel S.
Burgess, Tolman Y.
failure; and despotism triumphant? Was.
peer of any of them. His style of delivery
Hinds. Prescott D.
Burgess, Wm. Austin.
to prove a mere ex peri
popular
government
was tine, his diction perfect and his voice
Burgm, Chessabrook.
Hodsdon, Fred A.
and hereafter to he blotted from the
Burd, Samuel F.
pleasing. The people of Liberty are proud ment,
Hollis, Robie F.
annals of nations? Were our boasted inof their young orator, and the people of
Cain, Arthur P.
Holt. Charles W.
Carter, Americus.
Searsmont have no cause to blush for their stitutions to be a by-word and example to
Howard, Adoniram J.
be avoided rather than followed? What a
Carter, Preston J.
Huntoon, W. C.
amateur male quartette that did us such exsad Waterloo—too sad now to contemplate.—
Cates, Jediah C'.
•Hurd, Augustus A.
cellent service. May we have the pleasure
Clark, Job.
too sad a thought that man’s liberties were
Hutchins, Frank.
of listening to them again, and that before
('lark, .Joseph E.
to be wrecked on the shoals of human slavIngalls, Enoch.
long.
Clements, C. H.
Jackson, James E.
Ah, gentlemen, this was a time that
ery.
WINTERPOKT.
•Clements, Ezra C.
•Johnson, Horace.
tried mens’ souls! If there was ever genuine
Colburn, Eben.
Johnson, Ralph.
the very disagreeable
Notwithstanding
patriotism it was iu the dark days of 1861.
Collins, Charles C.
•Johnson, Wm. A.
weather the Memorial days were approThe very heavens were murky.
With our
Cottrell, J. T.
Moues, Pliney M.
the
observed.
Methodist
priately
Sunday
Cottrell, J W.
Kelley. L. A.*
country it was a question of life and death.
church was prettily decorated with flowers Till now secession had
Cousins, John H.
Kendall, Warren.
adgreat
possessed
and bunting, there was excellent special
Cox, George.
Kimball, David S.
vantage. The slave power had been comCrosby, George.
King, William J.
music by the choir, and the Memorial sermon
united
and
of
the
pact,
aggressive. Many
Crosby, Wm. Henry.
Knowles, Constantine.
was delivered by Rev. I). H. Piper before
federal offices were filled by secessionists.
Lane, John K.
Cullnan, Michael.
Warren
Post
and
W.
R.
and
C.
KearThe treasury had been depleted.
Camp
Forts,
*Lane, Samuel S.
Cullnan, William.
ney, S. of V. It was an able and thrilling disarsenals and strategic, points were occupied
Cunningham, Cornelius. Larrabee, Simeon H.
course aud was especially appreciated by the
confederates. Old glory had been haulCunningham, Henry W. Lewis, George W.
by
Lindsey, Edwin.
Cunningham, J. W.
Post, who passed a unanimous vote of thanks ed down in fifteen States. Government ofDaniels, Thomas M
Linscott, James E.
to the pastor. Monday afternoon the proficers and West Point cadets were largely in
Littlefield, Charles M.
Darby, Isaac H.
cession, consisting of the Post, S. of V. aud sympathy with rebellion. But, thanks to
Davis, Edgar B.
Lothrop, Sumner P.
school
led
the
children,
the
by
Winterport
Baud,
loyal hearts, the God of Justice had not
Lowe, Fred J.
Day, George E.
marched through Main street, then to the deserted us. Though obscured, the sun of
Dean, James E
Lowney, Axel J.
to
of
W.
decorate
the
Frank
Albert
S.
Luce,
Dickerson,
cemetery
graves
comrades, popular government was not to he blotted
Maddocks, Alex. H.
Doe, William I).
returning to Union Hall, where the follow- out. Liberty, human equality and the prinDoran, John.
Maddocks, Daniel R.
ing
program was carried out in the presence
ciples of the declaration of independence
Maddocks, Ephraim.
Dorsey, Michael.
of a large crowd of people: Singing by quarwere to pass through a terrible ordeal, but
Downes, Daniel.
Marshall, Thomas H.
tette, Mrs. Lougee, Miss Chase, Messrs. Bean like gold purified seven,times in tlie alembic
Drinkwater, Alonzo J. Mathews, Adelphus B.
and
of
address
orders;
Haley; reading
by of chemistry they were to shine far brighter
Mason, James C.
Dunbar, B. F.
Commander Stephen Clark; Roll of Honor, by being burnished iu the alchemy of huDunbar, Wm. M.
Mayo, Nelson N.
D. M. Spencer; solo aud chorus, The SolDunnells, John B.
McColley, Augustus.
man suffering.
The conflict was terrible.
Melody, Michael.
•Dyer. Alpheus.
dier’s Dream, Mrs. C. R. Lougee and quarIi was Greek against Greek.
Merrithew, Ajbial C.
Dyer, Fred H.
Salute
the
Rev.
tette;
Post;
Dead,
The
of the south had made a
prayer,
erring
people
Eaines, Frank P.
Michaels, George,
D. H. Piper; address of welcome, Com- most
egregious mistake. The right or wrong
Eastman, Israel G.
Michaels, Samuel.
Memorial
Admander;
of
with
them
R.
Quartette;
was not the question.
G.
Singing,
Miller, George.
slavery
EUlridge,
dress, F. H. Colley; singing America; ben- They held their slaves as their legitimate
Ellis, Franklin A.
Miller, Sheridan F.
ediction. Too much cannot be said in praise
Ellis, Horace E.
Milliken, John F.
property, and they had never tried another
Mixer, Jackson.
Emerson, Calvin.
of the address, which was delivered by Mr.
and better way to till their corn and tobacco,
Erskine, William M.
Monroe, Nahum P.
F. H. Colley of Portland, formerly of Bel- their rice and their cotton fields. And now
James
Emmons, Everett.
B.
Moody,
fast.
It
was one of the most eloquent and
that the smoke of battle has cleared away,
Farrow, Thomas J.
Moore, Albion, K. p.
interesting orations heard here for many and a generation of freemen has demonForbes, Ransom.
Moore, Oliver G.
and
and
the
close
attention
Willard
years,
Fowler,
R.,
Mudgett., Andrew G.
frequent strated the transcendent superiority of free
bursts of applause testified to its appreciaFuller, Silas M.
Murch, Charles A.
labor, and they have nobly acquiesced in reGardner, Wm. H.
My rick, Stephen.
tion by the audience.
sults, we can afford to extend to these mis-

Morrill

of

Charles S. Bickford
days last week.

proposed course in dealing with this perplexing question. His great, nob and genheart had outlined his ridelity to .ove,
j
charity and forgiveness, and he chose to treat
the seceding states as yet in the union that
the loyal sentiment had been
overpowered,

Sunday Memorial services were v.-rv
appropriate to the occasion. The altar and
platform was a solid bank of dowers and the
church was decorated wit-li dags. Rev. F.
S. Dolliff delivered an eloquent sermon and
the choir gave due musical selections.
The Memorial day service passed off very
quietly by reason of the rain. Arrangements
hail been made for marching the various

O. Bowen. Esq

Bangor Saturday

few

his

BROOKS.

to

went

city Saturday.

many

erous

The

>

Mrs. L M. Keith
for a visit.
D.

the north that succeeded it.
While
excellent aud honorable men favored
* severe measures of
retribution, a different
! policy prevailed. True, we had the power
1 to enforce
whatever we chose, and historv
abundant examples of severity,
j| furnished
from the days of ancient Chaldea and BabvjI Ion down to the
I!
present time. The "U.- ft
s" and enslavement ot an entire
people
1
e the
might
efficient means in ba~baronly
|
ous warfare.
But the teachings of Chnstian!
j ity and modern ethics have inculcated auj other doctrine—a nobler, grauder and higher
ji one—to wit—punishment for offenders n
arms and amnesty for
misguided and d» feated people, especially brethren
The exc.-U
I lence
of the golden rule is
being more and
more recognized by civilization
throughout
the entire giobe.
Nations as well.is iudividjj uals can be magnanimous
^ hen victorious loyalty was in doubt as to
j
the policy of treatment .-f former rebellion*
elements, how fortuuate. it was we had Ahr.i! ham Liucoln in the presidential chair. Before his sad martyrdom he had foreshadowed
!

UNITY.

Memorial day

and

error

priety tor that unexampled moderation displayed t-owards:them since the rebellion was
suppressed. We recall the political differ-

PERSONAL.

So

far
to<*

appreciate them too much
we give them too much
heart >!' a great nation throbs in responsive gratitude and says no, we cannot ;
no. no, a
thousand noes, we aim >T. The
voice of Bunker Hill responded it Antietam
and Gettysburg. The echoes of Vorktown
resounded at Appomattox.
The heroes ,-f
Washington 1 ivr i. I gone, the heroes of;
v,:
Grant—lnas.v
ive.
Bu-ss t arm
to. i
|;
tor them
in>thing is t
what
a
friends,
And, my
glorious spivtacle
for the world; l,bOO,0(K) men, inur»- l to hardand seem s of biood and sintering, disI ships
I banded and set luo.-.t a full generation ago
I ami at once beeame the most
peaceful and
law abiding citizens. 1 venture to say there
! has been less outrage, violence ami lclons
I committed by veterans, north ami south,
than by any other mass of ptopie.
In fact
we scarcely ever b-arn of an out rage comiintJ ted by an American born veteran. They
! were the defenders of our Country in war.
they have been the protectors oi mir laws in
Hence no tribute can 1-e too great:
peace.
no encomium too generous,
j No one can be mmimtlul of the u-d credit
I due the Relief Corps. Wherever man goes, i
; woinun goes, and she goes to aid. to comfort,
We find Mrs. Baker with !
anti solace him.
I Bir Samuel at the head w.iters of the Nile i
carrying c*viliz i;iou to the savages of CenW«find woman
n
tra:! Africa
Asian.
Turkey carrying the glad fillings of the
gospel and relief to the s:: fieri tig A nm-niaus
We find ln-r a missionarv to the heart of
China; we find her among the IN pi man x oi i
! Greenland, and the gold fields of the Ivlon- !
ti ike, and a Clara Barton carrying aid t>- the
starving reconcentrados ol Cuba,bearing food I
to the fa m is bed, red cross and relief to the sut- !
fering, and the gospel to the heathen. And
here, as a home relief corps, she has been
equally servicable and humane. God bless
these moth *rs, these wives, these sisters.
!u v. willing
And the sons of veterans
have they shown themselves to step into the
hiatus of our country's danger m .mr present war with Spain
They are‘‘illustrious
sons of worthy sires." and to such do we look
.n our present national struggle.
They form
the hone and muscle of «uir body politii in
time of peace; and valiant protectors and an
aggressive phalanx in time of war. Thenprinciples are the principles of loyaltv bravery, fidelity and patriotism. They shrink
from no duty. They Ilee torn* foreign Hag
to elude the trials of war under their own.
They spurn every other thought but that of
emulating the noble examples of their fathers.
They already have the benediction of
the country.
When our grand old flag shall have Happed
to the breeze for the last time; when the
final page of history shall have been penned
by the future historian; when possibly the
face of geology shall have become changed,
and waters cover laud, and new land emerge
from the ocean's bed, no record shall he
worthier for transmission beyond the omega
of mail’s mundanedestiuy than the record of
patriotism inscribed upon our national escutcheon by the noble veterans of Y*1 and tie
Every year should we consecrate the 30th of
May with iiu leaning devotion of gratitude
for our nation’s life.
Much as we revere the deeds of our ancestors of a prior century, this both day of May
might well take precedence in patriotism,
even of that greatest national holiday, July
the 4th. Both are primordial epochs of our
national genesis.
The baptismal blood of 1801 has cemented
our country with hands stronger than triple
bars of brass and steel.
Like the gentle Jew s
of heaven, it has ‘‘blessed lum who gives and
him who receives.’
From Maine to California, from Florida to
Alaska, we are. one, one in heart, one in
speech, one in interest, one in purpose and
Gan
Gan
The

we

|
j

io

1

j
j

|

1

one m

destiny.

Republican
The first

County

meeting

Committee

of the

for the

cam

Committee.

Republican
paign of IS'.'N

was

28th.
The following
present: A. A. Brown,
Liberty ; Geo. C. Ward, Prospect; I. G. Reynolds, Brooks; Reuel M. Berry, Unity; A. 1.
Brown, Belfast—all except J. R. Hurd of
Morthport, whose absence was due to illness.
The committee organized by choice of
A. 1. Brown, chairman, and I. G. Reynolds,
It was voted to hold the county
secretary
were

convention in

Belfast,Thursday, August 4th,
at 10 o’clock a. m.
The basis of representation will be the same as in the past, i. e.,
each town shall be

entitled

to

one

delegate

additional delegate for each 40votes
cast for the Republican candidate for Governor in 1800 ; also one for a fraction of 25 or
one

more over

40.

The police uniforms recently authorized
the city council were furnished by H. L.
Lord and the cops feel highly elated with
them. The fit is fine and the boys say they
are decidedly comfortable.

by

Peirce went- to Best, n List
and returned yesterday

Lola A.

Thursday

for

visit

a

Charles Coombs, who is emp.oyed
visited his family nt .is

Augusta,

in

the

m

last

week.

Andrew ,T. Dean lias gone to Littleton, V
H., to live with Ins daughter. Mrs. Annabel
Elkins.

lvuight has

A. A.

toii, where he has

arrived home fpom Bosbeen employed in a shoe

factory.
Nathan A Farwcll and Wm. H II 1
Rockland were in Belfast last Thursday
business.
Clarence
Moore
arrive!
Massachusetts Saturday to
Monroe ami Bedfast.
Mrs. E.
rived

S.

M

Sunday

friends

her.
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Belfast

m

bdni Strattard and

dangbin, Mrs. U.-sella
kin.'. In.
irrived fr.au Nutsck, Mass., hist
Sat unlay for a isit in Monroe.
■

Mr. and Mrs
Henry C. Mardeu are
cupying their new and tasteful house*
Elm sireet, having moved May
th

oc-

(>n

Capt. S. M Milliken ltd! Satur«!a\ morning to join the regular army in Washington
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Belfast last Saturday. and w, nt to H p.:'
Mass., Momla\ u visit h s .sou, «,
Kl is, whose wife and
hi roil
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Monday night

steamer Penobscot

Dr

course 111

surgery
wi’i ha\ e

Liberty

hargi

practice during lus absence

Charles Welch ami Clarence Conant

havi

returned from Cumberland and York

coun-

ties.where they have been with t he telephone

stringing

linemen

wires.

for Welch

work

Mr. We. Hi

to Islesboro to work

went

is

at

Stevens and Mr. Conanf
the

on

telephone

extension.

daughters

Mrs. W. II. Folwell and

Kdith

and Bessie arrived by steamer City of B
gor Saturday and went
house at. Isola Bella by

Silver Star.

steamer
act

oinpanicd

them in
Mr.
mouth

a

them.

few

a

their

an-

summer

special trip of

family

Mr. Folwell

servants
will

join

weeks.

College,

ami Latin.

to

Their

Harold T. Sibley,
has been

In the latter

a

student

Dart

it

promoted in Creek

study

lie has been

advanced to the first division, usually attained only by graduates of Latin schools.
Mr. Sibley was the youngest of t
iarge
class in which lie entered.

Hoyt. Hilton arrive! May LDtii
She will return i<> N"rth
Cambridge, Mass., the last, of tins, week accompanied by Mrs. Thorndike and Mrs
Sibley, who will make a two weeks' visit
Mrs. Heim

for

a

short visit.

In the fall Mr. and Mrs
housekei

day afternoon, May

and

Mrs.

Countv

held in The Journal office in Belfast Saturmembers

the Institute of Technology. Boston

from

The A
ton gave
Hall

111!ton

are to

go to

ping in Arlington, Mass.
\\
an

recently

Keene Mum, al
entertainment

S„c et\
in

in which Mr. Keene

Macdonald

Alice

Kickmdl

parts.

The program

took

included

-t

Kos

Cl.ickering
mil Mrs

ading

the cantata

“Spring and Love,” by Carl (i reger, and the
rhapsody “The Cypsies” by Julius Keeker.
Judge Joseph W. Knowlton and wife of
Liberty may be included among the smart
old people of this vicinity. The Judge will
be IK) years old in August and Mrs. Knowlton was 00 in April. Although lu- is blind

general health is good and lie gets about
the place and attends to many duties in and
around the house. He was judge of Probate
of Waldo County from 1X01 to 1X0X and was
a prominent, member of Waldo County bar
his

many years.

Mrs. Knowlton does consider-

able work about the house and does the
reading for herself and her husband, both
of whom take great interest in the affairs of
the world. She writes a good hand and
often w’rites out from memory, for souvenirs
friends, hymns familiar to her in her

for her

youth.

Army and Navy Nurses.
[By Lady Cook,

nee

every conceivable phase of agony.” Dr.
Stille tells us how they worked night and

distinguishing virtue of this age is
its humanity.
Proofs of this abound in

coured twenty-two thousand wounded at
Gettysburg alone. The train of carriages
for the wounded after the battle of the

1

every direction. Even dumb creatures receive their full share of help and sympaYet

thy.
done

through

better

a

hand.

at

great deal

a

ameliorate

to

organization of

This is

emphatically

Wilderness stretched for

might be
suffering

more

humau

the

the

w

abundance of

and

wounded.

Florence

sions

commonly

The

old

stupid
ter

because lie

was

pigs.*'

who were confided to

of the

latter,

the arts

The International Conference at Berlin,
was attended by one hundred

generals

most

follows:

destruction,
days of

But

whether

or

not

they

ever

heard of them before, a trip over those
same
hills is worth one’s while. The
nearest point of attack is from Unity station on the Belfast branch of the Maine
Central railroad.

For

a

how-

Belfaster,

who prefers to to via Belfast, Brooks station should be the starting
point. This route also possesses the adever,

all

but the ablest
Alexander have

or

one

solid hill

climbing

never

vantage of giving

Women, however, have shown particular

to the mile than any other, with tine views
all along the way.
We should never ad-

been able to make provision for the
exigencies of the sick and wounded.

representing al-

every State in Europe, passed twentv-six resolutions, of which three were as

of

from the

in

in Waldo and Pe-

have heard of the Dixmont

England

Hills.

and must

“past keeping the commanders and
warriors, skilled

delegates,

New

always exercise au encouraging and purifying influence. Time has produced great

lsr>,», which

and sixty-two

Probably everybody

nobscot counties, seventy-three per cent,
of the people of Maine and twenty-four
and three-eighths per cent, of the people of

mere

moral conduct
a

more

vise any one to try tliis|trip on a bicycle,
unless he be an expert at hill climbing and
coasting and has a good, reliable brake.

in this direction.
And thus we
advocate that, subject to authority, its

genius

It is necessary for tlie vigorous
organization and working should be left
■development of Societies, and as a good to
We will suppose, for a starting point,
them, and that they form an auxiliary
preparation for their action in time of though non-combatant portion of
’hat the party to make the trip is in Belevery
war. to furnish aid and help in calamities
fast.
It was once a common saying: “All
rank

fighting force, having equal
pay,
and standing with the combatant part, I roads lead to Borne.”
Now, to a person
seeing that their duties require equal n Belfast, there are lots of roads that
The quickest way to get
courage and capacity, and their usefulness lead to Brooks.
there is by train, which leaves Belfast at
is beyond all reward.

which may happen in time of peace.
_>0. Societies of Help should, therefore, iu time of peace employ themselves
in work.- of humanity corresponding to
their duties in time of war, viz. : in tend-

7. lo a.

ing the sick, and in giving assistance during public calamities which require, as

Spain;

arrives in Brooks 2d min-

and

m.

very large,
enough to
house.

and the two contained brick
build a modern two story

The brick

were

chusetts, brought
and hauled

we

have not the dimenthe

or

also three

were

sheep pens,

at

rooms

hand.

large barns, long

houses and numerous

corn

burned

a

famous

a stock farm.
Early in its existence
the owners bred and raised a great many
mules, most of which were shipped from

As the mule
Belfast to the West Indies.
is said to be a very long lived animal it
has been suggested that perhaps the only
loss of life at the bombardment of
of these

one

Great Farm mules.
This farm had
first imported Durham cattle and
Merino sheep ever kept in New England.

same

the

In 1835

they had 1500 Spanish merinos.
they bred largely in Hereford stock.
The regular help on the farm was 0 men
Later

and their wives, all of whom lived on the
premises. A farrier and blacksmith; a

good livery stables carpenter and a millman were included.
in Brooks, where teams, and pilots if de- In summer the help was increased to 12
The following, issued by the X on-Partidoes, prompt and well-organized
war
sired, can be procured. Should the party | men, and in haying and harvesting time
san National W. C. T. I
has been sent to
help.
prefer to make the whole distance by team, j many more. One stone wall on the place
g |.
They should also make prepara- every College far and near and every Co- go to one of the Belfast livery stables and was a mile and a half long. The farm
College and technological tell them where you want to go. They j; has changed owners
tions toi the creation of such military educational
many times since the
in the land.
will provide you with a good strong team, I original settlers sold out, and many good
hospitals ac tLey wish to establish or to school
work in time of war (hospitalsof reserve.) T<> the President and Facilities of Ameri- with or without driver as you prefer, sized farms have been sold from it.
It
j
can Colleges:
These preparations would include the
When you are “all aboard,” take any one ; is still a large farm, and the present ownGentlemen:
Permit
us
a
few
words
choice of locality, of the material, and adof the roads leading north and you will er is preparing to rebuild the house, but
on
a weighty topic:
the importance of
ministration."
A very on a much smaller scale than formerly.
the young men coulided to your land in Brooks sooner or later.
guarding
j
> o pen can depict the sufferings of the care from the temptations of drink and good road is up High street to Citypoiut,
j Although when one reaches the Great
sick and wounded in time of war, even vice.
They go to you at the most sus- then by the Gentner farm to a point near ; Farm he has had a good deal of hill climbUnconunder the most favourable conditions. At ceptible period uf their lives.
Waldo station, thence over the Littlefield ing to do, the real work in that line has
scious or reckless of danger, with youth’s
the beginning and during tbe first half of natural self-confidence and
hill and parallel with the railroad into but
just begun. From the Great Farm
fearlessness,
this century, every battle-field was an in- such young men are too often captured by Brooks village. This road enters the vil- one
gets a line view to the east, south and
describable scene of horrors. Napoleon temptation and led on to a lifelong slavery lage between the church and the store of west, but after passing Jackson Corner
to evil.
ost more brave men by shameless neglect
E. Chase, at right angles with the “Bel- and going up, up, up, he finds himself on
As mothers and sisters, to whom these A.
of wounds and sickness than by the sword
Another way is to the top of a
young men are life's choicest treasures, to fast road” so-called.
ridge extending east and west
whom their safety and highest develop- go out Waldo avenue, cross the high
and fixe of the enemy.
the southerly line of Newburgh,
along
One of his surgeons, writing to Marshal ment mean the realization of fondest
bridge at the Head of the Tide, from there Dixmont and Troy nearly to Unity Pond.
but their wrecking the blotting
said: “During
the siege of hopes,
I>ui<
take the road northward by the “Hollis
Near the summit of the hills, in fact
out of life’s joy, we beseech you to guard
Dantzie, where he had sixteen hundred them well.
place,” and connect with the first named above the highest point on the highway,
We have not failed to recognize the un- road at the Gentner farm.
wounded and two hundred sick, we bad
There are is a knoll idiere various parties have
watchcare exercised by many
not a single straw mattress, no basins, no remitting
numerous
“forks” in these roads after searched at different times for Capt.
|
noble institutions.
Well
our counutes

Timely.

There

later.

are

<

may
try be proud of the w ork they have done,
|1 and of the magnificent manhood moulded
always men. whose services were secured and developed in thousands of cases in
which hold the highest ideals of
by fear of puuishmen :, and who did not colleges
life and conduct.
To all such we tender
disdain to practice extortion on the sick
our grateful and appreciative thanks.
and to rob the dying as well as well as the
But will not those that have been less
watchful henceforth use their strong, unit
dead."
“In Spain" says General Foy, “the led inlluence to the extinction of saloons
and other haunts of vice in college enwounded were often abandoned for want
virons; to the banishment of intoxicating
of means of transport; c-onquerers or drinks from class and fraternity banquets
conquered. Wo have lost four times more and college receptions; to the utmost
protection of student life from the tempmen through the disorder inseparable from
tations so fatal to young men, and to the
han bv the (ire and
our system of war.
building up of a dominant principle
sword ol tHe enemy."
against drink and vice?
It was much the same at Waterloo, and
Upon the bright, brave, manly young
men in colleges and universities depend in
‘at ever,* period, and amongst all nalarge measure the upbuilding of society,
tions fror. Cyrus down to Napoleon III."
the solution of the many grave problems
Miss Nightingale sa>s, that from the 5th confronting the age, the best guidance of
the universal
For
of our Lord.
(May t the 14tli »j July, 1855, ninety- the sake of allkingdom
they ought to he and to do,
six per cent. of the deaths from sickness
we urge your utmost endeavors for the
iu the English Army in the Crimea, strongest moral guardianship of your
students.
might certainly have been prevented, and
With great respect,
it is we 1 known that the hospital and
The Non-Partisan National W. C. T. U.
barrack reforms introduced by this most
nurses, in fact, there was nothing! When,
how ever, nurses were obtained they w ere

lady

excellert

reduced the losses

by one

half.

|

An

important

j

passing the Gentner place, but unless

|

ually find himself in Brooks. Follow the
guide-boards or, when indoubt, the directions of the farmers along the way aud
you will go by the most direct route.

| goes too far to

There

The

shortest

Brooks is

on

this route

Hill, .jus-: beyond

cept the Littlefield
do station.

ex-

Wal-

Belfast

to

Waldo,

compared with the others.
The hills are, however, but mole bills as

with what lies beyond.
To go
by tiiis route, drive out Waldo avenue to
tbe Head of the Tide, take the road past
the church to Evans’
thence straight

Corner,

in

Waldo,

up the hill and on to
Brooks, coming into the village down the
hill past the water-works. This lias been
known

early

on

the Belfast road

as

settlers hauled their

from the coast
trees

as

ou

ox

ever

since the

goods

to

and

teams, with spotted

It goes directly from
hill and down northward to

guides.

up
the interior.

The farm buildings were
We desire to call the personal and mime- ! then built ou the
The care of the wcunded on the field 1
tops of the hills and
J diate attention of each ami every one of our ! roads were built to accommodate them.
must always most largely devolve upon
! readers to the exceptional terms upon which
The next best way is via Gurney’s Mills,
men.
The care of tlis sick and wounded we are
prepared to offer the representative
Whitcomb’s Halt, Freeman’s Corner and
in the hospital should he chiefly the work
journal ol agriculture, Farm and Home, in
near South Brooks village to Brooks.
To
of women.
The presence of the latter connection with this
paper.

has

a

soothing, salutary,

influence

over

and great moral
men, besides which, under

throughout

Everywhere

country Farm and Home is
known and recognized as a journal of the
highest standard. Its sound common sense,

proper training, women always prove the
better nurses. As has been well remarked:

the

feet deep
has been dug in the hillside, but so far as
is known no treasure has ever been found.
It is not
landed

go by this route, take the left hand road
at “Harper’s Ferry”
in Belfast, pass
straight through Gurney’s Mills and take
the first right hand road beyond Whit-

claimed,

believe,
his vessels,

we

there with

that Kidd
and what

his object was in going up there, 20 miles
from the coast and 500 feet in the air to

war

ships

we are on

“the

as

such

The need of this

was

the ori-

j

nouncement and

avail themselves of

an

op-

gin of the Geneva Convention, and of the j portunity

volunteer societies for the mitigation of human suffering in war which
have since arisen throughout Europe. The

numerous

value of those

auxiliary aids
questioned, especially when

is not to be
the

volun-

be relied upon.
We feel, howthat it would not be wise for the

teers

can

ever,

in future to

depend solely upon
these, but that it would be bettor to organize during peace a sufficient body of
women, trained and prepared for any sudbtate

den outbreak of

war.
These should be
rated to the army and navy in the same
way as men, having their regular pay and
allowances, officered, and subject to promotions and pensions, and to all those ad-

vantages which promote efficiency in men.
A noble field for woman’s usefulness
would be here

opened out, and experience
particular depart-

|
I
;

I

to secure, at a trifling cost, a paper
which will return them a thousand per cent.
on the investment in the useful hints and
teachings to be obtained from its perusal.
To all we say, try Farm and Home a year,
and you will never regret it.

Journal and Tribune. It seems
necessary to explain frequently our clubbing
arrangements with the New York Weekly
Tribune. Under the terms of our contract
with that paper it can only be sent free to
those who pay their subscription to The
Journal one year in advance. It is not sent
unless requested by the subscriber. The
date will not correspond with the date on
The Journal slip, but each subscriber entitled to the Weekly Tribune will receive'it
for a full year from the time the first number is received. The Tribune is printed
published and mailed in New York, and not
from this office.
The

THE MODERN BEAUTY

has shown that in this

Thrives on good food and sunshine with
plenty of exercise in the open air. Her form
would have been the state of the British glow's with health and and her face blooms
army in the Crimea but for Florence with its beauty. If her system needs the
Nightingale, or what that of the Northern cleansing action of a laxative remedy, she
and Confederate armies in the American uses the gentle and pleasant Syurp of Figs
made by the California Fig Syrup Co. only.
Civil War if women had not run and or-

ment

women

are

snperior

to

What

men.

ganized their own relief corps, and provided for the sick and wounded when the

Bears the

eff orts of the respective governments had
In the battle of Antietam, where

''T G&SZ&Su

failed?

than

more

teu

thousand Federals

wounded, the supplies of
thorities
needed.
150

were

a

men

found

#the

medical

tenth of what

In the battle of

young

ladies

not

auwas

Fredericksburg,

with the

“20,000

were

assistance of

wounded

men

in

CASTORIA.

Binl)

Bav8 Alwa*S Bau®,lt

American greatest medicine is Hood’s
Sarsaparilla, which cures when all other preparations fail to do any good whatever.
HOOD’S PILLS cure Liver Ills, BilHeadache.
Easy to take, easy to operate. 2Be.

iousness, Indigestion,

first named route.
Brooks is
one

busy little village, but if

a

has the Dixmont Hills before him

be almost at

our

“original proprietors,”

and who

own-

ed the greater part of this section of the
State under a grant from the King of England. The late Major Timothy Thorndike
of Belfast passed his boyhood days there.
In the later years of the last ceutury these
settlers cleared portions of the farm and
built thereon a very large set of buildings.
The

buildings

were

built of pine lumber

the place and sawed by a mill
setup and operated on the stream on the
premises. The mill is still doing busi-

grown

on

ness at

the old

stand,

but is not

part of the Great farm property.
house

was

three stories

story being 12 feet
the timbers

were

high,

now

a

The

the lower

the clear. Many of
from 12 to 14 inches

over

6

feet wide.

The chimneys

were

all

war

news

to
will he

of

tlie

ot
to

all

|
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your

BOTH ONE YEAR FOR S2.C0.
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BELFAST LIVERY CO
BELFAST, MAINE.

iiElf/KL.

PROPRIETORS.^—

•»TEAIS M TURNOUTS, EVERY DESCRIPTION
FURNISHED TO ORDER, NIGHT OR DAY.

Coaches, Hacks, Barges

or

|

Blackboards.

ORDERS BY TELEPHONE PROMPTLY FILLED.
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^Harn
Carriage
SWAN 5 SIBLEY CO
The
wilt, sell

by

SEEDS and

is the ideal cooking
fuel when used in a

Importers

VAPOR
STOVE

perfect for hot
cooking. You turn
light it and begin to

Simply

weather

it

on,

cook. Turn it off when the
meal is ready. Fuel has cost
you but a trifle, and the
!

kitchen is not overheated.
Stove Gasoline is used

to-day

for

purpose by

of

every
over

cooking

2,000,000

who find it

housekeepers,
cleaner, cheaper, more convenient and quicker than

A Iso

new.

j
^

.

COl'RT OF IN

pH ARLES V. BESS FA
\J-

of

County,

L03.1Si

Ordered. That notice thereof
weeks successively, in the Bepu;
newspaper printed in Belfast, in
all persons interested ma> uten
Insolvency te be held at Bellas’,
of June next, and show eausi it
why the said account should not L
GEU. E. JOHN
A true copy. Attest
Chas. 1’. Hazel
-.

!

Marcellus J. Dow,

E H. DURGIN, M «
of Glasses and 0
the Eye and Ear a Sn

Fitting

BROOKS, MAINE,
Would call attention to his nice line of

SHIRT WAISTS,
If RA PEERS,

Office hours until !l a
From 12.30 lo 3 and
'1

El.K.PHOXE

Ml CKWEAR.
lilt

WIIIT!

w ini;

M

Y< I.F ami
\< II IN

Ladies ami Misses’ FOOTWEAR a specialty.
Agent for Waterville Steam Dye House.
Two milliners always ready for business. 2mlS

A Sloop vaeht 24 tee! overall
iron keel, inside lead luilla-t. ai
fitted, is ottered B-r sale. Will
>oiib.

In

car

lots

notice.

or

any

COXXKCTK'X

Will be in Belfast evt-rv Tu.-s-i
m\
oe over .1. W. For

OHi

fresh assortment of both

si

h

SEARS PORT,

CAPES and A AC RETS.

reVtV.kh’I-'v*

A.

ltf

TELEPHONE 4-2.

Agent for the

Assign-•

El l.lDTT -d
having presented hi* ti>
assignee "f said estate
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count as
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33, 33, 37 Front St.. Belfast. Me,
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U

STATE OF MAIM

Salt.

I Dealers in the finest quality of

Blacksmith

one

D. B. SOUTHWOHTH

WALDO S\

Anthracite and

modern

Livery

a

coach,

GROCERIES.
I

tie! fast

lot of secondriayes and Harnesses n
ftrices, as they are to ft

FEED,

for many miles around.
The distances to
the principal land-marks in this view,

part

of ear

supplied

at

short

and is

a

safe, sound

s

ami

fully equipped for ■raising. W
away, and only those willing e
For further parte
need apply
\ ACM
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Schoolboy Bully.

Mothers lose their dread for “that terrible
second summer” when they have Dr. Fow'ler’s Extract of Wild Strawberry in the
house. Nature’s specific for bowel complaints of every sort.

ore

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL

B

ORAitl,

feet, al-

And the bullies in the school.
I guess
there will always be bullies in all schools.
There were some mean ones in the kindergarten. The boy bully was always a
coward, of course; a bit of a sneak as well,
cringing to the big boys aud brutal to the
little ones.
In the presence of the teacher he was half crazed with terror,
crying
out, “What have I to do with thee?”
But the weak pupil, whom he could
handle, he mauled without mercy. It
was his nature to be brutal.
Rather than
not have anything to worry he would torture a hog, even though he had to live
with the animal to get at him.
[Robert
J. Burdette in the June Ladies’ Home
Journal.

I
the

ot

new-

Nation.

just learning

SEED POTATOES.
Ail the
Ifvoardealer does not sell Vapor Stove*
and Stove Gasoline, write to the Standard
Oil

Company, New York City.

leading

varieties....

EARLY

ROSE,

EARLY QUEENS,
BLISS TRIUMPHS.
GREEN MOUNTAINS.

HEBRONS,

WORMS
or Adults. The safest
effectual remedy made is

In Children

and

ELIXIRit.
WORMDruggist
TRUE’S
PIN
In
46
35c. Ask
years.
Dr. J. P. TRUE A
use

ETC.

Notice.
are hereby warned
m orilpon any ot the stree*
ways any paper, ashes, olfal
whatsoever. Persons violating inhibiting the above acts, will !•«
manner provided by said online
ments have been made for roll."
business portion of the city.
having anything of the kind t>
please place it in barrels on the
on Wednesday and Saturday m
will he removed and the barrels "
Per order of Mavor,
WM. H. SANBORN
3w20

All persons

posit

■

H. C. PITCHER,
Mansfield’s

Block, Foot of Main St., Belfast.

most

for
your
CO., Auburn, Me.

in

The main staircase, which led
square.
from the front hall to the third floor, was

daily edition.
Important
Ruill
the hour
special dispatches up
publication
|
faroful attention
Farm and Family topic-.
given
E respondent**?, Market Ueports. and
general

FOR SALE

though 15 miles distant, is the beautiful
village of Pittsfield, with the Maine Central Institute standing out a prominent

Burdette Pictures the

Special Corresp
t lie Front.

JOHUK.US UK

to

given in round numbers as the crow Hies
he doesn’t waut to tarry.
Take the road are as follows: Bluehill, 35 miles; Penobout by the clothing factories and Gordon’s
scot Bay, 27 miles; Mount Meguuticook,
greenhouse, up a hill, of course, and then 38 miles; White Mountains, 110 miles;
keep straight on, and you soon come Katahdin, 00 miles.
to the home of County
Commissioner
After getting all the view time, hunger
Mark S. Stiles.
He lives a few rods off and inclination
suggest or permit, the
on a cross road, ou the farm cleared
by next move is to get rest aud refreshments
his father, the late Mark S. Stiles, who for man and
beast, which can be found a
was also once a County Commissioner.
short distance beyond—and this time
The next point of interest is the “Great down hill—at Dixmout
Corner, where tlie
Farm” of Jackson, which in early years Mountain House, kept
by Prescott & Mcwas famous in many respects.
The farm Mahon offers a safe and convenient haven
originally contained twelve hundred acres of refuge. After rest and refreshment
and was bought by the original settlers of here return home at
your leisure.
Thorndike it Sears, who were known as
the

contain

Furnished l»y

a

the North the venerable head of Katahdin
in seen.
Much nearer, and appearing by
to

Nets)

NEWSPAPER
"

many grown girls and hoys
to read.
They were
ashamed and awkward at the blackboard,
and ar first did not progress as fast as the
litt le ones.
This made such uphill work,
and was so discouraging, that L was afraid
I would lose many of the older ones
altogether. At this juncture, however,
the missionary of the Church of England,
who was stationed for the winter at Circle
City, kindly helped me out by the loan of
a number of books, slates,
and pencils.
Among these Books were six primers and
first readers,
llow happy 1 was to get
them, even though they had to be divided
among twenty-six children! I doubt if
such a medley of books was ever before
seen in a school-room: a set of ordinary
school-books for intermediate grades, including a physical geography and a
world’s history; English readers, spellers,
and
little paper-covered arithmetics;
twenty pages from “Christy’s Old Organ’; about half of the New Testament;
one hundred pages from “The Woman in
White” ; parts of four other novels; newspaper scraps; and a couple of the queerest
possible little religious primers, published by a London tract society. The leaves
of some of the books were yellow with
age, having beeu taken into that region
by some miners who had studied them
thirty or more years ago. It was amusing to watch the children spelling out the
words and trying to read in these scraps
of old books and papers.

the west, are seen the dim outlines of the
White Mountains in New Hampshire. In

comparison

i

undecided wh

FAMILY

paper.
A good

ject, far in the east, is Bluehill mountain,
and by it one can easily locate other points
in Hancock county and along the river.
Directly south is a patch of blue water,
which is recognized by the surrounding
laud as a portion of Penobscot Bay below
Saturday Cove. Beyond, a* little to the
right, are Mounts Megunticook and Battie
while in the distance, far

I

the best 1

use

NATIONAL

for the journey. The whole of the central
part of Maine lies spread before us like a
panorama. The most natural looking ob-

Camden,

In

use

you

'!

IN THE CREAr

place would be called in the West, an d i
the day be clear the view well repays ;>ne

in

ui

Reliable War

in the present

divide,’’

are

by

the n. k. fairbank company,
Boston.
Philadelphia.
New York.
St. Louis.

Chicago.

war.

Now

If you

brav

G^bSTRS

must

along
Spanish

of the

do

or

Do you

or

is best try

Miss Anna Fuleomer writes an article
for the June Century on “The Three It’s
at Circle City.” Miss Fuleomer says:
The greatest drawback to my school
work was the lack of books.
Naturally,
most of the children required chart and
which
was
included
in
neither
of
primer,
the school outfit, nor could they be obHad there not
tained at Circle City.
been a good blackboard and a plentiful supply of crayon I scarcely know how 1
1 would group
should have managed.
the little ones about me at the blackboard
and make up the lessons, day by day, iu
both printing and writing.
They liked to
write,—it came easy to them,—and each
one tried to make his writing look plainei
The
and neater than that of his fellows.
little ones were ambitious to read out of
books, “like the big girls.” As 1 had
none for them,they hunted up “books,”
as they
called them, seizing upon stray
e.ives from novels and pieces of news-

were

?

saver?

Aii Arctic School Where There Were Few
Textbooks.

practical teachings, terse paragraphs, origilandmark.
A little farther to the east is
“Murderous refinements of war should nality and pluck, have won for it a place at comb’s.
By following your nose and tile Newport Pond, and one acquainted with
the head of the agricultural press. Its imhave correlative refinements of mercy,"
guide-boards you will apparently double the geography of the State, or any one by
mense circulation, exceeding 250,000
copies on your track two or three times but will use of a
or as Achard says:
“It is incumbent upgood map,can locate many mouneach issue, is in itself a telling testimonial
come into Brooks village by Wall street,
on us to raise the science which consoles
tains, lakes and villages, and trace the
of its practical value and intrinsic worth.
in a direction directly opposite to the
and heals to a level with the scieuce that ; Our subscribers will do well to read
windings of the rivers aud of the railroads
the au-

destroys.”

the

go among the mystewith some of the alleged moves

bury his stuff

as

compared

A hole 50

Kidd’s treasures.

ries
from

route

via Evans' Corner in

hilly

but it is

Belfast,

Announcement.

the eastward he will event-

but few hills

are

one

sustaining

Under Difficulties.

leaching

as

Matanzas—one mule—was

in favor of

BYRON BOYD, Secretary.
Augusta, Me., April 25, 1898.

years
ago
When in
barns.
was

are

this convention.
Per order, Republican State Convention.
J. H. MANLEY. Chairman.

few

except two of -the
its prime the Great Farm

who

clean

you

strength
savers

present wise and economical administration
our State affairs, are cordially invited to
join with the Republicans in choosing delegates to this convention.
The basis of representation will he as follows:
Each city, town and plantation will
be entitled to one delegate, and for each 75
votes cast for the Republican candidate for
Governor in 1896, an additional delegate,
and for a fraction of 40 votes in excess of 75
votes, a further additional delegate. Vacancies in the delegation of any city, town or
plantation can only be tilled by a resident of
the county in which the vacancy exists.
The State committee will be in session in
the city council rooms of City Hall, at 9
o’clock on the morning of the convention, for
the purpose of receiving the credeutials of
delegates. Delegates, iu order to be eligible
to participate iu the convention, must be
elected subsequent to the date of the call for

buildings

The

out-buidings.
all

were

vessel

the hills to the farm by
The rooms in the house were

all very large, but
sions of the house

other

in Massa-

by

over

ox-teams.

There

bought

Belfast

to

Do

of

so—

_

Wliat is it—brain

y

of Maine, without regard to
past political differences, who are in favor of
sustaining President McKinley and his administration in the conduct of tin war with

You’ll recommend it too after you
package. A cake of white Glycerine
Toilet Soap.-.sweet, fragrant
anc[ delightfuL.is put in every
package of Ivorine.

Over the Dixmont Hills.

presence of eympathetic and
modest women amongst large bodies of
men has the most salutary effect upon the

be schoolmas-

set to

w as

man

where

r.-ou.

Behind
Brush ,

The voters

one

o»

their care, ami among whom were several
hundreds prostrated by typhus.”

nurse.

parish

men

for the purpose of nominating a candidate
Governor to be supported at the September election, and transacting any other business that may properly come before it

for

In the

duty of nurses with
devotion, braving danger for

the sake of the

ject, a general disgust or incapacity for
other things, to turn a w oman into a good
of the

required.

who fulfilled the
admirable

idea

men, and even among women
themselves, that it requires nothing but a
disappointment in love, the want of an ob-

one

wheuevcr

under the direction of American ladies

among

This reminds

and

POWDER.

The Power
fe the/

1898,

AT 11 O’CLOCK. A. M.,

the j. b. williams co

American Civil War, “two vessels, transformed into lloating hospitals, were placed

that every woman makes a good
nurse, I believe, on the contrary, that
the very elements of nursing are all but
unknown.” Again she says:
received

have tried

relief ships in the navy, and with
the miliiia anti volunteers on special occa-

times

a

splendid

material can be

WASHING

HELD IN

Tuesday, June 28,

J.B.Williams Co., of Glastonbury,
Conn. They are famous for purity
of product and superior excellence
of all their g-oods. They recommend
Ivorine as the BEST washing powder.

established

serve on

whose experience
was second to none, writes:
“It has been said and written scores of

seems

miles, along

Theit services can be utilised
during peace in many ways, and during
w ar they could also act as almoners.
It
would he very desirable that they should

Nightingale, however,

“It

ten

were

drawn upon.

who may be few or many, lit or unlit, but
who, because they are women, are supposed to be naturally capable of caring
sick

“feeding stations”

There should be no stint of numbers in
the formation of a corps of nurses, seeing
how many are needed in war, aud what

regards the nursing of the sick and wound-

the

hich

WILL BE

DUST

CITY HALL, AUUUSTA,

is made by one of the oldest
soap firms in America. The

for the sufferers.

means

case as

ed in time of war, for this is more or less
left to chance.
We rely on volunteers,

for

Ivorine Powder

day, many of both sexes dying from overexertion.
The sanitary commission suc-

Tennessee C. Claliin.]

The

GOLD

Republican State Convention

A
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PILES!

PILES!

PILES!

I)r. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will cure
Blind, Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itching Piles. It.
absorbes the tumors, allays the itching at once,
act£ as a poultice, gives Instant relief. Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for
Piles and Itching of the private parts, and nothing else. Every box is guaranteed. Sold by druggists, sent by mail, for 50c. and SI.00 per box.
WILLIAMS’ M’F’G CO., Prop’s, Cleveland, Ohio,
for sale by R. H. Moody.
Iy38

Fine farm in North port, two
Ground, 135 acres land, nice o
orchards, 350 l»l»ls. apples last •>«
never failing water. Will be sold
40t!
easy terms.
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Americans
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What

Most visitors to Cuba
,i last at Havana, on the
and restrict their exploraand its environs. Those
Uxuit as much of Cuba as
1
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Biliousness, dyspepsia,

spend a few weeks in
and Philadelphia, and
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die
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Antilles, extending
half degrees of lati-

many varied aspects as a
continent from the At-
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western.
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different is the prospect
the other end of the is-
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down in the usual route
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Florida, that you
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is the
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same

can

coun-

Point the laud rises in

si

hacked by high hills and
all so vague in mist and
do

know where land

not

begins. Coming nearer,
evolved, which look like
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peering

here and there

a

majestic

of tlie Antilles”

ibidding,
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while to

but

According

stories and

new
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the excavations.
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•tied point
robbers

near
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>sing

stairways

its entrance,
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own
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rock,

swift

over,
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piratical
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rendezvous

our

two

are so

each

excavated in

was

the

overhead

so

with crucicliff,
of
saints.
In other
some

fixes, or figures
the bare, unbroken wall of rock
three times of places

war

or

ships

are

runs

years its narrow bay,
inland like a river, has besiderable consequence, by
nt

up, sheer and

feet.

Below,

on

caves, deep, dark
deep into the rock.

dl way which connects it with
iso because the patriot

straight

the

a

hundred

side,

ocean

are

and

uncanny, worn
Some of them are so

extensive that they have not been explored
for generations.
The broad and lofty ennearby mountains,
i hopes of overcoming the trances to one of them, hollowed by the
and making it a base for encroaching sea, is as perfect an arch as
could be drawn by a skillful architect,
c assistance.
Before the
the

in

and with it

extensive sugar plantainity—now all devastated,

fie

n

or

auntains, looming darkly
•l izon, are the great copper

two

couple

a

above these

many small
with iron.

of Cuba—said to contain

tradition is connected which
of centuries. A story

a

dates back

cave-eaten

indows,
heavily barred
They are dungeons, dug into

the solid rock, and over them might well
wealth, waiting to be de- be
written, “Leave hope behind, all ye
[
uikee enterprise.
In earlier
t who enter here?”
A crowd of haggard,
u

;iiion dollars

year was the
•£ Cuba’s copper andiron
a

1M17, 0,000,000 tons were
than ten months.
Then

n
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foot in it, as usual.
Not
ne lions’ share which she
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i.ized in exorbitant taxes
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h
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an

extent
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excise
kill the

ight. For a long time afteriay undisturbed in the Countil

the attention

of

recognized by
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the Cuban

•bout seventeen years ago.
corporations have developof mining territory herefrom the coast to

railways

the hills, and exported ore
The oldest of these

States.

ployed 2,000

men, and had
lieet of 20 steamers for
mi on of its output.
The

mi

pallid

pressed against the bars;
and as you steam slowly by, so close that
! you might speak to the wretched prisonit seems as if a shadow had suddenly
! ers,
fallen upon the bright sunshine, and a

id

a

whose product was
i’hiladelphia, also employed
uipany,

thousand

abrupt

men.

termination of the

itTs which mark this shore
the proximity of Santiago

the heart.

Since time out of

be dreaded than those of its namesake in
Havana.

has shown

no mercy toward those whose
hands and voices have been lifted in

Had these slimy walls
a tongue, what stories they might reveal
of crime and suffering, of tortures nobly
cause.

uudergone, of death prolonged through
dragging years, and murders that will not
“out” until the Judgment day. Against

they

'*!

whose base has beeu hol-

touched the water.

tt

caverns

by the restless

tiding just at the
channel leading

>

entrance

into the

tied up from the water’s
'siun of walls, ramparts,

against modern guns—
between low hills and broad meadows,

but of little

use

fishing hamlets and cocoa-nut groves.
Presently you turn a sharp angle in the
hills and enter

a

broad, laud-locked bay,

enclosed on every side by ranges of hills
lifts, forming a perfect | with numerous points and promontories
k
ibbed fortress of the j
jutting into the tranquil water, leaving
This is the famous castle
deep little coves behind them, all fringed
the Moro, which antedates i
with cocoa-palms. Between this blue bay
;miliar fortress of the same
and a towering background of nurple
j
i’ ana
harbor by at least a hunmountains, lies the city which Diego Velaz^ ords are of little use in dequez, its founder, christened in honor of
:

1

11

Moorish-looking
its crumbling honeyelements, queer little Hanking
i shadowy towers, perched
antique,

with

"

M

in the New World, excepting Santo Domingo, which Columbus himself established
duu-colored cliff 150
only eighteen years earlier. By the way
old, so odd, so different San
Jago, San Diego, and Santiago, are
in
of

! u e
s

uing

a

America with which to

A
not

!lls^

1

hugs

the patron saint of Spain, as far back as the
It is the oldest standing city
year 1514.

photograph or pencil
much better, and even a

ould

not
reproduce the
of its time-worn weather-

name, rendered Saint
James in our language; and wherever the
Spaniards have been are numbers of

really

them.

the

same

particular city of Saint Jaines
sloping hillside 600 miles south-

This

occupies a
walls—the Oriental pinks and
east from Havana, itself the capital of
md
that
predominating yellows
a department, and ranks the third city of
Malt its charm.
Upon the lower- Cuba in commercial
importance,—Matanwall, directly overhanging the z?.s
second. As usual in all these

v
s

;t

dome-shaped sentry-box

being

of | southern ports the water is too shallow

engaged

a

May 0, 189S.
long silence I

have again found time to think of you at
We have passed through a long
siege on the trail and are now at the place
home.

of embarkation, ready to go down the river
as soon as the ice goes out.
We will not

in

of fighting and serving
the Dervishes, 1879-1895. Translated by F. R. Wingate. With
maps
antj^i Lustrations. 1897.
Stearns, Albert. Sittbad, Smith &
Co.
Stephens, Robert Neilson. The con-

534.2G

start until it is safe to go down the river,
as it is feared that many will be drowned

ice.

J

I have not heard from home since

the 15th of

February

and have been

anx-

(

327 9

dragoon: a love story of
Philips** Manor House in 1778.

tinental

1898. St 3 c
Tomlinson, Everett T. War of 1812
series. 5 vols.
The search for Andrew Field..
322 82
The boy soldiers of 1812. 322 83
The boy officers of 1812.
322 84
Tecumseh’s young braves.
2,22 35
Guarding the Bonier, the bors of
the Great Lakes.
322 36
Voynich, E. L. The gadfly. The
story of the Italian revolutionary
movement.

1897.

Waring, George Edwin,

.Jr.

V 9

g

Whip

and spur. 112(5 25
Wilson, Francis. The Eugene Field
I knew. 1898.B. F. 45

Liver Ills
dyspepsia, headache, constistomach, indigestion are promptly

Like biliousness,

pation,
cured

sour

by Hood’s fills.

They do their work

Hoods

easily and thoroughly.
Best after dinner pills.
26 cents. All druggists.
Prepared by C. I. Hood & Co., Lowell, Mass?
The only Pill to take with Hood's Sarsaparilla.

facts;
important
they
necessity of publishing
false

my address will be Dawson City, X. W.
T., until further notice.
We have not been to Skagway or Dyea
for six weeks. 1 fear some of my letters
have gone to the dead letter office.
I will
conclude my remarks on Alaska by saying
that it is over-done. Too many people
have

here, and many
home sadder, poorer and
come

a

man

will go

wiser, myself,

perhaps, among the rest; but I shall have
gained some knowledge and learned to appreciate life among friends and civilizafco here goes for the finish.
At present I would not advise any of my

tion.

friends to
more

come

here.

There

for^Pale

Refrigerator for only

Scrofula, a

Vile

times.

is the

My

to

Charlie, was afflicted from infancy
Scrofula, a\ul he suffered s<> that it was
to dress him
f<»r three years.
His
head and body were a
mass of sores, and his
eyesight also became
affected. So treatment
w a s
s p a red that we
thought would relieve
him. iiut lie grow worse
until his condition was,:
indeed pitiable.
1 had*;
almost despaired of his
ever being eared, when
by the advice of a friend
we
S. s. s.
gave him
Sw ift’s Specific). A decnt.Mt improvement was the result, ami aft«*r
h<- had taken a dozen bottles, no on,- who know
of his former dreadful condition would have
recognized him. \1! the son
on
his body
have healed, ltis skin is porfeotly clear anil
smooth, and lie has been restored to tier feet
health.
Mrs. s s Mabry.
36o Kim St.. Macon. Ga.
son.

with

impossible

*•*■»**•*%»»»*■********
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UNDERTAKING
A specialty. Funerals directed in the country without extra

For real blood troubles it is a waste
of time to expect a cure from the doctors.
Blood diseases are beyond their
skill. Swift’s Specific,

SS.S.rfhe Blood

reaches all deep-seated cases which
other remedies have no effect upon. It
is the only blood remedy
purely vegetable, and contains no potash, mercury, or other mineral.
Books mailed free to any address by
Swift Specific Co., Atlanta. Ga.

guaranteed*

charge.

Spencer
AGENTS

FOR

WAVERLY

On and after April 17,ISUS trams connecting at
Burnham and Waterville with through trains for
and from Bangor. Waterville, Portland aim Bos
ton

will

FROM BELFAST.
M
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Belfast, depart.
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B ROY
FLOUR
Milled from the finest quality winter wheat by the
latest and best process iu
the finest of modern mills.
Ask for it when next you’re out
of flour. Sold every where.
WM. A. COOMBS* Cold water, Mich.

TRY GRAIN-0 !

Ask your Grocer to-day to show you a package
of GRAIN-O, the new food di ink that takes the
place of coffee. The children may drink it without injury as well as the adult.
All who try it
GRAIN-0 has that rich seal brown of
Java, but it is made from pure grains

or

and the most delicate stomach receives it without
distress. 1-4 the price of coffee and 25 cents per

and

Family Paper

in

Believing that every one of our re;ti!<-> > should
at least one good agricultural ami
family
journal, we have perfected arrangements whereby
we can send that practical and instructive
journal,
have

PM

10 25
11 00
11115
11 30
11 57
12 15
12 35
12 45

5 05
5 22
532
5 39
5 52
0 03
10 13
6 20

Farm

and

Home, in connection with

our

own

publication, Tiie Rkitiu.ican Jot rnal, both a
full year lor owl) $2.00.
Lack of space forbids a description of ihe contents of Farm and Home, which are unequalled
for variety and excellence. Prominent among its
many departments may he mentioned the Farm
and Harden, Market Reports, Frull Culture. Plans
and Inventions, The Apiary, Taiks with a Lawyer,
Around the Hlobe, Live Stock and hairy. The Poultry Yard, Question Box, The Veterinary Plants
and Flowers, Fashions and Fancy Work, Household Features, etc.
Farm and Home is published semimonthly,
thus giving you 21 numbers a )ear, the whole
making a volume of over 5011 pages, teeming

tFlag station.
Limited rickets for Boston are now sold at$5.00
from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and Northwest via all routes, for sale by L. X. George,
GEO. F. EVAN'S.
Agent, Belfast.
General Manager.
F. E. Boothby, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, April 10, 1898.

\

matter of course
when you use Rob Roy
Flour.
A generous flour—
full of nutrition and all the
qualities that produce light,
wholesome, sweet-t a s t i n g
bread, biscuits and rolls. I
None but a very poor cook 1
could get any but the best
results from using

Farm

Ui.ited States, Both One Year

FOR ONLY S2.00.

30
115

AM

with all the latest and most reliable information
that experience and science can supply. N<> better

a

package. Sold by all grocers.
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run as follows:

A

Wilson,

Biggest Offer Yet!

TIME-TABLE.

Boston
Boston,

A Generous

<fe

Maine Central R. R.

»

advancing TRY GRAIN-0!

toward maturity in Kansas, while here the
ground is covered with snow four feet
deep and the lakes are covered with ice;
but by the first of June the country will
be green with grass and wild berries.
I hope you will not consider my frame
of mind while writing this letter and not
think I am having the blues, for I do not
allow myself such luxuries.
Will Goodwin.

REMEMBER,—we deliver free, paying all
freight charges.

which goes deep
reach Scrofula ; it forces out
every trace of the disease, and cures
the worst cases.

There is much excitedo not get the news un-

Some of their fresh meat and vegetables
and butter and eggs would be very acceptable.
I think I would rob a hen's nest or
roost either.
It does not seem possible
that everything is green and

****¥********¥*****

only remedy

enough

would be

ment here, but we
til it is ten days old.
I have exhausted
my store of news and would like to eat a
few meals with my friends in Kansas.

Warranted to give perfect satisfaction.
It will pay for
itself in one season in preserving food.

Scrofula is the most obstinate of blood
troubles, and is often the result of an
inherited taint in the blood. S. S. >.

excitement in the

some

$7.00.

Inheritance.

army, fighting
with Spain. That high Hying nation will
soon find out that the United States will

fight,

suffer-

1

take up with this we will go down
to Forty Mile creek or Circle City and
go

prospecting on American territory. We
do not know just how soon we will get
away, but certainly by the first of June, so
425 10

Girl

_

do not

narrative

ramparts and shot, their bodies- perhaps
with life yet in them, falling into the sea,
where they were snapped up by sharks as

approach reveals the
The narrow, winding channel which
ie fort or castle, as well as
leads from the open sea into the harbor,
lest, to be found in the
pursues its sinuous course past several
■
An
enormous
sphere.
other fortifications of quaint construction,

is

Scenic gems of Maine. Published by
G. W. Morris.
Slatin, Rudolf C., Pasha. Fire and
sword in the Sudan. A personal

that old tower, a quarter of a century
ago, our countrymen of the “Virginius”
like sheep.
were butchered
Scores of
later patriots have been led out upon the

soon as

Lake Bennett, Alaska,
Dear folks at home: Af ter

..

mind, the
Moro of Santiago has furnished dungeons
for those who have incurred the displeas[ ure of the government, infinitely more to

freedom's

as one

Alaska

when we gave it up.
He went on and 1
1896.
118 29
;
started back. Before I got half a mile my
Mather, Marshall. The sign of the
horse broke through the ice, and ail I
wooden shoon. 118.13
could do was stand and see him drown. 1
Munroe. Kirk. Through swamp and
and glade: a tale of the Seminole
then had 15 miles to walk and haul my
war. 328.4
sledge. 1 reached camp about 1 p. m.,
AfterRiley, James Whitcomb.
having had no breakfast or dinner. Such
whiles.1234.42
is life in the wilds of Alaska. Our party
Riley, James Whitcomb. Neighborconsists of myself and brother Charley, F.
ly poems on friendship, grief and
E. Marlin, A. A. Goddard, F. B. Hadley
farm-life. 1214 88
and Mr. and Mrs. Xida.
We intend
Riley, James Whitcomb. Piper o'
to go down the river in a ten ton scow
Pan at Zekesbury: live sketches
and fifty poems..... 1214.57 direct to Lawson City. Mr. Xida has three
Riley, James Whitcomb. Rhymes
claims in the Klondike gold field and
of childhood. 1895.. 1214 43 !
wants us to take a lay on one of them. We
Riley, James Whitcomb. Sketches
will consider the matter when we get
in prose and occasional verse. 1895.
215 20
there.
He says he gets 25 cents per pan
Ross, Clinton. A trooper of the Emtwo feet below the surface (a pan holds two
press. 1898. R 73 t
large sliovelsfulof dirt) and he wants half
Russell, WTilliam Clark. Pictures
If we
from the life of Nelson. 1897.B N 33 the gold taken out for his share.

chill, like that of coming death, oppresses

nearer

1

faces are

Spain, whose political existence
turned this way.
Their on this side of the Atlantic has
long been
copper claims in these sustained
only by cruelty and oppression,

as

n

1

long

from

path.
j
one of them.
The distance was 15 miles.
Fessenden, Laura Dayton. A colonAt 0 a. m. I was within one mile of them,
ial dame: a pen-picture of colonial
days and ways. F 42 c j when 1 found the ice was not safe. The
Fleming, Alice M. (Kipling.) A
man who was with me proposed that we
pinchbeck goddess. A novel.... Ft2p ! take the sledge to the boat and push it
Sloane.
In
Kennedy, William
out by hand and we went until the ice bePortia’s garden. 1897. 945.7
|
gan to crack and sink under our feet,
David.
The
land
o’
the
leal.
Lyall,

caverns are

each

w

Letter

N. Y.

I feared you would be unthe counsel to prepare for the intellectual i ious to hear.
comfort is not the more important. Head- easy about ns after hearing of the Sheep
ing is the garden of joy to youth, but for Camp snow slide and other disasters, but
age it is a bouse of refuge."
Ado Bate* In we have steered clear of all dangers and
the Study of Literotun
I have not missed a
our health is good.
Arnold, Matthew. Discourses :n
meal since I have been in this country, exAmerica. 1896.1156.11.5
cept when I could not get where there
criticArnold, Matthew. Essays
was grub.
Charley, my brother, has not
ism. Second series
1898.1136.11 2
been so lucky, having been coutiued to the
Arnold. Matthew. On the study of
tent a week with the German measles,
Celtic literature. And On transThere
.1156 11 8 which are quite common here.
lating Homer.
have been many deaths also from spinal
Baldwin, James. The horse fair.
1895. 326 23
I was much worried about
meningitis.
Cabot, Elizabeth Lyman Iu plain
Charley and called the doctor, but he assurair.
A novel. 1897. J12 5
ed me there was no danger if he was taken
Calian, Abraham. The imported
good care of.
bridegroom, and other stories.
All the others of the party have had
1898. 212.3
their sick spells, but I am very robust comChurchill, Winston. The celebrity.
An episode. 1897.C 47 c
pared with what 1 was at home. We have
worked hard since February 3d in getting
Clover, Sam T. Paul Travers adventures.
Narrative of a boy’s
our outfit over the mountains.
Charley
journey round the world. 1897 328.26
and i have 3,000 lbs. of solid food.
We
Crockett, Samuel Rutherford. The
bought a horse and have moved about six
standard bearer. .C 87 s J
t-*ns of freight over the trail, and lumber
Davis, Edith Smith Whether black
for a boat.
Yesterday 1 took a job of
or white, a man.
A story. i'll 13
I
hauling three boats up from the west arm
Dromgoole, Will Allen. The valley
1 left camp at 3 a. m. to get
D 83 v of the lake.

high
directly
given signal out they
that they remind you of lliesam the ceiling.
;-ou the unsuspecting prey
In various places small niches have been
Horn his web.
Among the
at a

As

FRANCISCO, Cal.
NEW YORK.
Kr.

SAN

I'OrisVILI.E.

to prepare a resource for the
(lays
be shall be past active life. While
one is in the
strength of youth or manhood
it is possible to fill the mind with interests

lack of advice to the
young to provide for the material comfort of
their age, but it is to be doubted whether

ex-

large gar-

ting together. Those on the topmost
parapet, dangling their blue woolen legs

sight within the

-.de out of

cut into the solid

:alifornia fig syrup co.

when

activity.

t

—

in the ice jams.
It is a common occurparticipation in the work or the rence for men to be drowned, and killed
pleasure of the world, if the enjoyment of
otherwise, and scarcely a day passes withhuman interests through books be also lackout several horses being lost through the
ing. There is no

You
range covered with lolling soldiers.
pass so near that you can hear them chat-

kept perpetual

Second

portant

rison is always quartered here, even in
long, low, suspicious look- j
time of peace, when their sole business is
h raking masts/’ used to
for shady places along the walls
sheltered coves to plunder searching
There are ranges
K;tch little bay, whose ex- against which to lean.
above ranges of walks, connected by
known to honest mariners,

0

only to the originality and
of the combination,H)ut also
to the care and skill with which it is
manufactured by scientific processes
known to the California Fig Syrup
Co. only, and we wish to impress upon
all the importance of purchasing the
true and original remedy. As the
genuine Syrup oi Figs is manufactured
by the California Fig Syrup Co.
only, a knowledge of that fact will
assist one in avoiding the worthless
imitations manufactured by other parties. The high standing of the California *Fi<» Syrup Co. with the medical profession, and the satisfaction
which the genuine Syrup of Figs has
given to millions of families, makes
the name of the Company a
guaranty
of the excellence of its
remedy. It is
far in advance of all other laxatives,
as it acts on the
kidneys, liver and
bowels without irritating or weakening them, and it does not gripe nor
nauseate. In order to get its beneficial
effects, please remember the name of
the Company
simplicity

affairs directly the need of the solace of
books is less evident and less pressing. Tt
is difficult to think without
profound pity of
the aged man or woman shut off from all im-

the channel

the rock in all directions show how
tensive

THE EXCELLENCE OF SYRUP OF FIGS
is due not

lecting

of

guides your steamer close up under the
frowning battlements, you have ample
time to study it.
Window-holes cut into

to

•<y one of these was once a
•i the
good old days we read

:

good !

it occupies three sides of the
and the pilot who comes

as

aboard at the entrance

and

upon it, astonishes you

explorer.

st

it all, for

see

a

1898.

Young
disguise of

Library.

During May,

A

In the June St. Nicholas there is an article on “Flower-Names,” by Ella F. Mosby. The author says:
There is many a flower’s name that
gives us a quaint bit of history or folklore, or flashes upon us a charming glimpse
of its haunts and associates.
Saxifrage,
So
emarkable are the
for instance, or
so
stone-breaker, brings up
strongly arc they
vividly a picture of the places—the “gray
so
are
to c.ll who are
clefts or crevices of the rocks—where we
ing , that there is no
find its modest white flower.
them under
Rosemary,
the
named from the Latin words
news or other
colors.
meaning dew
or spray of
sea, tells us of salt sea-marshes
sprinkled with the pale purple blooms.
Few men in Detroit Real Estate Circles
took them home to her. Before she had
Most of our authorities derive the mariare better known than Frank B.
Trout
taken all of the first box we noticed a
gold from “Mary’s gold,” and it is so None place a higher value on their
for the better.
reputachange
named in a herbal, or book about
44
plants, tion.
She gained strength daily.
of the sixteenth century.
Mr. Trout has reason to believe in the
Every one noticed the change ; I bought
Other names give some
striking charac- ootency of Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills, and
two more boxes.
When she had taken
tertistfc of the plant itself, as phlox,
sig- he does not hesitate to say so.
them she was strong
enough to leave her
nifying flame, from its glowing mass of
and
in less than six months was somebec»
Williams’ Pink Pills saved (he life
color; and the anemone is the wind-flower, of Dr.
like
‘herself.
his daughter.
thing
swaying, dancing, bending at every breath
To-day she is entirely cured, and is a
of the wind. Pliny tells a
Saved her when eminent physicians
pretty story
fc;gt
strong, healthy girl, weighing 130
that its buds open at the wind’s call. The failed; when the pharmacopoeia was expounds, and has never had a sick day
woodbine, or wood-bind, is named from hausted ; when science acknowledged
sin '£.
Ls clinging growth.
defeat.
Shakspeare seems
*T know Pr. Williams' Pink Pills saved
fond of the woodbine, and makes Beatrice
The gratitude of the father overbalances
my daughter's !i:e and I am glad *o rehide herself iu a “woodbine couverture.”
the natural conservatism cf the
man, and
the world.''
Plantain and plane-tree are from a word he tails the world his
;
i 0 f T..:r
story that others
^ rify this statement Fir,
meaning broad; and tulip is derived from i may be benefited.
1
'ai....Tv:t
to its truthfulness
"P
the Eastern word for
turban, its silken 1 “At the age of fourteen" slid fT.
J
E* Hull, Jr,. Notary Public.
texture and gaily colored
stripes suggest- Trout, “we had to take our daughter
:
L
of tl._ nineteenth ccn;
ing the Oriental covering for the head.
from school owing to her health. 'She
: 1 marked
tr-7 ;; "■
y some of the
The gladiolus (little
sword) is so called began to fall away and became pale and
m.i t caipoitint discover.
in the h..story
probably from its sharp, sword-shaped languid. She was so weak she wor d
ct the world.
None
h.
v: ckne nv re to
leaves; and the eglantine (diminutive of fall down every time she tried to walk
benefit
mankind
than
DWilliams’
Pink
1
the French aiguille), from its
piercing, unsupported.
a'dk
“
iieople. b roc of the cures
needle-like thorns. Cocoauut is from the i
When she was fifteen she
effected by this wonderful
weighed,
only
almost
remedy
Spanish coco, or bugbear, descriptive of 1 ninety pounds.
equal the miracles of old. Diseases long
the queer, impish little face at the base of
“She was actually fading away.
incurable have succumbed to their
supposed
the hairy nut. Nasturtium, which means
“Several physicians said she might out
|
The paralyzed have walked;
potency.
“nose-twister,” givesa picture of theper- I grow it, but that it would no doufcf termithe weak and ailing have
stepped from
son smelling the blossom and involuntanate in consumption.
tneir beds well and
strong. The evidence
“She was growing weaker every day:
rily contortinghis features from the sting- I
is irrefutable.
The fact stands supreme
ing and pungent odor. Pink introduces i we concluded we must lose our child.
that Dr. Williams' Pink Fills are the
great
us to a group of words that at first
The medical profession had exhausted
sight
est blessing ever bestowed on
suffering
seem very
oddly ill-matched, for this' their skill, we had tried all the well known
humanity,
daintily edged flower gets its name pink remedies. Finally I bought a box of Dr.
f7r. Williams* Pink Pills are sold by
from the Dutch verb pinken, to pick out Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale
and
People
druggists throughout tfio hnr1,
with a sharp instrument, as a border is
pinked in notched scallops for decoration.
Charming pictures are given by the “sundew’,” with its sparkling leaves; “the
Daisie, or else the eye of the day,” as
Chaucer calls it, from its habit of opening at dawn; and the asters are the
“stars” of the field.
The exquisite blue speedwell and the
beckoning sprays of traveler’s joy seem to
fling us greetings from meadow and hedgerow. The bright little heartsease preaches
How many people there are
content, and there is a sort of moral in the
rough brushwood and tangled vines (la- who try to economize by either
bi'usca) and the kindred adjective brusque. going without or using an old
The old word teasen meant to card wool, box in which to keep their food
and hence we get both “tease,” which is during the hot summer months
instead of buying a good rea rubbing up the fur in a
wrong direction,
We can sell you a
to speak figuratively; and teasel, a
prickly, frigerator.
thistle-like plant whose
flower-heads,
when dry, are sometimes used for raising First nlass ha.rd wood
the nap on woolen cloth.

substantiated;

‘‘Books may be read simply for amusement, and greatly is be to be pitied who is
not able to lose himself in the enchantment
of books.
Everybody knows the remark
attributed to Talleyrand, who is said to have
answered a man who boasted that he had
never learned whist:
“What a miserable
old age you are preparing for
A
yourself.'
liundred-fold it is true that lie who does not
early cultivate the habit of reading is neg-

|

cannon.

It takes

Added

or

Saved!

List.

rounding cliff,

bor-

hills that its sudden revelase

Hooks

stairways, wings and terraces are constantly cropping out in unexpected places,

rock-

a

by antiquated

of obsolete construction.

a

rare

tiny harbor,
palms, so guarded

irays
\

to

cliffs covered

birds.

sea

nu

The Belfast Free

upon the one next higher, all set with
cannon and dominated by a massive tower

heights and sterile

wild

"urge-beaten

it up, and there

Above it, the lines of masonry are sharply drawn, each guarded terrace receding

looks

compared
Indies;

as

the

of

Hanked

stone,

above his fellows, like
11,000 feet above the
wot waul
along the south
lar

eti

Keep

I took I)r. Pierce s Golden Medical
Discovery
for Kczema
write- J. \V. Barnhart, of No. 446
De Witt Street. Buffalo, N. Y., “and it completely cured me.’’

each others’

over

appetite,

will soon be no funds in the treasury.
»
The man who suffers from these disorders and neglects them will soon be in
the relentless grasp of some fatal disease.
If he is naturally narrow chested and shallow lunged, it will probably be consumption; if his father or mother died of paralysis or some nervous trouble, it will
probably be nervous exhaustion or prostration, or even insanity ; if there is a taint in
the family blood, it will be blood or skin
disease; if he lives in a new or alow,
swampy country, it will be malaria; if lie
lives a life of exposure, it may be rheumatism. There is just one safe course for
a man to follow who finds himself out of
sorts and suffering from the symptoms
It i- to resort to Dr. Pierce’s
described.
Golden Medical Discovery. This medicine
makes the appetite keen, corrects all disorders of the dige-tion. renders assimilation perfect, invigorates the liver, purifies
and enriches the blood and builds firm,
It cures
healthy flesh and nerve tissue.
almost all diseases that result from insufficient or improper nourishment of the
brain and nerves
Bronchial, throat, and
even lung affections, when not too far advauced. readily yield to it.

from east

York and

Nt'W

loss of

disturbed sleep, nervousness, headache,
giddiness and drowsiness, wind and pain
or fullness of the stomach after
meals, cold
chills and flushings of heat, shortness of
breath—these are the blank cheques of
physical bankruptcy. Take them to a
physician and he will fill them up with the
name of some more or less serious disease.
Every time that you carry one of them to
him you draw out some of your funds in

write exhaustive treatThe truth is that this

,i

Some Flower-Names.
Words that Serve to Show the Hhunt
the Characteristic of the Plant.

'going

Journal.J

of the

nopoudence

Have

for large vessels to approach the
dock, and
steamers have to anchor a mile from
shore
While waiting the
coming of health or
customs officials, those lordly
gentlemen
who are never given to
undignfled haste
you have ample time to admire the pros'
pect; and if the truth must be told you
will do well to turn about without
ashore, if you wish to retain the first
delightful impressions,—for this old citv
of Spam’s patron Saint is one of the
rnanv
to which distance lends
enchantment
Red-roofed buildings of stone and
adobe
entirely cover the hillside, with here and
there a dome, a tower, a church
steeple
shooting upward, or a tall palm poking
its head above a garden wall, the
glitter?
ing green contrasting well with the ruddy
tiles and the pink, gray,
blue, and yellow
of the painted walls, In the
golden light
of a tropical morning, it looks like
an
Oriental town, between sapphire sea
and
turquoise mountains.
Its low massive
buildings—whose walls surround open
courts, with pillared balconies and corridors, the great open windows protected
by iron bars instead of glass, and roofs
covered with earthen tiles—are a direct
importation from Southern Spain, if not
from the East.
Tangier, in Africa, is
built upon a similar sloping
hillside, and
that Capital of Morocco does not look a bit
I more Moorish than
Santiago de Cuba.
On the narrow strip of land
bordering the
eastern edge of the harbor, the Moro at
one end and the city at the
other, are some
villas embowered in groves and
gardens,
which, we are told, belong mostly to Americans who are interested in the Coble
mines.
The great iron piers on the
right
belong to the American mining companies,
built for loading ore upon their
ships.
Fannie Brigham Ward.

Increased

Service
per

to

Five

proof of its popularity can be offered than its
enormous circulation, which extends into every
! State and territory in the Union, each number
Trips being read bv no less than a million readers.

Week.

A 700 PAGE BOOK FREE.

No

will leave Belfast as follows:
For Boston, via Camden and Rot kland/lMondays and Fridays at 3.15; Tuesdays, Thursdays
and Saturdays at 5.00 p. m
For Bucksport, Winterport and Bafngt r, at 7.30
a. at. Tuesdays, Thursdays am! Saturdays; Wednesdays and Sundays at about 8.10 a. m.*
For Searsport and Hampden, Wednesdays and
Sundays at about 8 A. m.

k

all interested should be without

it.

delay or fail to take advan .me -t this
remarkably liberal oiler, which we make for a
limited time only, by special arrangement with
the publishers. Remember, we send both papers
a full year, including book, at the very low price
of §2.10.
Address all orders

to

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. CO.,

RETURNING:

Boston, every day except Thursdays and

BELFAST, MAINE.

Sundays at about 5 r. m.
From Bangor, Mondays and Fridays at 12 noon,
Tuesday s, Thursdays and Saturdays at 2 v. m.
CHAS. E. JOHNSON, Agent, Belfast.
CALVIN AUSTIN, Gen’l. Supt.. Boston.
WILLIAM H. HILL, Gen’l Manager. Boston.

Lowest Cash Discounts allowed

on

Architectural, Scientific, Electrical,
Mechanical. Industrial and Techni-

H. H. LAMSON,

ttttifen

Licensed Auctioneer.
P.

one at

Do not

Commencing Saturday, May 7. 1808, steamers

From

I"?!'„*“£

Immediately and sending 10 cents additional for
mailing expenses, making $2.10 In all, wo will
send Chamber's Popular encyclopedia.
lining
7(10 pages and over 1,000 illustrations.
This
Kneyolopedia, which has never sold fur less than
is unsurpassed as a \v«>rk of r* n*;vn< c. ft
contains no less than 20,000 articles, a mi will be
found of the greatest use in answering ;he thouMinds ot questions that, constanth arise m regard
to dates, places, persons. incidents, statistics,etc.

STEAMERS PENOBSCOT
and CITY OK BANGOR.

St.,'

New York.

TO LET.
The store in Johnson Block formerly occupied
by H. H. Johnson & Co. Apply to
C. 0. POOR.
5. Belfast, Oct. 14, 1897.

O. ADDRESS,

FREEDOM, MAINE.
k

The Churches.

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.
2, 1898.

BELFAST. THURSDAY. JUNE

PI BUSHED EY ERY THURSDAY MORNING BY THE

Journal Pub. Co.

Republican

} b„s^e^Manlger

VILSBURY,

CHARLES A.

The Third District Republican Convention
WILL HE HELIi IN

City Hall, Augusta. Tuesday,

June 28,

I8*)8, at II) o’clock A.M.,
for the i nrpose of nominating a candidate for
Representative to the 56th Congress of the United
Slates, to e \oted tor at the September election.
Also to select a district committee and to transact
ain other business that may properly come be-

fore it
The basis of representation will be as follows:
f
eir>. ti wn and plantation will be entitled to
me oel'—aie. and for each 75 votes cast tor the
at.
Ahdidate for f.overnor in 1806. an
liep
al delegate, and for a fraction of 40 votes
addtt;
-o'" oi
ni
votes, a further additioi.aV dele\ ai a1.1
111 the delegation of any city.
gate
i\.t;«
can only be tilled bv a resident
|
ot tin-i
;nt> in v-hicli the vacancy exists.
’! he l Ms*
iii.inittee will be in session mi1in'
oi city Hall, at i> o'clock --n
tl
i:
inii. b>r the
ail"-* ot
o

■

■

>

•a
;n

delegates. lielegatfS.
participate in the convenlevied M.b««-<|UeUT to the date ot

i.

v

ot

i.

:•

or

tion. J!)l>
c
the c;to i’-i i,is convention.
Ue- otdci.
U W.
! A < K.

hiAicVolo-i.

w. H
Man

A;.i; .st.,.

\\
US'.

Minv.

—

\Vhat‘s the matter with
sin's all

Hegou'

right!

Portland

has some

guns and

Parrot

hear them talk.

wants to

Maine

The

<

t:.<

regiment

arrived

lots

at

UhivkamauLta National Park.
of

Santiago de

iiha, 5il page, is timely and

interesting.

description

Mi'. Wald's
(

A

in 1 cable t» the New York Herald

s]h

;(-ports ti nt Cologne is sympathetic—ou
the light scent as it were.

sympathy for the United States is being
more boldly shown by European newspapers.
Won't the newspapers use some other
term than “bottled up" for the supposed
present condition of Admiral Cervera’s
fleet? [Bangor Commercial.
How would

“jugged"

do?

Dr. ( looker of Searsmont and Dr.
Hooker of ( amden were called Monday
to attend Ephriam Heal, who is sick.
1 his is

certainly

a
a

«

Vinalhaven item, and it is
uiious combination of names.

skies wept on Memorial Day, as
usual, and thus prevented the usual observant es planned for this occasion.
But
The

the rain could not extinguish the tires of
patriotism, kindled anew by the war foi
humanity against a treacherous toe.
The

Churchmen's Union of

England

has unanimously adopted this resolution:
“Resolved, That this meeting of ( hurehmeu's Union extends its fullest sympathy
the United States in theii etiorts

to

cure

good government

*<•

se-

in Cuba."

Spanish citizens in Costa Rica celebrated May 1- h the 1»< mbardmeut of Boston,
<»;tlvi stou. Mobile and Pensacola, and the
<*t the American vessels
in Cuban waters by the
."pani.--!. navy.

total destinotion

They

have

must

“yellow journals"

down

’.here.
Just what is meant by “semi-official?"
Also, what is an “unconfirmed rumor.*"
[Rockland « ourier-Cazette.
“Semi-ofli i a I

imagination
born firmed

We d

»

l

*'

news

the writer;

rumor" is
know

not

is evolved from the

a

and

“un-

an

anything

more

or

aid.

This

clearly voices the sentiment
exasperated public.

of

a

swindled and

war news is
important, if
reported that early Tuesday
afternoon Schley began bombarding the
fortifications at Santiago, and that later

The latest
it is

true,

tleet

Spanish

the

was

engaged,
“The

lasting many hours.

the battle

advantage

appears to have been with the Americans,'* the despatches say.
The Associated Press dispatches printed
m The Globe of yesterday contained at
least a half dozen war items that were
lenied in the same issue. The war news
s rapidly becoming ridiculous.
[Atchison
rlobe.
here
is
received
war
news
The
equally

contradictory; and it is beginning to be
thought that the whole business is a fake,
and that there is

war.

no

Ueeent bond sales by cities of equal or
standing than Belfast show

better financial
that

were

funding.

very fortunate in our reYonkers, N. Y.. recently placed
we

per cent bonds at par, and Toledo,
one per cent more for
Had refunding
issue of 4 per cents.

some

4

Ohio, received only
an

delayed until
have disposed of
premium.
been

torpedoes placed
and

nuisance to

at

we

new

complaint

There is loud
Kennebec

this time
the

could not

bonds at

navigation.
given no

were

of the

rivers
Yet
rest

a

that the

now

the mouths

Penobscot

our

are

a

Con-

until, in

gressmen
response to urgent requests, these rivers
As far as the Penobscot is
were mined.

concerned there is about as much reason
to expect a visit from a Spanish ship,
should last ten years, as
there is of the north pole breaking adrift
even

and

if the

war

grounding

on

who dreamed of

our
a

shores; and those

Spanish

invasion in

this quarter must have done so after a
midnight dose of mince pie and strong
coffee.

j

Emily

of
Christian

E.

President

Miller, County
Woman's
t he Wall"
County
uioti, semis us the fo lowing
Temperance
in relation to the county convention to he
held in Winterport next Tuesday, June 7th:
Our local reports ar.- all
Dear Sisters:
sent in and our dues are sent or planned
Miss

few days let1 let us do anywe have not yet, had time for,
thing
for the interest ami
some special thinking
Think of new
success of the convention.
methods of work, that our next year’s
this.
better
than
We must
be
showing may
not falter now, when so many are joining
our company in the heavenly laud.
Pray
for the good the convention mav bring to
all.
Winterport is making many arrangements
to forward the day’s efforts.
The W. C. T.
U. will supplement our lunch baskets with
tea and coffee and will entertain those who
Please send names and
remain all night.
time of arrival to Miss E. M. Littlefield.
Besides Mrs. Stevens and her daughter, Mrs,
Harriet Stevens Leavitt., we hope to see
Mrs E. A Harvey President of PenobscotCount;. I'm-ui. Miss Barrett of Bostou, a
graduate of Fmersi.u College, is already
there
She isyivng some lessons to a class
of g;C' iii W. C T 1*. interest.
In the
which

for.

PROGRAM.

I).iial meeting.
Welcome, Miss
K M Ha!
P’;esident of Winterport W. C. T.
C
A
i,< sp iis»-, Miss
G. lvane, Secretary
Swanvllle, W. c 'I
Reports. Memorial
•o-r
M
L. M. N Stevens.
Mrs. G. G.
15o
Dev.i.aiai meeting.
W
slow.
The Exe-uitive Committee also
m-<-ts.
Reports. President's address. Drill
pur! ameiitary practice, Mrs. L. M. N.
Ct.veils.
Election .>f lticers.
in the evening there will be an address
Mrs.
Steveiis.
by
During the convention
there wiii he remarks an l singing not noted
here. AC
meetings open to everybody.
:•

1

•<

Come.

Emily F. Miller.

County President. North Searsmout, Maine.
The Belfast I'nou will go hy backboards,
starting from their headquarters at t> JO
oh lock a. m., standard time, and returning

evening « dure. It is desired that
large delegations from all the unions in the
county attend the annual gathering. Bring

after the

unch baskets.

Wedding

humil-

exasperating in the history of
modern journalism than the way in which
many daily papers have gone over to the
display of faked dispatches, /.ion's Heriating

at 7.30, class meeting.
“mother,” from Mr. aud Mrs. Clark, a sheaf
Rev. G. G. Winslow preached a patriotic of wheat from nieces in Boston, dowers from
Miss Lovisa Hart. I)r. Iaaac Hills, Mrs. S.
sermon last Sunday in the Methodist church j
G. Ellis, Mrs. Albert McIntosh, Miss Ida
from the text Luke 10:20. He spoke of the j
Small, and others.
heroes of both ancient and modern times
not only those in
command whose names
Mr. Israel Jones died in Belfast at the
and deeds arc heralded to the world, but ;
those in the humbler walks, those who run house of his daughter, 52 Miller street. Frithe machinery and man the guns of the day morning, May 25th, at 9.30 a. in., at the
ships, and those who flight in the ranks. advanced age of 80 years, 2 months and ]'.»
days. He was born in the town of China,
These are ail noble names, but nobler is he
April 7th, 1812, his father dying when he
whose name is written in the Limb's
was 7 years of age.
His education was obBook of Life.
tained in the schools of his native town and
"The Godlike Elements in Heroism” will
at the Rhode Island Seminary in Providence,
he the topic at the prayer meeting at the
R. I. In 1833, when 21 years old, he came to
at
North church this, Thursday, evening,
Brooks and settled there, taking up a farm
7.15.
References, (ten. ~'2: 1.1'.': Acts *): 5-15; which
was then a vast forest.
Three years
The following w ill be the
:7: Jl
7 54
later he was married to Miss Sarah Hanson
services next Sunday: The pastor, Rev. G.
of Dover, N. H., and to them wen- born fourS. M»!
wiii preach at Id 45 a. m. Subject,
teen children. His wife and seven children
of
of
in
the
service
t-i.merit
"The
worship
I survive him: Lorenzo Jones of Brooks;
the ( hur.
Sunday sc) ool at l” m. MeetChas. J. Jones of Kansas City, Kansas
Freng of tin V. V. S (’ K. at • ; 15 p. in.. Topi
mont Jones of Alexandra, Virginia; (’apt.
Christ's Mission on earth." John Id: 7-1 s.
John W. Jones and Mrs. John W. Nash
The pastoi will lecture in the vestry at 7.15
both of this city; Miss Emma A. Jones of
m.
p.
Boston, Mass., ami Miss Rosa Jones of Washington, I). C. Four of his sons were in the
\V. C T. U. County Convention.

day evening

civil

Bells.

Hadley-Morton. A very pretty vredding
took place in the home of Mr. and Mrs. E.
E. Morton of Jackson last Saturday evening, when their daughter, Miss Annie C.
Morton, was united in marriage with Herbert C. Hadley, also of Jackson, in the presence of
many relatives aud a few intimate
friends. A wedding lunch was served, after
which excellent music, both vocal aud in
strumental, was furnished by guests and
friends. Appropriate and fitting remarks
were made by several ami specially noticeable were those made by Mr. Ashley Thorndike, Rev. F. S. Dolliff and the bride’s father.
The newly married couple are very popular
with
old and young.
They have been
among our most successful and efficient
teachers,aud Mr. Hadley is now superintendent of schools in Jackson. They are members of the Congl. church, the C. E. Society
and t lie Lodge of Good Templars. They have
the best wishes of a large circle of friends,
who anticipate for them a happy and successful future.
We are glad to learn that
they intend to reside in town, at least for a
time.

war.

leaving

his

In

1852

he

went to

California,

farm in charge of his oldest, sou,

Lorenzo, and returning the next year. In
In.; he sold the farm and went to Manassas,

Annisiplain, Mass., and came to Searsport in
early life to learn the ship-carpenter’s trade.

to Belfast in 1848 and lived here
I8bl, working at his trade in the shipyards. From Belfast he went to Salem,
Mass
where he worked several years in a.
came

until

was

daughter

a

land at the age
of 11 began his

of nine years, and at the age
seafaring career. In 1801 he

Webster, a native of Owl’s
survives, together with five
Head,
children: Emma F. Hooper of New Yorkt
Eugene Hooper of Boston, Horatio B. Hoopmarried Emma F.
who

Jr., of Providence, Mrs. Grace Hanson
and Miss Emma Hooper both of Hanimonton, N. J. The family resided in Rockland
up to six or seven years ago, when they
moved to Hammonton, N. J.
Captain

er,

Hooper
and

was

man

and happiness.
Halldale. Mrs. Emily Hall, who had
been sick several weeks, died May 25th.
Her funeral was at the church Friday morning, Rev. D. Brackett of Jackson officiating.
The remains were taken to Thorndike and
buried beside those of her husband.... C. W.
Colby and wife of Citypoint were in town
Rowe has gone to
over Sunday_R. E.
board with his sister, Mrs. Chas. Gilchrest.
_Fred Poland and wife visited friends in
Herrick of
Pittsfield last week-Mr.
Rockland is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. B.
F. Stevens.

years ago, and has resided in Waldo 130
years. Besides her aged husband she leaves
seven children to mourn her death.
They
are Mrs. Sarah E. Barter of Isle au Haut,
Mrs. John E. Barter of Roslindale, Mass.,
Geo. W. Collins of Rockland, John K. Collins of Isle au Haut, J. W. Collins of Cranston, R. I., Mrs. Addie E. Turner of Belfast,
Mrs. Annie L. Welch of Waldo. She was a
kind and devoted wife, a loving mother,
and respected by all who knew her.
After life’s journey she rests in peace.
Mrs. Jane Webber, a much respected
resident of East Belfast, died at the age of
sixty-three at her home on Memorial Day.
Mrs. Webber was bom in Pictou, Nova Sco«

Bella,

their

home,

summer

There will be

Friday.

last

Spiritualists

of

This is

America’s
Greatest
It will

Sharpen
Your Appetite,
Purify and

The

an

Vitalize Your Blood, Overcome That
Tired Feeling.
Get a bottle of
Hood’s Sarsaparilla and begin to
take it TODAY, and realize the great
good it Is sure to do you.

.Hood’s Sarsaparilla
If
Medicine. All

druggists.

America's Greatest

fog and rain of Monday deterred
of our people from attending Memo-

many
rial services at

Belfast. Those who did attend speak very highly of the oration delivered by Rev. G. G. Winslow.
Mr. John Neally, owner of the fishing boat
Leading Breeze, left last Friday with a
friend on a fishing trip among the islands.

Leslie Crockett and his uncle John went for
same purpose.
The weather has been
so bad that probably their
trip w ill be prothe

tia, and at the age of eighteen she married
Joseph M. Dunnells and from that date to longed.
The following speakers have already been
her death Belfast had been her home. She j
was married later to Alexander Graisbary,
engaged for the regular Spiritualist Campand after his death to Winslow H. Webber meeting at Temple Heights in August: F.
A. Wiggiu, Boston; Harrison D. Barrett,
whom she survied Mrs. Webber had been a
sufferer for many weeks from an incurable j editor of the Bauner of Light and President
disease caused by a paralytic shock.
She ! of the. National Spiritual Association; Kate
R. Stiles of Boston; and Rev. A. J. Weaver,
leaves to mourn their loss a son. Mr. John
L. Dunnells of Allentown, Pa., a daughter,
President of the Maine State Spiritualist
Mrs. George Rowiliard of Beaehmont, and
Association.
grand-children. Mrs. Webber was much
beloved by those who knew her, and her
loss will Vie greatly felt by all of her friends.
The funeral was held at her home Wednesday afternoon at two o’clock. The interment
was in Grove Cemetery.
ten

Mr. A.

plicants

Capt. Chapman

was

born in Belfast and

was

Arietta and the late Harrison
Chapman. He learned the calkers’ trade
with his father in Belfast, but soon after
went to sea. He was in command, at differof Mrs.

a sou

times,

ent

of

a

number of

coasting

commodate.

modate.

she

Herrick

is

receiving

can

accom-

have all

11

w

the cheapest in the end.
It is better to be sure than to be
Don’t be penny wise and

j

foolish.

Don’t be sorry.
When you buy, buy a bicycle like the Overland, Pc
1 heir makers have had years of repututn,
or Viking.
maintain, and they build their wheels in a mann.r
maintains it.
They can’t afford to take chances.
No more can you.
We have the sole agency for these wheels:
The wheels are fully' warranted, and the cones and
ings are warranted against any unusual wear or bn.
from any cause for the season.
What more can you get for $50?
If you want a thoroughly reliable, up-to-date P
that will hold its own in any company, on am
any weather, at any time, and will be as good next
this year—the Pennant and Overland are the wlu
you. They are a little higher in price, but there are
for it. We w ill tell you what they are if you care r
one

The Best Line of Bicycle Tires and Bicyle Sundries I

provide for,
seems to he
doubt but that the Cove will receive its
and

can

Masonic honors this, Thursday, afterat 2 o'clock.

there

WHEELS TO LET BY THE DAY OR HOI

UMial

quota of summer visitors. It is evident that tile lack of proper accommodations
is

only

the

that prevents

reason

from enjoying the presence of
than
for

some

house

build

to

one

splendid

A

come now.

isitors

\

chain

open

is

first-class hoarding

a

tain it is that her character and her capabilities fur extraordinary usefulness developed
richly in her new work. Able principals
Abbott Academy had had before her, hut to
Miss McKeen it was granted, during thirtythree of st-ewardsl ip, to make vigorous effort
fur the increase <■' the school in things material, mental and spiritual, aud we rejoice
to-day to know that site lived t<> see some of
the fruits of labors, for who hut God can
measure the whole harvest.
Twenty years
after Miss McKeen and her beloved sister.
Miss Phebe, came To Abbott Academy
the
school celebrated grandly its semi-centennial. That year the History of the Academy,
written by the two sisters, g ive to the world
an inspiring record of what had been already*
*
On Monday. May Id,
wrought. *
her body was borne to the McKeen Rooms in
Draper Hall, which were beautiful with

JOHN W.

hotel.

or

NORTHPORT

AMP OROI ND.

»

The Floods of Waterviile
their cottage for the season.
Mr.

and

their

Mrs.

cottage

Blethen
M >p

on

<•

of

have

opened

I»exter

are

tage

W, Emery of Belfast is at her
Maple street for the season.

on

at

street

Mrs. J.

cot-

I.

■

season.

Peoples National Bar
KNOWLTON, President

A.

INDIYIIH

Conductor X. T Swan of the B.

taking

road is

well earned

a

va-

A. rail-

itcu at

\ I

The

big sloop

New

York parties.

by

Mr.

are

duly

Follett.

days

art

satis-

E. Decrow.

200
275

Total.1,175
No game was played last Monday ou acThe game this,
count of Memorial Day.
Thursday, evening will be Imperials vs.
Orients; next Monday evening, Crescents
vs.

Imperials.
OASTORIA.
Kintl YoU Have Wwa*s

Bean the

B0#*

store

List of unclaimed letters remaining in the
Belfast post office for the week ending May
28: Ladies—Miss Myrtis Carter, Mrs. A. J.
Pierce.

*>IO0.XdX.I

p.». ixn./c

July

II. IS. I

Ml :

*.0*>:5.|0

;

Dec. 15

$202.!

1.

■;

These fit/tires tire taken from our siroru statements to the C
of the Currency, ITtishinytou. on the til,ore flutes.
DK1MSH S in tin* I\ n:UK> I 1>B1* VKTMFA r 1 •! v 1
>11 11.•! 11.11);I,
I•• v.
draw iut'*ri*sr
>m ti 1t*
ary Nr ami July Nr. Deposits during nthi/ at
Tins department ufers tnach arc-tt-r sc-to depositor* rh.tn s.i\ i>!
•.,
-•■■■■
w
deposit i- iift.n to tin t"(nl:. and all depo-it- in our Bank ate -/•/
Capital Stock.
This Hank beimjthe latest established Bank in Wald-* c innry »ur va’il:
tn
•»•*.'
ments in Fire and Burglar t’rnof work, thereby otferina
tt-'r
:
i.•
bank in this county.
We have s V r |-; |»I-; l*()s I T lit»Y I A ;ii Mi:;.
:iml %i.s |.**i y 1 r. A
\.
extra forks, s-» they may b. taken to and from the Bank 11 desired.
1

>

..

■*•••

next-

the

Mackerel on

Maine

Coast.

Portland Argus reports the striking
in of mackerel.
Last week Mr. Wallace,
an Orr's Island lisherinau, caught f air it
five dozen beauties. He set his nets at about
o'clock and after hauling his lobster n its,
hauled his nets finding the mackerel. The
fishermen expect a good season along-shore,
although the southern fisheries were a
dismal failure.

CHASE & DOAK, The Jewels
25 .'lain Street,

you have made
up your mind to take

Belfast.

Perhaps

POOR & SON

Scott’s
Emulsion

it w i: -it st

kkc t:i\

Look Here,

i*

If you want to make
impression WHEN 'i
TO SEE HER

this summer.

OLD ENGLISH

Then look for
this picture on
the wrapper, a
man with a big
fish on his back.,
Do

not

you of
as

Ai-lMlm; Toilet Powder,

something
good.”

just

1

“A

“A CONI FORT

ar.d

FOR REM.
Brick house, known
street.

as

Neckwear
White and Col

I. JOHN STEVENS,
the Thurlow house, on
WM. C. MARSHALL.

Belfast, June 1, 1898.-22tf

Gloves,

Price 15c.

Notice is hereby given that all taxes for 1897
must be paid before July 1, 1898. to avoid costs,
as after that date I shall serve notice for suit for
the collection of taxes due on real estate and
serve warrants on all persons owing poll taxes
and taxes on personal estate. I shall be at my
office in Memorial Building on Wednesdays from
8.30 to 11 30 a. m., and Saturdays at 8.30 to 11.30
a. m., and 1 30 to4.30 p. m.
M.C. HILL, Tax Collector.
Belfast, May 12, 1898—tf30

Congress

Hats, Caps,

NECESSITY.”

by physicians for sonami tender loot, prickly heat, excessive perspiration, etc.
Recommended

■

nose

t

seen

’Men's Furnishin

!

TRY

diseases of
6 m2

Come in and
thing in

FOR THE BABY,

cures.

to

LUXURY.”

AFTER SHAVING.”!

“A

taste,

wliat makes so main
customers successful

FOR GENTLEMEN,

All Druggists, 50c. and $1.
SCOTT & Bmwne, Chemists, N. Y.

h roat.

appreciate good

FOR LADIES,

does the same work ; and
has the same
no other

record of

Women notice a man'
of dressing, and are

to

When you want cod
liver oil and the hypophosphites you want the
very best. You will find
them in only one place,
Scott’s Emulsion.
There is no other emulsion like it; none other

•

I MUST SH;

HIGHLY PERFUMED.

let anyone talk
“

Mar

Young

FOR SUMMER DISCOMFORTS,

Opera House Block.

bath with Cosmo Buktekmilk Soap, exquisitely scented, is soothing and beneficial.
Sold by' A. A. Howes & Co.

IS!*..

Tin-

Special attention given
A

I*c. |S'.»I

**

week. The demand for cottages is brisk,
several new parties desiring to rent for the
season.
A New York man, who is unable
to timl such a cottage as he wants for rent,
will buy a lot and build.

Total.1,235
Imperials—Candage. 220

Healey....

lire. 11i.

2:5.0X."»..'»S

|X‘.»I.

so.■»<»

places of business are starting
a fortnight earlier than last

2<>3
243
241
230
258

Dickey. 234
Blazo. 237

II.IS‘1'.

I,

to

\V. J. Price will open his

year.

1

Geo. Darby.
W. Decrow.

I

•»

!*."»*>.

>

open and

from 10

Bowling Tournament.

Norton.

Iul\

The season at the Campground this year is
somewhat earlier than usual. More cottages

built, able craft, and the largest built here since F. H. Hoag launched
his schooner Clara.
She is moored off Murphy’s Point.

Crescents—W. Darby.

quality

Young finds the change very beneficial and
is improving in health.

Geo. (). Hatch

Following is the result of the eighth game
in the bowling tournament, played May 2(>th ;

1X«*I.

••

well

The

and

Capt. aud Mrs. Byron Young of East Bluehill are at their cottage for the season. Capt.

past winter at his home on Northport
avenue, was hauled to Little River the iir>t
of the week and put into the water Tuesday,
a

quantity

factory.

the

She is

*»S.

..i.t;**

his

The water has been turned on at the waterworks and everything is found to work first
Both

u u>mn

the large Ih-l-erts cotbeen sold U>

that

on

rate.

If.

North Sh-*re has

tage

the

built

the

I Vh.

in:lM»sits
■**

reported

It is

Kli.VMt

Deposits Solicited

\V. Keating of Belfast has reuted
.Milliken cottage, South Sc-.;,-. f,.j- i\.

Austin
the

past winter evidently
have increased her speed.
made

JONES,!5k:

the Cove

more

cottage here.

changes

j

vessels

them the sch. Fannie and Edith in
the Belfast and Boston packet business.
He was married twice. His first wife was
Ellen Hawes, b\ whom he leaves three sons,
Seymour, Waynesville and Willis. His second wife, who survives liii 1, was Mrs. Fannie
Drinkwater. His mother and three sisters
remain, Mrs. Arietta Mason of Lynn, Mrs.
Dora Chapman ot Chelsea: and Mrs. Hattie
Estes of Lynn. Ht was a member of Excelsior Lodge of Masons and will be buried
noon

Mrs. E. B. Eiwel!
for board for all she

Mrs. R. T.

among

with

summer

application

no

Capt. Oscar W. Chapman died at his home
in Northpoit May -Ust, after a long illness.

El well has received more aphoarders than he can ac-

F.

for

chap.

now.

He saved $1? at the time, but
doctors’ and repairers bills ha\.
him that the cheapest in price i

at

time

COUNTeJ

BARGAIN

He’s sorry

Mr.

Mr. Oscar W. Chapmau, who for a long
has been slowly but surely failing
from softening of the brain, died Tuesday
morning, May 31st. The funeral will take
place this, Thursday, afternoon.

Medicine.

A

BICYCLE-did this

later.

come

informal social meeting
Temple Heights, Sunday,
June 12th. Mediums are specially invited,
and an invitation is extended to the general
public.

Says

of

Married at Jackson
Amelia B., wife of Capt. William Collins,
Sunday morning, at the home of died at her home in Waldo May 28th, after
Rev. F. S. Dolliff, Mr. Elmer B. Gould, a
She had borne
an illness of several years.
most worthy aud highly respected young all
her
suffering with uncomplaining
man of East Dixmont, aud Miss Estelle P.
patience and Christian fortitude. Mrs.
Balchelder, one of Jackson’s finest Christian Collins was the daughter of the late Nathanyoung ladies. We regret losing Miss Batch- iel Sawyer of Islesboro, and was born Jan.
elder from town, but what is our loss will 23, 1823. Of their father’s family but three
be gain to any community where she makes remain, Mrs. Matilda Pendleton of Islesher home. We understand that the newly boro, Mrs. Lydia Coombs of Foxboro, Mass,
married couple are to begin housekeeping at and Mrs. Mary A. Colburn of Boston. She
to Capt.
was married
Collins fifty-uine
once in a pretty home which Mr. Gould has

vants

Folwell and the boys will

Sam

exceptional capabiliuniversally respected.

was a

last

for several years near East Dixmont. Their many friends extend congratulations and best wishes for their success

Uncle

OUGHT

Mrs. R. T. Herrick’s.

at

William Folwell, daughters and serfrom Philadelphia arrived at Isola

Mrs.

different capacities. His wife
of Ichabod Thompson of
East Knox. She died three years ago, and
since that time Mr. Haraden
has lived j
with his son Samuel in Chelsea.
He. was a
kind and genial man, honest in his dealings
and one who tried to do by others as he
would have others do by him.
When in
Belfast he was interested in the temperance
reform and did much work in moral lines.
graceful palms and exquisite flowers, arHe leaves three sons, Samuel, Charles and
ranged by loving hands, and there friends
met to praise God for this faithful friend and
all
of Chelsea. The funeral was
Stephen,
This wise and good woman
counsellor,
held Sunday afternoon at his late home and
The interment was at the old home in
the remains were brought to Belfast for burBradford, Vt.
i ia. in Grove Cemetery beside the companion
of his life. The son Samuel and one grandYachts and Boats.
daughter accompanied the body,and with
old friends in Belfast followed it to its
Capt. Henry D. Gilman has launched the
last resting place.
Jennette and will soon have her ready for
business.
The loss of barkentine R. A. C. Smith was
C. R. Coombs offers for sale, very cheap,
reported last week, near Port Elizabeth, on his sloop yacht Eagle. She is well furnished
the voyage from Mauritius for New York and fitted
and an excellent craft for cruiswith a cargo of sugar. The Captain, Horatio
ing.
B. Hooper, and the second mate, were lost
Webster is getting the sloop Silence ready
with the vessel. The Smith was built in
for service. Her owner jlives up-river and
Belfast
for
1889 at
Captain Hooper, and was
is a summer sojourner at Northport Camp
owned in different places. Captain Hooper's
Ground.
interest was insured. Captain Hooper was
I. W. Parker’s knockabout, Wave, is saila native of North Haven, where he was born
He went to Rock- ing like a witch this season. The slight
58 years ago this month.
cotton mill in

ties

owned

stopping

The Andover. Mass., Townsman of May
held public otliee for M years. He returned
20th, has a long and highly appreciative
in 1883 to Belfast, buying a place on Vine
notice of Miss Phileua Mi Keen, daughter of
street adjoining the lot where His son John
Rev. Silas McKeen formerly <>f Belfast. She
W Jones now lives.
In 18‘>4 he moved to
died in Andover May l;ith at the age of 70
Waldo Station, buying the Geo. S. Harding
j years, We take the following extracts:
farm, on which he lived till a few weeks pre“Miss McKeen was born in Bradford, Vervious to his death.
Mr. Jones was a man of mont. Of her
good parents, of her gifted
excellent habits, a great reader, always tak- sisters and brother, of the beautiful home
stern
but
much might be said.
life,
inspiring,
ing a great interest in public and political j
Miss McKeen honored her father and mother,
affairs. He was a life long Republican, aud from them
learned
those lessons
early
casting his tirst ballot for William Henry of thoroughness and tireless energy which
Harrison. His honesty and integrity won marked her whole career. Her father, the
Rev. Or. Silas McKeen, a man of unusual
for him a large circle of friends, who mourn
strength of character, guided and suppletheir loss.
mented her instruction in the schools, and
v. as a
constant example to his children.
Samuel L. Haraden died at the home of Miss McKeen taught with success in Bridgton, Me., at College Hill, Ohio, aud was
his sou, Samuel A. Haraden of Chelsea, called to the
principalship of Abbott AcadMass., !\Iay 28th, at the advanced age of si emy in 185'.*. Although thirty-seven years of
when
she
came to Andover, it seems as
was
years and b months. He
born in age
though her real life work began here. Cer-

Gould-Batchelder.

village

The first summer visitors to arrive the
first of the week were Mr. and Mrs. William Wilson of Cambridge, Mass. They are

Virginia, taking up a farm there and remaining until the year 1883. During that time he

He

NEWS.

NORTHPORT

Mrs. Sarah Pitcher passed peacefully to rest
The annual State convention of the Maine
Unitarian churches will be held in Saco, !! last Friday morning at the home of her only
June 7th, 8th and Otb. Hon. J. W. SyLionds !; child, Mrs. Georgia S. Clark, No. 118 High
of Portland will preside.
street, at the advanced age of ninety years
There will be preaching at the Baptist and three months. She was a daughter of
church next Sunday morning by Mr. E. C. Benjamin and Hannah Elms of Searsmont,
Herrick of Colby, and a prayer meeting in where she was born Feb. 7,1808. She married George S. Pitcher Mar. 22, 1837, and
the evening at 7.15 o’clock. Thursday evenafter living in Camden a short time they setwill
be
held
at
the
usual
ing
prayer meeting
tled on a farm in North port on which they
7.30 o’clock.
lived the remainder of his life. He died
Rev. Geo. S. Mills spoke at the North
Oct. 12, 1872, since which time Mrs. Pitcher
last
on
church
national
Sunday morning
has made her home with Mrs. Clark and her
allairs.
His central thought was that
husband. She was the last of a family of
America is God’s instrument for the adeleven children. Her father died at the age
vancement of civilization. The same theme
of 80 years aud her mother at 87. Before her
was continued at the evening meeting, and
marriage the deceased was a dress-maker in
remarks were made by several members of
Bostou, aud the skill aud taste she acquired
the church and congregation.
there remained with her through life. In
The services at the Universalist church her latest y ears she made many hue specinext Sunday will he as follows: Morning mens of fancy work, aud during the past winworship with sermon at 10.45, followed by ter has done crocheting and fancy knitting
Sunday school. Devotional meeting at six that would be creditable to much younger
o’clock led by the pastor, the topic being “The eyes and fingers. To the last she evinced
Church and I.” At the morning service the great interest in current events, and even
choir will sing the “T e Deum” by H. M. Dow, after she was too ill to read for herself asked
and “Thou Wilt Triumph” by C. H. Wells.
many questions aud conversed intelligently
Her husband
Services at the Methodist Episcopal church about the progress of the war.
Sunday, June5th,will be as follows: Sermon was, during his prime, prominent in local
by the pastor at 10 45:Sunday school at 12 m.; and State politics and in business, aud she
meeting of Junior League at 3.30 p. m.; meet- was a true helpmate to him. She was a kind
ing of Epworth League nt 0; topic, “The aud loving wife and mother, a good neighbor and a valued friend
The funeral was
trial and truimph of prayer,” 1st Kings 18:
42 40, leader, F. P. Blodgett; song and prayer held Suuday afternoon. Rev. Geo. G. Winservice at 7.
Tuesday evening at 7.30 the slow officiating. The floral tributes were
regular prayer meeting will be held; Thurs- handsome, and included a pillow marked

1

fake.

Obituary.

IT IK

NK\Y

"1

Shirts,

V,

For Beautifying the Complexion,

Only

Masonic Temple, Bell

25c.

_

....

—. —. —

BEST EVER KNOWN

House for

*
HI
Kill!
Sale.
Established inllS.fn

CAPITAL STOCK, $150,00
The late homestead of Ffl^NK W. PATTERSON.
deceased, situated at the corner of Main Street
ami Waldo Avenue, in.Belfast, is offered for sale
at a bargain.
For particulars inquire of
R. F. DENTON.
Belfast, May 10, 1898.—tf 19

[$33,00

SURPLUS,

OEPOSI I'S MO

Sale

deposit boxes for
$S

FOR KENT.
Two family tenements, corner of
Church and Bridge Streets, Apply to
CALVIN HERVKY.
tf 19

l>.:

at

year.

new vault is uuequaled
UNEXCELLED in

Our
and

rent
a

i:.

and burglary in the country.
Those renting boxes can ha
privilege of taking their boxes
va

nit.

OF BELFAST.
jHt NEWS

Of the Frogs of Windham the Brunswick
Telegraph says: “Old men and maidens went

fisherman’s luck.
went arishing once

over it, and on all sides we hear
the remark, the best thing Brunswick ever
saw.”

into ecstaciea

i'r-.ng of trout:
shes in the water

get ’em

dn’t

out.

tramped the brook and

.-hi

sultry day,
with nary fish,

i,g.
:

-.d he

and

take,” the clubman said.
e have the lot?”
-iir,'‘ the youth replied,

::

got."
said, “Now change 'em

al» I have

,v

he
k

good lad—

money, my

been giveu over 150 times.
As the papers
say, “It has taken the State by
storm.
The music is bright and
sparkling,
and is full of
catchy airs with a dash of sentiment here and there.

their

quarter, too.”
-d the club. He told his yarn
l aught that day;
t he poured out his catch—

ECZEMA

j

H. Marshall Woman' s Relief
Corps elected the following officers Saturday: President, Mrs. James McKeen: Vice
President, Mrs. M. C. Dilwort h Secretary,
-frs. W. H. Clifford;
Mrs. Frank

C. R.

Coombs is clearing up the ruins
by the late lire at his home on
Nortbport avenue and has timber on the
ground for a stable. When that is comTreasurer,
pleted the house will be repaired. The Black; Chaplain, Mrs. Olive Wilkins; Conmain house is in fair condition, with the
ductor, Mrs. E. L. Thomas; Guard, Mrs. W

caused

that a child born in this city at
the Manila fight was named Manila Dewey. As a matter of fact the child
was born seven days after the battle and her
name is Geneva Frances.
gor paper,
the time of

^

FACTORY PRICES.

^
1

French Bros, of Sandypoint received a
consignment of machinery and supplies for
their duck farm last week.
It was brought
here by the Boston steamers and taken to

Sandypoint by the M.
Carnes has

Paul

Hen’s Cheviot Suits,

& M.

“

bought

H.

E.

“

Youths’

“

Boys’

••

'■

“

E. E. Bradbury of the Augusta Steam
has recovered from a severe illness
which kept him confined to the house for
two weeks.
He is able to be in the office
for a few hours each day but is still very
weak. [Kennebec Journal.

Laundry

PERSONAL.

^'KAT IN’ Moulding
Thirty years ago, !
Miss Annabel Bla’-e of Boston is visiting
Lowell, Mass., an Englishman named G.
is Belfast.
'.-.us from the bay.
H. Graham, moulded and
cast three irou
Herbert E. Bradman went to Boston Tueslinks, without using a “cope.- The links
ir meeting of the City Council
worked
as
The Boston Sunday Globe had an illusfreely as forged links. Graham day. on business.
next Monday evening. June
trated write-up of the scientific expedition challenged any one to do the feat. J. \V
A. G. Caswell of Searamont went to HalA Captain on the Kennebec Speaks on
to the Galapagos islands in the Pacific ocean. Wilkins of this city has a set of the links 1 lowed yesterday on business.
a Personal Matter.
There is a portrait of the commander of the cast by Graham and he recently showed
:rer Circle, King’s Daughters
Frank A Dahl of Boston spent Sunday
them to A. T. Crosby, moulder for
the Bel- with his uncle, Frank A. Gilkey.
1 meet next Wednesday even- expedition, Charles M. Harris, formerly of
When it became compulsory iu the State of
this city. The expedition cost $12,000, and fast Machine & Foundry Co. Mr. Crosby
Annie Shute.
Win. H. Bray went to Watertown, Mass., Maine for captains and other officers of steam
attempted the job, and at the last casting it
three of the party died of yellow fever.
-s:ve Circle of C. L. S. C. will
craft to go up for examination and take out payesterday for a visit of two weeks.
the foundry successfully
produced the links.
The Emery family reunion is to be held at
M «*s Rosella Coombs, East BelMrs. Dorothy M. Herrick left Tuesday for pers licensing them to hold positions, a candidate
men will
Foundry
see the difficult*readily
June
and
a
South
Berwick, Wednesday,
22,
presented himself at an oral, whose Hoosier like
rvening, June 3d. Author.
of ’lie feat.
We should like t- hear from Nashua, N. H., to visit her son, George Mlarge attendance is expected. South Berappearance betokened he knew very little about
Irving.
who may try it.
Gray.
any
wick, a part of Kittery, was the original
navigation, and still less about the propelling
iiTls.in Alliance will meet with
H.
Charles
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Walden
have
May
force of a steamboat. Looks are often deceptive,
Weather. The record of Mr. I. H.
home of the Emerys, descendants of AnAlexander to-morrow. Friday,
the Burrill house on Church and in this case the Hoosier answered quickly
thony and James Emery, and the executive March shows the no-nth of May, 1898, to uii\h1 into
-ti
from last
A1

1
5
4
1
3

=

=

=

=

Pants,

50
38
75
50

25
50

48

=

Above garments made from a purchase of
fifty piece
Camden. Maine. \\ oolen Mills, all wool, fast color
cheviots, bought before tariff and war prices came
into effect. These prices are based on a slight advance
from raw manufacturingcost, and should attract the

—

HottrVPropw.

“

•’

$5

Pants,
Overcoats,
Suits,
Pants,
Suits,

Brad-

man's interest in the cigar manufacturing
business of Bradman & Carnes of East Belfast. Mr. Carnes now makes three brands
of cigars: the Local News. 10 cts.: Swan
Lake and B & C Pony, each 5 cts. The sale
of the Swan Lake amount to 20,000 per
month.
Mr. Carnes also has an order for j
300 boxes of a choice brand to be made
specially for G. G. Peirce & Co. of Belfast
to be called the “G. G. P."

Ctsi Tkeatuext for Srit-Tortfred
Warm twltu with CcrtcroA Soar, end gentle
B
of .km core..
enomtingi with CcncORA, gre.te.1
Potter Doro aid Cheh.
Odd th-onghont the world.
Boston. Bow to Core Bebj’• Lexeme, tree.

ii,E.

J
(

Industries.

The Belfast Machine & Foundry Co. overhauled the vacuum pump of steamer Castine
the past week.

(Rtn>

H. Sanborn. The officers
will he installed
June 3d at 7 p. m. Members of T. H.
Marshall Post and their wives are
respectfulv
invited.

Local
_

Mv baby suffered from terrible Eczema.
to no account.
Doctor and every remedy tried,
his face was like
He cried ail the time and
I bad to carry him on a pillow,
raw meat.
and was fairlv discouraged. I used half a
ruTin'-RA
(ointment) and Cmci-RA
of
box
was entirely
glH1>, and in one tree* my baby
skin is as smooth as silk.
his
aircl. To-dav
Mrr.J.C. FREESE, .'i-M 3. i»tSt., Brooklyn, N.Y.

Thomas

A very pretty story was recently published from the Belfast correspondent of a Ban-

ra

>

having already

exception of the roof.

■asket new,
ur

the C. L. C. are invited.
The opera "Frogs of
Windham" from its
inception has been a wonderful success,

on

lie, “How many fish?”
i. “I have nine."

BABY’S
T errible

connected with

home in Windermere
June 11th, at 10 a. m. This
Park, Unity,
meeting will be the opening of the home for
the season. A good time is assured.
Association at

line;

,1
-1.

The Monthly devotional meeting of the
W. C. T. U. will be held this,
Thursday,
afternoon at 2:30. A cordial invitation is
extended to all who would like to come.
There will be a picnic and business meeting of the members of the Clough Veterans'

boy

met a

pole

r.

Concerning;

Seaside Chautauqua will hold its thir- j
teenth
Anniversary with Mrs. George K.
Carter, Monday afternoon, June 6tli, at
2j
o
clock, sharp. All those who were ever

[Sec.

ineward way.

!;•

The Law Term of 8. J.
Court of the EastDivision of Maine, to be held in Bangor,
has been postponed to
Monday, June 27th.'

ern

attention of every close

buyer to

our

store at

once.

Copyright 1S9S by
The" Stein-Bloch Co.

in

John W.

Sleeper,

Retail

Manager

Department.

--

med
nvited.

week.

<dge has leased the

at

store

.rmerly occupied by the
and wi'l

repairs

in

move

as soon

as

made.

be

can

made the tirst trip
the Belfast branch Mouwill leave here by tbe

-tor

car

vt-r

lt

Mondays,

iu

as

previous

fall.
sociable

the

at

vestry

evening, May 25th, was a
Music, recitations, etc.,
real;
and cake were served
illustration of the blowing
vraa sin wn.

-;• -n.

•uiA

horse Frank

black

was

vide Ids mate Dan at the trut-

■

unlay.
ti

and Frank

Dan

were

Aroostouk 2d years ago

in

Frank Perkins, after whom
in.- d
Dan has been dead about
They were a faithful pair.
.1

The farm house of
Belmont Corner was
The barn and outbuild-

Belmont.
•mil

at

_'tli.

part of the contents of
saved. The house was an

greater
were

perhaps S.">«>),and was insured
The tire caught in the afternoon
rth

chimney.
Julia A

tripped
recently
d her right knee severely_If
wn of the tirm of Brown & Fogg
he'll get hurt. He had barely
Miss

Wells

dining

■loth in her

room

received iu the market healed up

candy pull and cut his
as badly as the first
was scuffling with a surgeon and
;d through a window.

vent to

a

almost

-.-on.

Sou bad

mbs &

handsome and

a

display Memorial Day. The
Stripes served as a background,
weapons of warfare and photoi-ras were arranged in striking
tud a pyramid of goods was sursmall brass

y

draped

w

; icture of the

Burkett

cannon.

red, white

with

i/uiems of various
Notes.

and

Maine in the Cen-

displayed Old Glory

st>*re.s

and

kinds.

Str. Silver

Star

was

in

week for repairs. The first
Conners did the business, hut
small the Tremont was cliarteruntil Friday, when the Star
he route... .Steamer W. G. ButW. G. Butman, is now making
week from Rockland to
per
-aving Rockland Tuesdays and
••

-t

>'

■

leaving Matinicus
days.. The Castine
ursion to-morrow, Friday,
in..

a.

the

and

same

in ox

ksville at 7 o’clock a. m.. for
Castine and Islesboro.
She
Rockland on her return at 3 p. m.
■

via.

alkek’s Little Game.” The
in the Belfast Opera House
>y evening. May 25th,and the clever
'ho stage of the amateurs who had
much time to rehearsals that the
ght be a success, artistically as
W

nee

'idueially,

alike testify to the loyalty
that splendid musical organBelfast Band. The occasion was
We doubt if
tig out local pride.

vie to

place
country of equal
that could duplicate the work bemud the footlights. The seleco baud were
admirably rendered,
•tiler

in the

od say

no

than

more

that the in-

up to its usual high standplay only commendation is
best amateur performance ever

Li was
ee

ifast,” is a common expression.
the play made a happy distri-

>st

i'.trts, and

as a

the best of

result

untie talent

was seen

nuance as a

whole ranked above

1

f the

very
: the

at its

visiting professional

commendable

curtain

on

feature

best,
comwas

time, and the

usual weary waits between
selection by the band the bell

‘lie
'<

a

the

curtain,

urtaiu
nstead of
g the

fell

and the

on

play pro-

the final

scene

at

11, the additional hour

delay

in

raising

the curtain

between acts that often
home from the Opera House
to return to the play,where all did

"ary waits
'•

1'

es

not

M »st of

..A

ij,

seem

necessary to

lia\

decided to have the 1898 reunion
place. The Emerys in this vicinity
particularly invited to attend.

particu-

those on the stage Wednesung have “played many parts,” but
“t
appeared to better advantage than
* occasion.
The play was to have
peated Friday evening, but was
indefinitely on account of the
,-r and other
causes.
Tuesday evenVVd8 given in
Searsport before a good
The Band, players and others
Searsport by a special trip of
bastine, leaving here at 6 p. m. and
“g back about 10.30. A sufficient num"•ut on the excursion to
pay the
11
h hills and
leave a margin for the
beasury. The net receipts for these
y'^rformances were about $200. The
deeply indebted to members of
Ucdy company for the work done in
an<i wish in this
public manner
ea<*
hearty thanks.

e

was

that

are

been

Liquor Cases. Waldo County Liquor
are busy at present.
There were

Constables

0“>=

street.

Nell Freeman and May Decrow of
Camden spent Memorial Day with friends in
Belfast.

X.

respondence

Saturday

the two

constables searched the Commonwealth
Hotel in this city and found jugs and bottles
of various kinds of liquors. The proprietor
has been arraigned and bound over, and the
hearing on the libel ordered for June lltb.

Stewart.

Ernest X.
land.

Richards has enlisted at PortNational Reserves, on board

ti

Me.,
Monitor, Montauk.
in

the

H. E. Fro in- k of Charleston, S. C.,
Sunday in Bangor and delivered an I
address before the \. M. C. A.
Re

spent

the whole corp* was re-ele. ted.
Miss Folsom will return toiler
position iu
the Central Intermediate after a year’s t-ave

Mrs. F. L. Harmon returned

absence. Mrs. E. $ Pitcher w is re-- Voted teacher of must
Although some of : »«•
rural schools had lost a week through su-k-

of

a

h,

.-O', e

Monday

to

L.

drv."

Now, this old anecdote
do with Capt Roseoe

nothing whatever to
Carleton of Gardiner, master of the tug-boat
-Stella." which plies up and down the Kennebec.
We merely introduce him in this manner, so that
if the Belfast reader is annoyed in the same way
as the captain he will know what to do.
menced

her

W

Shippino Items. N. S. Lord made new sails ; ness it was voted to have all the s.h.ols
Cornlou last week.... Sch. Levi
se June 17tl
md
ttl
f
Hart sailed May 28 with ice for New York begin Sept. 12th.
It made me nervous, and I had to get up
sit still.
from the Belfast Light and Power Co. This
Sairun 1 I, Lord arrived home Tuesday and walk about the room, so as to work the feelChat. The recent rain was most welwar the last cargo of a lot s »id by the
comin. ruing for
a
short visit from Boston, in- oif if possible. I think the trouble was brought
come, and aM
vegetala>u Tt-jon-es_E i
on when at work, by the constant rocking and
where he is employed in Oak Hall."
pany to a firm in New York.
They have C oi^k has added
a risli department to h:s
swaying of the boat. Well, when I was suffering
about 50)0 tons left in the houses.Sch.
market... Next Sunday is White
Leonard Cooper, Esq., has leased his farm the most. I saw Doan’s Kidney Bills advertised
Sunda*.
Ella M. Storer was taken on the marine
-The farmers say that there is ever*’ in MontviLe and will soon move to Belfast, and 1 got them at a drug store. After a few days
railway May 30 fur refastening.Sch. Sarah
prospect of a big apple
having leased the tenement at -''4 Miller treatment 1 noticed a decided improvement, and
rop this year...
L. Davis ;s loading lumber at Bangor for
before 1 finished the box I was completely cured.
Mike Collins made a shipment of
street.
t>.
pigs
New York.Sch. Henry Whitney went to
I have not felt the least return of it since, and I
Castine last week....The eagle from the
Miss Mabel Fletcher and friend arrived left off taking Doan's Kidney Bills some little
Bucks port for repairs June 1st_D. H.
Knox Mansion at Thomastou. presented tv.
Saturday from Whitman, Mass., en route to time ago. I know they are a good remedy, and if
Libby has made a set of sail covers for sell. Tlios. II. Marshall Post, G. A.
R., by The visit Miss F.'s father. Albert Fletcher of l am ever troubled again I know just what tq
Mary Farrow Sch. Fannie iY Edith arrived Journal, has been
handsomely gilded by Monroe.
take."
yesterday from Boston with general cargo
^ elch & Stevens.
.Work is rushing on the
Just emphatic endorsement is plentiful in Belincluding lumber for Mathews Bros., Harriman and Prentiss houses.
Frank H. Colley, Esq., of Portland ar- fast. Ask
The latter
Kilgore A Wilson, the druggists, what
leather-board stock for Sherman cY Co., and
is boarded in and has the roof on and the rived here last Friday night, en route to
their customers report.
merchandise for local dealers. She lauded
Harriman house has the frame up. Dunbar Winterport, where he delivered t-lie memoDoan’s Kidney Pills are sold for oO cents per
the supplies
for Nortbport Hotel at the
added three handsome Union
He is now visiting box. For sale by all dealers; sent by mail on reto rial address Monday.
carriages
Ground
on
the
the
Camp
way up
bay.
ceipt of price by Foster-Milburu Co., Buffalo, N
his livery stock last week. He has a mare relatives in this city.
Law Court Decision. Tileston Wad liu
V., sole agents for the United States.
and foal at his stable which lie wishes to exMiss Josie Burkett went to Boston SaturRemember the name DOAN’S, and take no subEsq., Clerk of Courts, received on Monday, change'for a
livery horse
Lilacs are in day to attend the commencement of Tufts stitute.
the certificate of opinion from the Law
bloom.. .The Belfast police appeared in new College. She returned Tuesday, accompanCourt in the case of Fred W. Brown, Jr.,
uniforms Memorial day_Henry C. Mardeu ied by her little niece, Miss Eleanor Frances
assignee of William Gould, insolvent debtor, returned last week
from Thomastou with Shea.
vs. Isaac F. Gould.
The action was brought
auother invoice of carriages.... Thomas G.
Mrs. N. S. Lord has bought the house of
on an account for $11.3,75 for rent of a farm
Small is building a house between Bay View Mr. and Mrs. Charles A.
Wiley on Spring
in Brooks.
There were two mortgages on
street and the shorn, with a right of
way street and the family will move in this
the premises given by William Gould to
to the street north
f Capt. S. B. Fletcher's
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Wiley have moved to
the defendant to secure notes for 8573. The
house.Geo. T. Read lias taken the con- the Cates house on High street.
legality of the transactions :u view of the tract to
put the Gurney system of hot water
(’apt. Millard G. Dow is at his home in
subsequent insolvency of Willian Gould
heating into J. S. Harrimau’s new residence.
was questioned.
The case was sent to the
Bucksport- from New York, where he recent
>*e\\ Advertisements.
The bicycle sea- iv arrived in his vessel, the bark Rebe< < a
Law Court on a report. The rescript by
son lias arrived and what John W
Jjnes.bO Crowell, after a rapid home run from the
Judge Emery is as follows:
Main street, has to say eon.
eruing :!,e Pen- waters frequented at times by Spanish meii“The evidence does not satisfy the court
that the transaction, between the plaintiffs’ nant, Viking and Overland wheels is of in- of-war.
assignor in insolvency and the defendant was terest. He carries a bill line of tires and
Mrs. H. E. McDonald received a letter
in contemplation of insolvency, or iu fraud
bicycle sundries, and Las wheels to let by
of the insolvency law
Monday from her husband at Lake Bennett,
Judgment for defendant." Brown and Williamson foe plain- the day or hour-Men’s, youths' and boys’ Alaska, written
April 27tli. The party were
tiff.
suits can be had >f W iliiaiu A. Clark, Pheuix
Rogers for defendant.
all well and doing well building boats. The
at
Savery Wins. Fred N. Savery of Belfast Row,
factory prices, and this week he is Journal will publish an
interesting letter
has received the report of the National Trot- offering some unusual bargains. John W. next week from Col. McDonald.
ting Association, containing the decision iu Sleeper ir- manager of the retail department.
A Fryeburg correspondent writes: “One
-R. H. Coombs & Son, 70 ami 72 Main
a case in which his horse Gilbert S. was inof the finest memorial addresses ever devolved.
At one of the races in Monroe last street, are offering a solid ash chamber set.
livered in Brownfield was given Monday
fall the judges awarded first, money to the 10 pieces, for only $13, and other styles from
afternoon by Edgar Gilman Pratt of Boston,
to
813
§20—all bargains. Special attention
brown mare Lillie Wilkes owned by F. H.
formerly of Belfast. Mr. Pratt spoke an
to undertaking....My Clothier,
Harry W. hour aud fifteen
Berry of Rockland. Mr. Savery’s horse was
minutes, without notes, in
83 Main street, is selling tine summer
awarded second money, which he refused to Clark,
the town hall, which was filled to its utmost
suits at low prices. This is his bargain week.
on
the
that
Lillie Wilkes was
ground
accept
Mr. Pratt has a fine voice and we
See what he has to offer
.Poor & Son have capacity.
not legally in the race
The case was taken
predict for him a bri lliant future.’’
received
a supply of Old
just
AntiEnglish
to the National Association. The decision
Rev. H. H. Woude of Castine witnessed
Toilet Powder. They have the latest
the secretary,
states that
E. H.
Neal- Chafing
and best in toilet necessaries and luxuries the presentation of “Jimsey Walker’s Little
lev, admitted that the entry of Lillie
and everything usually kepT in a drug store. Game” at the Opera House last week. Elmer
of all sharp-sighted and far-seeing peoWilkes was conditional.
It
is “Held
ple with our remarkable bargains in
Prescriptions have special attention and only Decrow started for Castine in the afternoon
that the entry of F. H.
Berry having the
unexcelled clothing and furnishings.
in the steam launch Orcato bring Mr. Woude
purest and best of drugs are used_
been conditional, the horse could not
Mrs. W. H. Moody, 29 Miller street, Belfast, over, but finding it rather cboppv down the
THIS IS OUR BARUAIN WEEK.
win and the money supposed to have been
offers for sale at a bargain a Bangor
buggy. bay returned and got the Glide under way.
won by her will be redistributed to the other
Keep every one of the fol lowing items
.Mrs. Spencer W. Mathews, 29 Cedar He made a good run over, but was becalmed
in your mind. Better still, cut them
horses in the race, according to their standout. it will pay you for the bother.
wants a girl for general housework. on the return when near the monument and
ing. The Secretary of the Association, who street,
Chase & Do&k, jewelers, 25 Main street, the Orca went down and towed him in.
received the conditional entry, is fined,
MEN’S SACK SUITS, of good wearing
have a word to say about watches_See
wool goods, reduced to $3.90, would
Mr.
$10.’’
horse
hence
therefor,
Savery's
Messrs. James Libby and 0. F. Bryant of
advt. of Fred A wood, W interport. He is
be good value at $6.00.
wins the first money.
Fairfield are guests of Hon. R. W. Rogers and
offering cultivators at a bargain, and has
MEN’S- FINE PLAID
SUITS, very
wife. Mr. Libby is 80 years old and is the
Fish Facts. Salmon sold in Belfast mareverything in the way of agricultural imple- father of Mrs.
stylish, reduced to $6.00.
kets Saturday for 25 and 30 cents per pound.
Rogers. Mr Bryant is 80 years
ments at lowest prices.
BOYS’ KNEE PANTS SUITS. The Gil
-Three cans of trout were placed in Little
old, and performed a feat yesterday that very
bert Suits are the best value yon ever
few young men can do.
He bent his head
River Thursday evening and five cans were
Centre
Lincolnville.
Mr.
Norman
see at $2.50.
full of water on the
left at Thorndike for ponds in that vicinity. Jones
is at home from Massachusetts to visit forward, sat a tumbler
MEN’S PANTS, good substantial ones,
back of his head, knelt down and with his
There are about 1050 fish to a can. They are his mother-Rev. G.
S. Hill of Morrill
now 79c.
from the C. S. hatchery at Green Lake....
a
that was sticking in the
MEN’S PANTS, all wool, the best ever
preached a very interesting memorial ser- teeth pulled up pin
Some very good catches of trout and salmon
aud
arose
without
of
the
floor,
spilling
any
j
mon Sunday forenoon.
Mr. Hill will preach
produced for the money, $1.98.
are being made in Swan Lake, with an occawater.
MEN’S COVERT CLOTH OVERin two
and on the second and
Ur sch. Flora

MANUFACTURER,
Phenix Row,

of the Maker and

Buy

Intermediate Profits.

CRASH
*'i?S Inches

BIG ASSOK TMEXT O F

COATS reduced
MEN'S

BLACK

to

_

MEN'S AND WOMEN S CRASH HATS

JOHN W, SLEEPER,

Manager

his

>

E. F. STAPLES

Having purchased

FURNITURE STOCK

the

of

No. 39 Main Street, Belfast,
would

sav to

the

decided

people of Waldo County that thev have

to remain at the above store until

SATURDAY, JUNE 4th,
11 an ■ ti mihh «
After the above date all the remaining
goods will be removed from Belfast.
»

•»•••• • e ••••»• • » • *.

Lamson 8c Hubbard

Ill's. Ellil LillimstlT
HAS RliTl k’NLI) I ROl BOSTON.

83 MAIN STREET, BELFAST,

I
[

eet

treated

A
In

Bangor Buggy

good condition, for sale at

a

MOODY,

29 Miller St., Belfast.

with lever-wheel and horse hoe attachment,

ONLY $4 00
while they last. Other implements at
4w22
tremely low prices.

ex-

FRED ATWOOD.

girl for general housework,
MRS. SPENCER Wr.
lw22*

MATHEWS,
29 Cedar St., Belfast.

special method.

Mondays.
Implements disintect«-d alter each patron
in

IIH.H nIK| i;T.

,:i

, ,

Asr.

(FORM KRI.Y MRS. \\ p CLARK
Manufacturer of and dealer in

Spring Style, 1898.
WILLIAM A. CLARK,
I'HKNIX

1‘ltf

ROW,

SOLE AUENT FOR BELFAST.

^)R.

W. L.

^Veterinary

%

Telephone 8-2.

_T^O.

Fill! SALE.

WEST,
Surgeon.1^

GKO. E. JOHNSON,
Or JlJLll’S ANDREWS,
Jd Otis Street, Boston, Mass.

Office and Pharmacy at Belfast Livery Co.
Residence and Hospital 17 Congress street.
Office

Hair Goods.
Mail orders receive
prompt attention.
Office 400 Main St., tup stairs)
.‘tm21*
Box 13i».
KIK KI. VNI), >IK

The hull ding and land, No. Ill
Vhmnix linw,
known as the Andrews store, In Belfast.

Graduate and Medalist
Ontario Veterinary College.
A

a

Mrs. E. A. Rhoades

bargain.

to
Mrs. W. H.

by

No plasters used.
Gentlemen treated

on.lM

turer of

tip.

ANII^

J. C. Thompson £ Son,

great bar

Steel Frame Cultivator

terested Horace M. Bearce, a shoe manufacNorth Auburn, and a stock company w'as formed. The speculation proved
profitable for all concerned and Mr. Bearce
became a millionaire. He lost his property in the panic of 1873, and is now compartively a poor man. Mr. Mitchell died
shortly after the company was formed and
his family drew royalties regularly until the
copper tip was superceded by a sole leather

Me.

S. A. REN P ALL & SON

I

May 22 printed an article on the copper toe tip which Apply
had a large run on children shoes something
22tf
I over a quarter of a century ago. The inventor was George A. Mitchell of Turner,
;
j Me., father of Martin L. Mitchell of this city.
Mr. Mitchell, not
having the means to
manufacture and introduce the tip, inof

Retail Department,

_—B-^l)heni\ Row, Belfast.

prices.

pension and other

Sunday Globe

variety.

$6.50.

SHIRTS,

MEN'S HOsE, only two pairs to a cus.
t<nner, per pair, 3c.
MEN’S TIES, tine styles 15c.. 2 tor 25c.
STRAW and CRASH HATS at very low

business.
The Boston

in great

WILLIAM A. CLARK, Manufacturer,

|

attention to

styles and lowest prices.

gain. 17c.

|

personal

new

BOYS’ WASHABLE SUITS

weeks,

L. C. Morse has disposed of his stock of
i house furnishings and will reside with his
family at Liberty where he has several
business interests.
The large
pension
! business he has in this vicinity will
necessitate his being in town more or less
in the future, {which his many friends
Imre will be pleased to learn. | Pittsfield
! Advertiser.
|
1
[ Mr. Morse called at The Journal office a
| few days ago and informed us that while he
has retained his residence in Liberty he has
been in Pittsfield a good part of the time for
i several mouths past. He will hereafter be
permanently in Liberty, where he will give

—

from Sew York manufacturers,

....

]

pet- yani.

MEN'S AND WOMEN'S WEAR,

IX STOCK XXI) MADE TO OK Oil;.

Tie Eagle Eye we Catcl

again

SUITINGS,

CRASH PANTS

Hatty W.CIark,

weighing six pounds or upwards, j fourth Sundays of each month
through the
smelt fishing there this spring was not |
summer.. .Rev. Mr. Ross
a very
preached
so successful as was hoped and the number I
earnest and interesting sermon last Sunday
was not materially reduced... .The smack
p. m., taking for his subject, “Steps to Suej W. H. Davidson was in port last week with cess.”-The program for Memorial Day
a large catch of live fish, which sold at 4 cents
J
at the Centre was entirely spoiled by the
per pound.
Capt. Pomeroy has recovered rain-The Methodist sociable at the Band
from his illness and is again on deck_E.
Hall May 25th was a very pleasaut affair.
F. Hanson and Herman Casson caught 72
The proceeds were nearly £10... Mr. J. S.
good sized pickerel in Quantabacook Pond Mr.llin is to
repeat his lecture on Biblical
last Friday.... Mention was made last wTeek
Spiritualism at the Town House Sunday,
of “trout” taken, with other fish, in the
June 5th, at 2 p. m. Good music will be in
Bicknell & Hopkin's weirat Murphy’s Point.
attendance. All are cordially invited.
These fish have a head shaped like a trout,
are speckled, and the meat is
$100 Reward, $100.
Mr.
yellow.
C. B Hazeltine has not seen them,but thinks
The readers of this paper will be pleased to
they are sea trout, usually called weak- learn that there is at least one dreaded disease
fish, which are taken all along the Atlantic that science has been able to cure in all its stages
coast, although not known quite as far north and that is Catarrh. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is the
as this.
About two busheis of the various only positive cure now known to the medical frakinds of fish were taken in the weir last ternity. Catarrh being a constitutional disease,
Thursday morning. Friday morning they requires a constitutional treatment. Hall’s Catook their first salmon—a small one. Satur- tarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly
upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the sysday the Inca brought up a quantity of fresh
tem, thereby destroying the foundation of the diswhich
at
a
cent
retailed
alewives,
apiece- ease, and giving the patient
strength by building
nand
Lined
The salmon catch at Isles boro
up the constitution and assisting nature in doing
ville was exceptionally good last week. But j its work. The proprietors have so much faith in
few were caught in the up-river weirs, how- its curative powers, that they offer One Hundred
ever.
The reason for the latter result is ex- Dollars for any case that it fails to cure. Send for
plained by an old fisherman, as follows: | list of testimonials.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Address,
“There has been so much northeast wind
S^Sold by Druggists, 75c.
4w21
during the past month that it has driven all
the down river fish into the bay. That is
For a perfect complexion and a
clear,
why the coast fishermen are doing better healthy skin, use Cosmo Btttermilk Soap.
I Sold by A. A. Howes &
Co.
I than those up-river.”

*

He«ruliii* siiy.esi in stoi k.
Made to order, Sd.OO,
Extra siiyo, up to r»() hrcilst.ST.OO,

v

The

*

Men's Crash Suits

MY CLOTHIER.

..

save

Witte,

FOR

—

sional fish

Belfast.

got up. for an hour or so. Then in the evening
when 1 -at down to read, I would find the dull
aching grinding away so severely that 1 could not

George arrived home from
Portland Monday, accompanied by her sister. Miss t: ra Meyers of Freeport.
Mrs.

was

■•In the fall of 'fid." he says, “my back comto bother me with a dull, aching pain
across the loins, reaching nearly up to the shoulders. It was worse in the morning, when 1 first

from

parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Whit. einl.>. in Waldo.

week's visit

Kennebec

e

has

the ih S.

practically

the

in the middle of the Kennebec in a steamboat, I
and your pumps were in good working order but
would not draw water, what would you do?" The
answer came as quickly as any of the preceding.
“1 would look over the side of the boat and see if

Mitchell of Portland spent Sunday
will, his grauu-parents, Mr. and Mrs. John
Will

j

week.

of

Misses

four searches and seizures iu Belfast last
week by constable Mears, and hearings on
the i’bels are ordered for June 4tli. The j
seizures were reported in The Journal last
The May meeting of tlie Belfast sclu-oi
week.
Constable Webb also made seizures committee was heal Tuesday
evening, with
ail the members
up river and held his hearings in Searsport,
present. Tea.-hers were
which were reported in our Searsport cor- elected for the .\ nung school
year, an i
last

correctly every question asked him. One j
examiners, a good-natured official, jok- |
ingiy said, “My man, you have done remark, i
ably well, answer this: Supposing you were out |
and

warm

;

and dr*
The temperature
against 7.2.91 for May, 1897, mul
55 2:1 the average for
May for
years past
Rain fell ou
days, to the amount of 1 2s
inches. Five of these days weA- the last .j
days of the month, when the rain-fall was l
inch. Last year the rainfall in
May was
o 02 inches.

committee

at

WILLIAM A. CLARK,

Residence

Telephone 2-1

Apply to
Belfast, Me.,
llitf

SUBSCRIBE

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

A

Top Buggy

“I DO MY OWN WORK.”

and a Pink Sun-Bonnet.

“Going to get old Tommy’s top buggy
for the Fourth, Jack?”
There was some quiet laughter down
the line. Jack thought quickly.
He remembered in a flash the queer, uneasy
j thrill he had felt upon entering the
churchyard. Why should Andy think of
the Fourth and of old Tommy’s buggy
possessed a top buggy.
In these latter days, when top buggies before the middle of April even?
are the rule, this would not be a matter
“Don’t know,’’ he responded coolly,
worthy of note; but forty years ago top with a little rising reflection.
were
the
rather
than
There
was no more said, for the clerk
buggies
exception
the rule, and in this ease the vehicle in raised the tune within the church just
question was the ouly oue of its kind in then, and the crowd trooped iuto the
all the country ’round. As to its make house, but Jack was thenceforth
uneasy
and model, as to whether it had drop axles in his mind and did a deal of hard thinkor axles bowed up in a parabola, chroni- i
ing during the sermon. His thinking did
cle saith not, but it is a matter of history not ally his uneasiness in the least.
that this buggy was much sought after by ;
Next morning that uneasiness had bethe youth of the neighborhood.
come so strong that it induced him to
hitch his team to the line fence before he
Why it was sought after will appear.
There was oue gala day in all the year, had plowed a dozen rounds, and drive
when, from uplands and lowlands even to him, half reluctant, over the ridge to old
the remotest and most secluded corners,
Tommy’s clearing. He returned in short
tin* people rose en masse at the break of order and went on with his
plowing.
and
went
their
over
roads
that
He gave the team a remarkably hot time
day
ways,
!
more
and
crowded
and
more
of
it for about two hours and a half, and
dusty
grew
at each succeeding mile, to the county more than once
during the forenoon old
capital, where they feasted and made Dobbin turned his eyes upon him in solemn
That great day fell on the fourth reproach for such unwonted pressure.
merry.
day of tli.* seventh mouth of each sue- i Jack was out of humor, very much so.
ceeding year, and marked (a fact which Every time he thought of the merry tw inkle
many seem now to have forgotton) the an- in old Tommy’s eyes while he told of howniversary of the independence of several 11 ank had been the “fust comer, more’n a
American colonies. On that day each conn- week ago,’’ aud already had secured the
try swain would sally forth with the best buggy, lie swore softly to himself. His
vehicle he owned, or could hire or borrow, j air-castles tumbled about his ears and he
ami take the maiden of his choice to town almost gave up to despair,
lie had put
to “celebrate.”
such great faith in his plans for the Fourth
Hence, the value which the afore-men- j that their premature collapse completely
tioned buggy possessed in the eyes of tlie demoralized him for the time being.
To
youth oi the neighborhood; for he who he sure, there were other top buggies in
could command the only top buggy on the |! the world—he coulcl resort to the unpreroad for “The Fourth,” could well afford [! cedented expedient of hiring a livery rig
to he fastidious in the choice of a lady for |1 in the
county capital if needs be, but it
the occasion; for the fair ones, then, as was the sense of being forestalled that
j
j
If Hank had secured the
now, were very susceptible to the iuliu- i; overcame him.
ence of a stylish tig. Therefore great was
j buggy at this early date, of course, he
the .strife among the young gallants as to I liad secured the girl as well.
He swore
who should hire “Old Tommy's” buggy j agaiu and urged old Dobbin the more.
for ‘The Fourth.
His despair possessed him for three
All this weeks.
So much for tin* vehicle itself.
Then came a revulsion.
He wras
was long ago, and if aught yet remains of ;
buoyed up by the strength of a Great Rethe buggy no one knows it.
Like the solve.
First, he argued to himself that if
“wonderful oue boss shay,” it has disap.1
girl cared more for a top buggy than for
peared and only the fame of it remains. him she was not worth having, anyway.
.So now for the homely romance in which Then it dawned
upon him that as yet he
the famous buggy played an important had no positive base for the supposition
I
in
a
howthat
she
did
care
for the buggy more than
part (though only
passive way,
;
ever. )
i for him.
If—he grabbed his hat aud gun
! aud hastened to the woods. When he reNell Blanchard was the acknowledged i turned two hours later (without any game,
belle of the district.
No one, not even | by the way) the Great Resolve had been
hei dearest girl friend, disputed that fact. i formed.
She was so meriy, &<• good humored, so
He met Nell n< xt morning at the turn
frank, so obliging, and withal possessed in the pasture lane where he nad waited
ol such a lithe and graceful body, and for her—four hours it seemed to him. I?he
such a bright and winsome lace that to came along the narrow cow path, with
raise a dissenting voice where all sang her her pink
sun-bonnet, thrown back upon
praise would have been sheer folly. The her shoulders, blithely humming and tapa
envious ones would have been refused
ping a rata-plan on the bottom of her
hearing.
milking pail. Jack called upon the Great
Of course, all the boys in the neighbor- Resolve anu stepped out into the
path.
hood were, or had been at some time, in
“Why, Jack Dean!”
love with Nell. The majority of these unThere was a good deal of joyous surfortunates contented themselves with a prise and some forced reserve in those
hopeless worship of the divinity at long three words. Jack had neglected her enrange, which worship consisted of treat- tirely for full three weeks, remember.
He could not wait for commonplace;
ng vulgar fractions with cold neglect and
gazing the live-long afternoon across the the Great Resolve would not stand it.
seat
of
old
schoolroom
to
the
corner
dingy
“Nell, I've waited here since day-break
the “girls’ side.” where Nell sat, in bliss- to see you.
You can laugh and think me
ful unconsciousness oi all This adoration, a fool, hut I’m in dead earnest. Will
you
calmly studying her old brick-colored promise me now to go with me ou the
Greene’s grammar.
Fourth, Nell? Will you?”
Several of the boys, however, more bold
There was a suspicion of laughter iu
than these dreamers, cherished hopes,
her voice.
“Why. Hauk asked me that
1
scarce ever confessed to themselves and
over a month ago!”
never to others, and sought openly to gain |
Jack kicked the sod viciously. “1 knew
her favor. Consequently at each noon and ; it!
it’s no use, then?—I might have
recess of these last days of school life,
know n;”
|
Nell was surrounded by a coterie of hum- |
“I didn’t promise,” she ventured deble admirers. To her everlasting honor be murely.
it said, however, that through her tact and
He turned like a Hash—“Honest? Then
goid nature, when these suitors were to i will you promise me? Now? If you care
getl.ei about her no the nest sanguine more for Hank and a top buggy than you
of them -ould detect the least sign of prefdo for me, tell me so!. If you don't—
erence ol tavoi,. sin.
I promise, now !”
There was a merry gleam in her eyes as
|
1. Another “biggirl” she turned to him.
Nli >1 days pas
••I’ll tell you what
<*l
and
tin
on..
seat
honor,
I’ll do, Jack.
occupied
I'll—I’ll do the same with
Nell was a young l.e.i.. One term of sing- ; you as with Hank.
1 promised to let him
ing school sufficed ro xtinguish the hopes know on the Miuday before the Fourth of
of all save two of the livals.
The cruel July.
I’ll let you know then, too.”
necessity was accomplished in each esse
Jack tried to glean something from her
in the most gentle manner possible, and face, but she was inscrutable.
He was
the disappointed boys went and buried nonplussed.
“Well?” he said at last.
their hopes reverently and sodded tne I
“I'll let you know then,” she repeated.
graves and planted dowers on them, dime “And this is the way.
If I wear a sunof them are. green to this day.
! bonnet—this pink one—to church that
The two lads who would not yield lope day, it’s yes, and I'll
with
go
you on the
At Fourth—'
were Jack Dean and llank Mason.
the time of which I speak both, were de“You’ll have to ride iu my »ld buck
cidedly “in the running” and the other board,
he interrupted gloomily, deterboys who had dropped out, now watching ! mined to present the w hole affair without
the race coolly and critically, unanimous- i any false
coloring.
ly pronounced it a “stand-off.”
“Yes! Yes! I understand.
Remember
And so it was to all appearances, bath
if it is this sun-bonnet—yes—if not, why
boys were good fellows, both were dead in it's m». Then there needn’t be any more
earnest, and both had been allowed to pay talk about it.”
some public attention to the lady of their
“I want it to be for once and all, reaffections, by taking her to a “hunt sup- ! member,'' he persisted. “If you don’t
had
or
Jack
her
by taking
done)
per” (as
care for me.
Nell—why, then’s the time
to a Christmas ball (as Hank had dent),
to show it.'’
1
or by
escorting her home from sin?: ng
“For once and all. Jack,” she repeated,
schooi (as both of them had done).
solemnly. “Good-bye, 1 must get to the
As yet neither felt himself secure.
milking now!”
Though it was but February, each was
•O, Lord!” he groaned, as lie crossed
in
mind
a
plan for the summer the woods on his homeward way, “that
revolving
a
veritable
de
that
campaign,
coup
main,
settles it, 1 suppose! If slic’d made it her
should settle the matter fi r once and all. new
spring hat, now—why then it would
Both were considering ihe same plan. look different! But a sun-bonnet! A
pink
Jack had determined to take Nell to the sun-bonnet!
Why, Nell Blanchard never
celebration on the coming Fourth. So had wore a sun-bonnet to church in all her
Hank.
Jack had determined to hire old ! life!
Never—upon my sou.—and I ought
Tommy Grangers top buggy for the oc- ! to know.”
casion and trust to it for the victory. So
And he sighed a sigh of dismal forej
also had Hank.
boding.
It is but just to say 11 ink and Jack did
#
#
#
not look upon the powers of the buggy in
Sunday, the third of July, Jack arraythe same way.
Hank Trusted implicitly j
ed himself in his best at a ridiculously
to the buggy and feminine weakness. Jack
hour and sallied forth.
]
He vowed
merely looked upon tht buggy as a valu- early
to himself that he would not go to church
able and important “ally prospective,” or j
—at any rate uot until he was assured as
“accessory before the act,” having too to whether
or not Nell wore the sun-bonkeen a wit and being too chivalric a lover
net.
He stationed himself at a place of
to trust to any extent in weakness of any
vantage, overlooking the road by which
sort on the part of Nell Blanchard.
Nell would walk to church, and waited for
Hank made the first move in the camher coming. He told himself that if she
paign, being a “forehanded cuss” as even did not
wear the pink sun-bonnet he could
his enemies reluctantly confessed.
For j
make sure of the fact as she passed
Hank was stout-hearted and lucky atd | easily
i
in which case he would not go to
had his enemies. And so, long ere the below,
church.
He also ventured some vague
corn had
been planted, while yet ti e
woods were destitute of verdure and while thoughts respecting a course of action to
he pursued iu case the pink sun-bonnet
the snowdrifts on the northern slopes were I
should appear, hut he sternly refused himstill white and unsullied, Hank, resolving
self the pleasure of building air castles on
to take time by the foiclock, by a “route j
that possibility. So he sat on the hill-side
obscure and lone,” remote from the highand whittled for an hour and a, half.
way and the gaze of the curious public, I
It was almost church time.
Hark!
approached the owner of the buggy as he I sound of the little cracked church The
bell
worked alone in tlie clearing, and bartered
the
liili.
Some
boys
with him for the use ol the vehicle on the jangling beyond
the
road
below—how
he
|
passed
coming Fourth. The old gentleman was wished along
that
would hurry over the
slnewd, and of course there was some : hill and out they
of his sight and hearing!
haggling, but Hank finally obtained the
refusal of the buggy on condition of the They were gone, and more church goers
came and went.
Almost church time—
performance of a stipulated number of first bell over—fifteen minutes
yet—
days’ labor in harvest time in payment for
shut
his
with a click, and
Jack
knife
the same. So Hank went his way rejoichimself
He
walked
up.
ing. considering the victory as already straightened
j around to the fence where he could get
wo u.
l a view of the bend in the road, gazed for
The next Sunday morning as Jack sauna moment with his hand shading his eyes
tered up to the churchyard fence, upon j
—and then, vaulting the fence he broke
which a score of boys—llank among them
down the hillside like a wild Indian.
—were perched, awaiting the opening of
He stood in the middle o£ the road and
the services, he felt, by some mystic inwaited.
She came to him with a half
fluence exerted by the row of eyes that was
smile
on her face and a pink gingham sunturned upon him, that the owners of those
bODnet on her head.
eyes had been thinking or talking about
“Hello, Jack,” she called cheerily.
him before his arrival. Undaunted, howJack looked up the road, he looked
ever, he perched at the end of the row,
and leaning forward with his elbows upon down the road. Then he stepped forward.
“I must have one thing more before I
his knees so as to command a view of the
he said, “Kiss me, Nell.”
line, he returned a series of nonchalant die,”
And
he took her unresisting into his
“hellos” as the occupants of the fence
arms and kissed her on the lips.
accosted him in turn.
*****
The row was very taciturn. The silence
And that is why Hank Mason, having
was oppressive, a kind of a self-conscious
silence.
Whittle, whittle, whittle. Some- j hired a buggy for the Fourth, failed to
one said “Quaker-meeting,” but failed to j avail himself of the vehicle, and spent the
elicit more than a few half contemptuous day alone hunting squirrels. That is also
grunts. Finally Andy, the wag, got down why Mr. Jack Dean keeps with such
from the fence and proceeded to divert the ! jealous care, locked in a drawer of the old
crowd by attempting to balance himself j rosewood bureau that stands in the best
an old-fashioned
upon a long stick of stove wood. Present- j room of his farm-house,
ly, while resting from his exertion, he sun-bonnet of faded pink gingham. [Ohio
Farmer.
turned a quizzical face to Jack.

Once “in the olden time, long ago,” in
a rural
district of Ohio that shall be
nameless, and the precise latitude and
longitude of which shall be forever unrevealed, there lived au old gentlemen who

|

j

|

flooding,

that

I

was

to
obliged
keep my bed.
Finally, in
despair, 1
gave up my doctor, and began

taking your medicine, and have certainly been greatly
benefited by its use.
“Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Comhas indeed been a friend to me.
1 am now able to do my own work,
I
thanks to your wonderful medicine.
was as near death I believe as I could
be. so weak that my pulse scarcely beat
and my heart had almost given out. I
could not have stood it one week more,
1 am sure. 1 never thought I would
be so grateful to any medicine.
l shall use my influence with any
one suffering as [ did, to have them
use
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable

pound

that is puzzled about
her condition should secure the sympathetic advice of a woman who understands. Write to Mrs. Pinkham at
] .ynn, Mass., and tell her your ills.

forad'ort

are

comforted

by

owdor

The whole Hartford police force use it for this
purpose, says Lieut. \V. F. Gunn. Also recommended by M. K. Bach, Trained Nurse. Greensburg, Pa. At Druggists. 25 and 50 cents.
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Water

Vessels

SHIPS.

Cobnrn, M L Park, sailed from
4 for New York; passed St
Helena prior to April 23.
A G Ropes, David Rivers, cleared from
New York May 20 for San Francisco.
A J Fuller, C M Nichols, arrived at HonoAbner

Hong Kong Dec

April 0 from New York.
Bangalore, A N Blanchard, cleared from
New York May 10 for Yokohama.
E B Sutton, E L Carver, arrived at Royal
April 14 from Yokohama.
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, arrived
at Shanghai May 14 from New York.
Emily Reed, D C Nichols, sailed from New
York March 5 for Zanzibar.
Gov Robie, B. F. Coicord, sailed from New
Roads

April 7 for Hong Kong.
Henry B Hyde, T P Colcord, sailed

York

from

March 30 for New York.
Josephus, J. H. Park, sailed from New
York April lti for Hong Kong; spoken April
27, lat 3b 25 N, Ion 4b 48 W.
Mary L Cushing, J N Pendleton, sailed
from New York Jan 14 for Hong Kong.
May Flint, E D P Nichols, arrived atlliogo
May 1 from New York.
Puritan, A N biancbard; sailed from San
Francisco Nov 2 for Hull.
R D Rice, Carver, sailed from New York
Feh. 10 for San Francisco.
Reaper, O C Young, arrived at San FranHonolulu

cisco April 23 from
R II Thomas, C

REACH

!

Reach

HARKS.

Alice Heed, Alanson Ford, arrived at
Providence May 18 from Turk’s Island.
C i‘ Dixou, N K Gilkey, sailed from New
York April 20 for Port Natal.
Edward May, sailed from Honolulu Feb
14 for San Francisco.
Ethel, Dodge, arrived at Monteviedo May
10 from Boston.
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, arrived at Auckland, N Z, April 18, from New York.
Harriet S Jackson, arrived at Portland

May

11 from Boston.

Herbert Black, W H Blanchard .sailed from
Apalachicola March 7 for Buenos Ayres.
Iolani, McClure, sailed from New York
May 10 for Honolulu and Hong Kong.
Mabel I Meyers, C N Meyers, sailed from
Boston March 14 for Buenos Ayres.
Matanzas, anived at Philadelphia May 4
from Havana.
Olive Tburlow, J O Hayes, arrived at Baltimore May 23 from New Y ork.
Penobscot, E G Parker, at Newcastle
March 9 to load for Hong Kong.
Rebecca Crowell,M G Dow, arrived at Boston May 19 from Turks Island.
Rose Inui8, Melvin Colcord, sailed from
Rio Janeiro April 10 for New York.
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, arrived at
Rajang Feb 28 from Hong Kong.
St Lucie, arrived at Rio Janeiro March 28
from New York.
Thomas A Goddard, W S Grifhn, sailed
from Rosario March 12 for Boston.
Willard Mudgett, A C Colcord, arrived at
New York May 20 from Turks Island.

AN OPEN LETTER
To MOTHERS.

WE ARE ASSERTING IN THE COURTS OUR RIGHT TO
THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD “CASTORIA,” AND
“PITCHER’S CASTORIA,” AS OUR TRADEMARK.

/, DR. SAMUEL PITCHER, of Hyannis, Massachusetts
the originator of “CASTORIA,” the same that

was

has borne and does -now bear
_— on
every
the fac- simile signature cf
wrapper.
This is the original “CASTORIA” which has been used
in
the homes of the Mothers of America for over
thirty yccu
LOOK CAREFULLY at the wrapper and see that it
the kind you have always bought
on tk,
and has the signature of
wrapper. No one has authority from me to use my name exi <1 >
The Centaur Company, of which dies. If. Fletcher is Presub >
—

KaTCh2i-ms-oIZ^.

Do Not Be Deceived.

Do

the life of your child by acc< ;
substitute which some druggist may offer
he makes a few more pennies on it), th.
gradients of which even he does not know.

me

cheap
(because

“The Kind You Have

Reach

i

Insist on Having
The Kind That Never Failed You.
THE CENTAUR

me

baud.

your

Reach

me

your

H.
HANof
m said
Waldo,
deceased, having presented a
County
petition praying that Walter Bartlett of Monroe,
in said County may he appointed administrator
of the estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
he Republican Journal printed at Belfast, that
t hey may appear at a Probate Court, lo be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second Tuesday <>1 June next, at ten of the clock
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the prayer of said petitioner should'not bo

the

/’EOROK H FISHER, Executor ot the last will
IT ol WM. F. LOW, late of Frankfort, in said

County ot Waldo, deceased, having presented a
petition praying that lie may be licensed to sell at
private sale and convey certain real estate belonging to the estate ot said deceased, particularly described in said petition, in accordance with ail advantageous oiler therefor.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
on.t
to la* published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
Probate ('mitt, to !.»• held
they may appear at
at
Belfast, vitlun a id for said Countv, on the
second Tiles'lay ol June next, at ten ol the clock
before nooi: and show cause, if any they have, whv
the prayeml .-aid i>ttitioner should mu'’hegr uitci.
OFO. F. JOHNSON, Judac.
!

Reach me your hand, l can not wander
For here the light is flooding all the

far,
land;

While otherwhere the deepening shadows
are,
And hopeless night—a
Reach me vo ir baud.

Reach

your

hand,

star,

I will not go away,
my longing eyes

through rough and devious paths

more

to stray,
while iwe

And

a

climb the heights
have scanned,

I 11
No

me

night without

wait

to

day

Reach

me

A

A true

greet the coming

your hand.

Attest:
Cn.vs P. Hazeltink.

Probate Court held at.

At a

Reach me your baud, the light is come at j
|
last,
The hills of morn, by freshening breezes

copy.

the

County of Waldo,
May, A. D. 185)8
j.

on

Belfast,

smedburc. widow

of

Reach

me

your

OUR

Ii

hand.

CASTLE

(

IN SPAIN.

the glorious time of

youthful prime
When unknown was the shadow of
p un,
And the world was ours with its birds and
our

flowers

We budded our castle in Spain.
The walls they were jasper, the towers

were

gold,

windows looked over the sea:
But alas' Those windows arc dark and cold,
And cold and dark shall they be.
The

No tire is alight on the hearth at night,
No music is heard in the hall,
While the spectral trees as they sway

in

the breeze

Are tapping at window and wall;
And bleak desolation is
reigning supreme
Where gladness did only abide,
For no one can live in this
placej it would
seem

Since the lord of the castle had died.
Yes, I died long ago in the night of my woe
When they bore a vouug bride from the

door,
my body with her’s

And

is

at

rest

neath

the lirs

the cliff of the storm-beaten shore.
But, at night when the moon, rising over
the glen,
Looks in at the desolate pane
There are strange sights and sounds, for we
wander again
Through the halls of our castle in Spain.
On

CASTORIA.

^The Kind You

Bears the

Have Always Bought

-r
Where

A

Finer Tribute.

s.

signed ami set out to her ami that commissioners
may be appointeu for that purpose.
Ordered, That the saiil petitioner give notice to
all persons interested hv causing a copy ol this
order t<> he published three weeks successively
in the Repul'li'iin Journal, printed at Bel last, j
that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be- !
held at Belfast, within and for said County, on
the second Tuesday of June next, at ten of the
clock be:ore neon and show cause, if any they
have, why tli* prayer ol said petitioner should
not he granted.
CFO. J-: JOHNSON, Judge.
A

true

copy.

Attest:

Ciias. p.

Hazeltixe, Register.

JOHN

"IITALDO SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Belli
last, on the seond Tuesday of Maw 1898.
GEORGE WORKS, Guardian of JUDSON J.
HARDING, minor child of JEREMIAH C. HARDING. late of Unity, in said County, deceased, having presented his first and tinal account of guardianship of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof he given, three
weeks successively, m the Republican Journal,
printed in Belfast, in said County, that all persons
interested may attend at a Probate Court, to fie
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday d June
next, and show cause, ii any they have, why the
said account should not he allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
C has P. Hazeltixe, Register.

C. H. Nelson of Waterville has disposed
of upwards of 200 good horses in the Boston market this year and says the appetite
for good ones is fine but way off on the indifferent grades.

ADMINISTRATOR’S

ALWAYS KEEP ON HAND

TainlfiHer
THERE IS NO KIND OF PAIN OR
ACHE, INTERNAL OR EXTERNAL,
THAT PAIN-KILLER WILL NOT RELIEVE.

LOOK OUT FOR IMITATIONS AND SUBTHE GENUINE BOTTLE
STITUTES.
BEARS THE NAME,

PERRY DAVIS &. SON.

NOTICE.

TITAEOO SS.

j

at Belfast, within and for
on the second Tuesday of

|

In Court of I'mIm
W
fast,on the second Tuesday *>t b
MARY A LIBBY. Administrateix .n
of BENJAMIN LIBBY, late of Belt
County, deceased, having prcsente-d
final account of administration of sa.
allowance.

i Ordered, That notice thereof be
; weeks sm-eessively. in the RepuhliLIBBY, Administratrix of ttie estate : printed in Belfast, in said county ,• ha:
of BENJAMIN LIP,BY, late of Belfast, in I interested
may attend at .1 Probate <
said County of Waldo, deceased, having present- held ar
Belfast, on tile seccuid Tm
ed a petition praying that said Court may derter- next, and show
cause, if
|
they !...
mine who are entitled to the balance ot the estate said account should not beany
allowed.
of said deceased now remaining in her hands lor I
GEO. F J< >HN S'
and
their
shares
distribution,
therein. !
respective
A true copy. Attest.
< Halered, That the said petit inner give notice to
CllAS. P. llAZKLLIX t 1
all persons interested by causing a copy ot ibis
order to be published three \ve»*ks sun cssively in
the Republican Journa 1, printed at Belfast, that
,ITALIx 1 ss. In ( urr t Probate.-.
v
»»
nil tl-.e- .see-omi Tuesday
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held I > K M last,
1N 11 I
R. M a ; R A V, A 111 m n 11,
at Belfast, within and lor said couuty, on the secot
estate
Li.ISHA
H.
CARTER, late oi
ond Tuesday of June next, at ten ot the cl..ck j
before noon, and show cause.il any they have, | in said County, deceased, having pic
why the prayer of said petitioner should' not be second and final account of auintnic
said estate- tor allowance.
granted.
Orelereel, That not me thereof be- m
CEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
w.-.-ks sii' -vssively, in the Re-pubii.
A true copy. A ( test:
p; iiiteei in Bedfast, in .said county, that
Chas P. Hazflum:, Register.
imeres'.e-d may attend at a Probate 1
held at Bo last, on the second I u
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
next, and show cause, if any they ha
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
said account should mu be allowe-n
May, A. 1). 1898.
CEti. I. .Hill NSoV
A true copy. Attest
W. BIRNES. formerly MARY W. CIL< II AS. P. IlA/.KLTt M
LEY. guardian of JAMES II. Cll.LEY.
ESTHER M. Cll.LEY and BERNK L A. C1L1.EY,
minor heirs ol NELSON R. C1LLT '. late d WalVLIH)
\y
do. m said County of Waldo, deceased, loving
\\
-c l
I'
i\
fast, on the si
presented a petition praying vh.t she may be HATTIE H. SIMPSON. A eliniutst rt
licensed to sell at public or private sale and'conit iof M A R\ S. IIA LI
late of M
certain
real
estate
t->
said
minor-,
vey
belonging
said County, deceased, having present,
and particularly described in sni.l petition.
oud and final account of administrat:
Ordered, That the said petitioner give note to estate- for al lovvanec*.
all persons intciested by causing a copy of this
Ordered, That notice thereof b,
order to be published three weeks successively in
weeks successively. 111 the Republic,
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
in Belfast, in said County, t',..
printed
at
a
Probate
to
lie
held
at
they may appear
Court,
sons interested may attend at a
b■
Belfast, within and lor said County, on rite second
1
be liebi at Belfast, on the second I .;
Tuesday of June next, at ten of the clock benev. and show cause, it any tliev :,a
fore noon, and show cause, il any they have, why
said account should not be allowed
the prayer of said petitioner should not, be grant(iE(). E. JOHNS' »N
ed.
A true copy. Attest.
GKO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
CllAS. 1 IfAZKLTINt
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazfftinf. Register.
in Court
I't-lat,
VI^ALDO SS.
v
H
last, on the second Tiu-nn v
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
THOMAS NV. YOSE. Administra; >i
the Comity of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of ot (’A RRIE 1.. GORiV AN. late d \\
said County, deceased. 1mvine presto,
May, A. D. 1898.
and final account of administration
LOW. widow of WM. F. LOW, late
for allowance.
of Frankfort, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition praying for
Ordered, That notice thereof
weeks successively, in the Kepi,nr
an allowance out of the personal estate'of said
deceased.
printed in Belfast, in said conn: \. t.
interested may attend at a l’roi
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to |
on the
second
all persons interested by causing a copy of this held at Belfast
next, and show cause, if any the\ !
order to be published three weeks successively in
said account should not he allmvoi
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast that
GEO. E. JOHNS'
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be neld
A# true copy. Attest.
at Belfast within and for said County, on the
Chas. I’. Hazel nn
second Tuesday of June next, at ten of the clock
before noon, and show cause if any they have,
TALDO SS.—In Court <d Prohat*'
why the prayer of said petitioner should' not be
granted.
fast,on the second Tuesday ot m
(1E<>. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
OTIS G. BOWEN, Administrator
A true copy. Attest.
OLIVE W. BOWEN, late .d Belfast
Chas. P. Hazeltink, Register.
tv. deceased, having presented his lir>:
administration of said estate tor allow
A.

s

MARY

—.

.•

at
on

Ordered,

Belfast, within and for
the second Tuesday «>i

interested may attend at a Probate 1
held at Belfast, on the second Tin
next, and show cause, if an\ they Ha
said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON
A true copy. Attest

widow of george b.

a.

Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
praying for an allowance out of the personal es-

of said deceased.
Ordered, That said petitioner give notice.to all
persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to he published three weeks successively
in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast,
that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be
held at Belfast within and for said County, on
the second Tuesday of June next, at ten of the
dock before noon, and show cause, if and they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not be granted.
< 1 EO. E. J011NSON, .1 udge.
A true copy. Attest:
C it as. P. Hazkltink, Register.
tate

|

At a Probate Court hdd at Belfast, within and for
the County of
aldo, on the second Tuesday of
May, A. D. 1898.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of BOl NDS C. DINS
j MORE, late of Belfast. m said ( ounty of'Wald",
! deceased, having been presented for probate.
I
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks sueeessively in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court to be held at
Belfast within and lor said County, on the
second Tuesday of June next, at ten of the
clnek before noon, and show cause, ii any they
have, why the same should not be plow'd, approved a ml allowed.
(1 EO. E. JOH NS( >N, J udge.
A true copy
Attest
Cnas. P. Hazkltink, Register.

\

j

4

DMIN1STRATRIVS NOTICE.

I tie

subscriber

A hereby gives notice that she has been duly
appointed Administratrix with the will annexed,
oi

The subscriber

the

estate

of

MARY JANE FRENCH, late of

Palermo,

in the ( ounty of Waldo, deceased, and given bonds
as the law directs.
All persons having demands
against the estate of said deceased are desired to
present the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment immedi-

ately

MARTHA BLANCHE FARRINGTON.

Skowhegan, May 10, 1898.

ADMINISTRATOR’S

NOTICE.

The subscriber

hereby gives notice that lie lias been duly appointed Administrator of the estate of

DMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE. The subscriber
hereby gives notice that he has been duly
appointed Administrator of the estate of
A

CHARLES

as

|

|

CLARK, late of Belfast,

in the County of Waldo, deceased, ami given
bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased, are desired to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment
immediately to Wm. P. Thompson of Belfast, my
authorized agent.
CHARLES CLARK.
East Sound, Wash., Mav 10, 1898.

That notice thereof he

weeks successively, in the Republic.,
printed in Belfast, in said emit \. that

orijway,
Maria
ORDWAY, late of Swanville, in said County
of

hereby gives notice that he has been duly
appointed Administrator of the estate of
AMELIA S. ERSKINE, late of Montville,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law’ directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment
SIMON S. ERSKINE.
immediately.
Montville, May 10, 1898.

LOUISA THOMPSON, late o£ Unity,
in the County of Waldo, deceased,and given bonds
the law directs. All persons having demands
against the estate of said deceased are desired to
present the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment immediJOHN M. THOMPSON.
ately.
Unity, May 10, 1898.

;

»i K< >. E. JOHNSi)X,
Judge.
Attest:
Chas. p. Hazkltink, Register.

At a Probate Court held
the Countv of Waldo,
May, A. 1). 1898.

IjlXECUTOR’S

Home Journal will be
known as “The President’s Number.” It
will contain an illustrated anecdotal biography of President McKinley, and a new
march, “The President’s March,” also
dedicated to the Chief Executive. The
march is by Victor Herbert, who wrote it
expressly for the Journal to supersede
It is pronounced in
“Hail to the Chief.”
every way worthy to serve as a patriotic
greeting upon occasions of the public appearances of the President.

J

WEALTHY

EXECUTRIX’S

over-plentiful.
The July Ladies’

i

—.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
May, A. D. 1898.
K. CREASFY administrator of the estate
of WILLIAM T. < RFASFY, late of Morrill,
in said t unity of Waldo, deceased, having
presented a petition praying that he may be licensed
to sell at private sale and convey the whole of the
real estate of said deceased, and particularly described in said petition.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to beheld at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of June next, at ten of the clock before
noon, ami show cause, if any they have, why the
prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
OKO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. p. Hazeltixe. Regieter.

What is the Oregon? And what has
Georgia Gilkey, W R Gilkey, arrived at she done? She is a heavy coast-line
New York May 23 from Gardiner.
battle-ship. She is intended for giving
NOTICE. The subscriber hereby
Gladys, H B Colson, arrived at New York and taking heavy blows in defence of
gives notice that she has been duly appointMay 13 from Port Spain.
and country. She is not intended ed Executrix of the last will and testament of
hyrne
from
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, cleared
for swift cruising in distant seas. Yet the
RICHARD S. GAY. late of Belfast,
Philadelphia May 7 for Key West.
John C Smith, Kneeland, sailed from Bos- latter is exactly what she was called upon in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds
as the law directs.
All persons having deto
to
do.
She
was
orderered
hasten
12
for
Ga.
ton May
Brunswick,
mands
the estate of said deceased are
Lester A Lewis,
Kimball, arrived at “from lands of sun to lands of snows” desired against
to present the same for settlement, and
Salem May 12 from New York.
and back again to lands of sun, through all indebted thereto are requested to make payLucia Porter, Farrow,arrived at New York two oceans and three
Et-LEN ('. GaY.
zones, past more ment immediately.
Belfast, May 10, 1898.
May 25 from Gardiner.
than a dozen alien coasts, in distance
Mary A Hall, Haskell, sailed from Bos- more than half
way round the world,
NOTICE. The subscriber herel y
ton May 11 for Jacksonville.
J gives notice that he has been duly appointed
distress of tropic heat and
R F Pettigrew, Morse, arrived at Ports-i through
Executor of the last will and testament •»!
of
Antarctic
storms, through
through peril
mouth, N H, May 24 from Philadelphia.
SAMUEL CH A8E. late of Monn>e,
R W Hopkins, Hicliboni, sailed lrorn Port peril, too, of attack from hostile fleets;
the County of Waldo, deceased, and given bonds
and at the end of the arduous voyage to in
Tampa May 21 for Baltimore.
as the law directs.
All persons having demands
Pernamarrived
at
H
Sailie I’On.W
West,
be in full fighting trim, ready for instant against the estate of said deceased ate desired to
buco April 2»! from New York.
action.
It
was a commission that might
present the same for settlement, ami all indebted
Tofa, A S Wilson, arrived at Sabine Pass well be deemed
thereto are requested to make pawnent immeditrying to any vessel that ately.
OLIVER P. CHASE.
May 3 from Vera Cruz.
But she fulfilled it to
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, arrived at was ever launched.
Belfast, May 10, 1898.
the le tter. After all the perils and labors !
Bangor May Hi from Philadelphia.
EiXECUTORS* NOTICE. Hie subscribers ereby
of thirteen thousand miles,
through J!iLgive notice that
tliej have been duly appointed
strange waters, she reaches her station Executors of the last will and testament ot
Literary News and Notes.
ahead of expected time, with not a tube
MARY REILLY, late of Frankfort,
The June Ladies’ Home Journal prints broken nor a rivet strained, nor the in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
the plans for three model small churches turn of a wrench needed to prepare her bonds as the law directs. All persons having deIf there is a mands against the estate of said deceased are
—churches that can be built at small cost. for the clash of battle.
desired to present the same for settlement, and
The plans are by the Journal’s special finer tribute to shipbuilding and seaman- all indebted thereto are requested to make payTHOMAS F. REILLY.
architect, and the churches are such as ship in all the world than in that simple ment immediately.
MATHEW W. REILLY
would be desired in small communities fact, we should like to know where it is.
1898.
10,
Frankfort,
May
where money for their construction is not [New York Tribune.
SCHOONERS.

IV'ALIx) SS. -In Court of Probate,
M
fast, on the second Tuesday ot Ai
CHOREE \. WARREN. Administratm
tateot MILTON I. W H IT< DMI5, late
in said County, deceased, having pi
first and final account of administrati
estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be gi
weeks successively, in the Republic a
printed in Belfast, in said County, tha
interested may attend at a Probate >
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesd
next, and show cause, if any they ha
said account should not be allowed.
OE<>. E. JOHNSON
A true copy.
Attest
('has. P. Hazmltinb I

e

and for

johx

NEW YORK CITY,

|

Tuesday of

Mary
S.MKblU’Hi., late of 1'nity. in said County
fanned,
of Will'll.'. deceased, having presented ;i petition
Rejoice together, Night and gloom arc past praying
her dowei in the real estate of which said
Behold the day! The day is coming fast— deceased died
sc zed and possessed, mav
be as-

copy.

a Probate Court held
the County of Waldo,
May, A. 1). 1898.

MARY

Register.

within

the second

a

true

STREET

—

granted.

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
County of Waldo, on the second Tuesdav of
May, A. I). 1898.

At a

hand.

77 MUHHAY

MASON, grandson of
NAH Y. PATTEE, late
BKADSTREET
Monroe,
of

the

PROBATE NOTICES.

your hand, when hope is almost
gone;
I’ve wandered far across life’s desert
sand,
But now to see you in the glorious dawn
Away to turn and sadly journey on—

COMPANY,

At a Probate Court new at Belfast, within ami
for flu* County of Waldo on the second Tuesday of May, A. I). 1898.

~~

me

Always Bought

BEARS THE SIGNATURE OF

tween—

Reach

endanger

not

a

handsomest, and others are invited
to call on any druggist and
get free a trial bottle
<d Keinji’s Balsam for the Throat and
Lungs, a
remedy that is guaranteed to cure and relieve all
Chronic and Acute Coughs, Asthma, Bronchitis
and Consumption. Price 25c. and 50c.
as

Through shadows dark and yawning gulf be-

Aprii

17.
S D Carleton, Amsbury, arrived at New
York April 10 from Singapore.
St Paul, F \Y Treat, sailed from New York
March 20 for Japan.
>t Nicholas, c F Carver, arrived at San
Francisco Dec 17 from Seattle.
State u£ Maine, If G Cuitjs, arrived at
Hong Kong May 12 from New York.
Tiilie E Starhuck, Eben Curtis, sailed
from H onolulu Feb 13 for New York.
Wm H Macy, Amsbury. saileil from New
York Nov 14 for Yokahama: passed Anjer
March 31.
Wm II Conner, .1 T Erskinc, sailed from
N* w York April 20 lor Shanghai.
W J Botch, Sew all t Lancaster, arrived
at San Francisco Jan 2b from New York,

the

THE HOMELIEST MAN I (BELFAST
As well

HAND.

ME YOUR

in

Barney Hoskin iStandish writes an article on “The Bumble-Bee” for the June
St. Nicholas.
Mr. Standish says: The
work of the bumble-bee in bringing about
the cross-fertilization of flowers is as important as that of the honey-bi t, and
these two stand at the head of the li^t of
insects useful in this respect. Each has
its flowers which it alone visits, but there
are many flowers on neutral
ground, visited by both. So we may say of the bumblebee, as of the honey-bee, the more bumble-bees the more seeds; the more seeds
the more flowers—especially wild flowers,
as
the tall bell flower, touch-me-not,
Solomon’s-seal,
gentian, Dutchmen’sbreechcs, and turtle-head. But probably
the most important work this insect does
for agriculture is upon the fields of red
clover. There is abundant proof that this
plant will not produce seed without the
co-operation of the bumble-bee. It is impossible for the wind to bring about the
fertilization of the seed, as it may do in
the case of Indian corn, grain, aud some
forest trees.
The tube of red-clover blossoms, too, is so long that other insects
(including the honey-bee) are not regular
visitants.
Here is proof that this plant must have
visits from the bumble-bee.
This insect
is not a native of Australia, and red- clover
failed to produce seed there until bumblebees were imported. As soon as they became numerous the
plant could be depended upon for seed. Again, the blossoms of the first
crop of the “medium redclover” of our own country are just as
as
those of the second crop, but
perfect
there are too few bumble-bees in the field,
so early iu the
season, to produce fertilization; hence little or uo seed in this crop.
If bumble-bees were sullieieutly numerous there is no reason
why much larger
yields of clover seed might not be expected than at present.
Here is what a well-informed farmer
says about it:
“It was formerly thought that the world
rested on the shoulders of Atlas.
1 can
prove that its prosperity rests on the bumble-bee.
The world cannot prosper without the farmers’ product.
The farm will
not be productive without clover.
We
cannot raise clover without seed, and we
cannot have clover-seed without the bumble-bee, because it is this insect that carries the pollen from flower to flower, securing its development aud continuance,
l.et us learn to know and to protect our
friends.”

your hand, down from the heights
serene,
Where you, to-day secure and smiling
stand ;
While winds blow cold and night comes
o’er the scene,

Philadelphia.

G Nichols, arrived at
Hong Kong prior to May 7 from Manila.
Sachem, oewall Nichols, sailed from Singapore April 4 for Boston; passed Anjer

Busy Workers Play
Fertilization of Flowers.

In December, 188<>, Mr. Fellows was
married to Miss Irene E. Harkins, a
daughter of Capt. Henry Harkins of Ahwapee, Wis. One child—a girl—was born
to them in May, 1888, but died in
infancy.
In the fall of 18‘.HJ, close application to
long continued office work having seriously affected his health, aud his wife being
too delicate to longer endure the rigorous
winters of Minnesota, he abandoned his
position, and went to California, and is
now’ a resident of
Fassadena.
Mr. Fellows began to write verses when
a mere boy at school, and has written
poems, at intervals, as a pastime, ever
since. His effusions have been contributed to various periodicals East and West.
All his work is above mediocrity and
much of it evinces the inspiration of the
genuine poet. Evidence of hasty composition and a lack of close analysis are to
be found in some of his truest—truest because
most
beautiful- and melodious
lyrics. Under the title of “Rhymes of
Reform” he has published a volume containing thirty short poems—not all literally on the subject of reform—dedicating it
to his mother, Sarah Palmer Weld.
We
quote two specimens of his verse:

lulu

!

Born in Maine.

The Part These

Minneapolis.

Compound.”
Every woman

Tired, aching, sweating feet

People who was

Our Debt to Bumble-Bees.

j
j

I was bothered with a flow which ^
would be quite annoying at times, and
at others would almost stop.
“I used prescriptions given me by my
physician, but the
state
same
affairs
of
continued.
After a
time I was
taken with
a

Reform.

of

The Minneapolis Progress recently pub- |
lished a sketch, and portrait of Odell 1
Truando Fellows of Fassadena, California,
with selections from liis poems.
Mr.
Fellows was born on a farm in Lincoln, !
Penobscot Co., Maine, May 15, 1857. He
was educated in
the common country
schools, which he attended winters only,
after he was large enough to work on the
farm during summers; and unfortunately
was
deprived of the advantages of a
collegiate training. His parents, as we
understand, were plain, practical and
provident farmer folk. When seventeen
years old, he began to teach in country
schools during winter sessions; later, in
1880, he attended the State Normal school
at Castine for one season, and also served
on the school committee of Lincoln, and
in 1881 was elected supervisor of schools
of the same town.
For several years, he
was an
active member of the Grange
and served as Master for three years,
during which he was t wice chosen as delegate to the State Grange.
In July 1883, his father died, and the
home was broken up; and in the autumn
of that year he removed to Minneapolis,
Minn., and secured a position as assistant
teacher in Archibald’s Business College—
still a llourishiDg institution—taking, at
the same time, a scholarship in the shorthand and typewriting department. This
afterward formed his chief employment
for seven years in the railroad offices of
the M. A St. L. and C. M. A St. P. at

Letter to Mrs. Pinkham.

j

—

A Poet of the

So Says Mrs. Mary Rochiette of
Linden, New Jersey, in this

j

=

Rhymes

Chas. P. Hazkltin

!
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At a Probate Court held
for the County of M aldo,
of May. A. IV 1898.

at
on

Belfast
the s«*<-

certain instrument, purportmg
will and testament of ALBION *
late of Belfast, in said < ouuty of M e
ed, havin'; been presented for prohat•
Ordered, That notice be given to a!
terested In causing a eop\ of this
published three weeks snccessive!>
lican Journal. printed at. Belfast, th.
appear at a Probate Court to he hei
within and lor said County, ,,n tin
day of June next, at ten of the clock!
and show cause it any they ha\e, wi
should not he proved, approved and
GEO. E. JOHNAttest
A true copy.
Chas. P. Ha/i i.hn'

A

No*
in; six K It I IT 'I W \l I*
u ••
a
i; oi M -u n r;. W
Bfe LFAST. M .»> 19, A I
This is to give notice that <>n tin
May, A. I» 1898, a Warrant in l>
issued by Geo. K. .lohn<<ui, .1 udge
of Insolvency for said Countv id \N
On hi
Sr

oi

o. WlllTMO
the estate <d ,1
said County, adjudged to he an I n~
.hi
petition ■»i said Debtor, which (■
filed on the 19tli day ol May, A
which date interest on claims is in 1
that the payment of any debt tool
or. and the transfer and delivery ol
by him are forbidden by law; that.
the Creditors of said Debtor to prov
and m ease there are assets sutiiciem
the same to choose one or more as-;:
estate will be held at a Court of Ii
liolden at the Probate Office in said B*
loth day of June, A. D. 1898, at tw
the afternoon.
Given under my hand the date tint
I
>
ten.
Deputy Sheri IT, as Messenger of the 1
solvency for said County of Waldo.
■'

'•

Taw

Proposals for Collecting

Sealed proposals for collecting the
and city taxes of the city of Belfast b"
cipal year 1898, will he received by tin
until Monday, June 0, 1898. at 5 o d"‘K
the City Council reserving the right tof said proposals or to reject all.
L. H. MUKCU, t
■

Belfast, May 5,1898.—4wl9

Savonarola.

i,l

of the Church to the temporal power.
HU final great endeavor 'was to secure a
general council of Christendom, to depose
the pope and reform the Church.
On account of the fierceness of his reforming zeal, he has been accused of
narrowness; but lie was a lover of art and
music as well as of philosphy; be purchased
the Laurentian library for bis convent;
men of genius, including Michael
Angelo,
were
bis friends and disciples.
Little
children loved him.
His letters to liis
frieuds are full of beauty aud sweetness,
llis heart was as tender as his mind was
magnanimous. He was as gentle as lie
was fearless.
The homely features of bis
portrait by Fra Bartolommeo are full of
'benignity. [Rev, J. F. C. Sawyer in the
Northern Christian Herald.

the four hunjay. May 23d,
ainiversary of the martyrdom of
the
>avonarola,
great Florentine
reformer and statesman, one of
exalted, heroic and wonderful
of modern history.
The power
leuee and the intensity of his
lestuess have never been surFlorence adored him, then beburned him, and now after
■•I years ranks his name with
inte and Michael Angelo.
In
which he so passionately loved
was

he

was so

cruelly put

to

death,

have been made for a most
mmemoration of his martyr-

ms
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Campaigning in Cuba.

with the centuries.

activity

was

The

The fascination of his

career

Mr. Emory W. Fenn, late major in the !
Cuban army, has written an article for
j
the June Century, entitled, “Ten Months I
With the Cuban Insurgents.”
Mr. Fenn !

is

multiplicity of brilliant events,
marvelous charm of his mystic
his moral greatnesss.
He was
in his environment, though the
li kable city of modern times was

6ays:
Our operations were confined to the
of his triumphs and of his province of Santiago de Cuba, a large
He was a sublime and mysterious proportion of the inhabitants of which
We will compress his career are blaeks, descendants of native Africans,
in the days of slavery.
Most of
iates, and then briefly present imported
the men are of medium stature, with broad
lie elements of his greatness.
shoulders and well-developed muscles.
born at Farrara, Sept. 21, 1452.
They are peaceful in disposition, seldom,
e prayed, “Lord! teach me the
m>u1 should walk.”
A sermon if ever, quarreling among themselves, and
and fearless in battle.
As no
174 determined him to become are brave
and on April 24 of the following attention has been given by the Spanish
to their education, less than
authorities
utered the Dominican convent at
of the country .people in this
isking to be employed in the one-quarter
In the monastery he province are able to read and write; but
services.
are gifted by nature with a large
his time between prayers and they
amount of intelligence.
Their homes are
he was worn to a spectre; in
more than roofs.
The families are
Humility and obedience he sur- hardly often
numbering from sixteen to
large,
11is brethren; he was subject to
Children
under
five years selIn 14S1 he commenced eighteen.
ranees.
dom wear clothing.
Lamps are almost
but at first manifested no extracandles being generally used.
over.
The same year he first unknown,
Vegetables are plentiful, and meat is
at
e
convent of San Marco
: now lurnished to the families by the perwith which in after years he
au officer of tlie civil government
preeminently identified. He fect,
for each township to protect
<•
novices in the convent and appointed
i and care for the families, also to furnish
to
diminishing congregahorses, vegtables, and other articles nece great church of San Lorenzo,
for the troops in his vicinity.
As
preacher at San Uemignano in ; essary
the Cuban soldier relies mainly upon vegelirst manifested his overwhelmtables, and, when the enemy is not near
.i
power, proclaiming that the at
hand, often camps iu the same place
mid be scourged, then regeneratfor weeks at a time, it is necessary, in
that this would come to pass
order not to exhaust the supply, to divide
his
In 14S(>
preaching at the forces into small bands
of from fifty
-a llied
like a voice from another
to five hundred men, according to circum14M' lie re-entered the conThe vegetables chiefly used are
stances.
Marco at Florence by invitabut not the
On green plantains (a banana,
i.aieuzo the Magnificent.
sold in this market), green bathat year he preached his first variety
nanas, sweet potatoes, pumpkins, and the
the church of San Marco, to au
nutritious yucca.
These vegetables are
audicuce that quivered with
either boiled or roasted on the coals.
His
.nd trembled with terror.
is
The
camp
usually chosen iu an openns in the Duomo were the folnear a road, where fresh water may
ing
also
he
was
eleetin
which
ir,
be had and grass found for the horses, the
1
San Marco.
In April, 1492,
officers and assistants being, as a rule,
Vs famous visit t<» tlue dying
mounted.
If the camp is for a short time
In 1494 Piero De
; >, Medici.
no huts are built: but if it is exi>
deposed and Savonarola be- only, to remain for several
the solpected
political leader and saviour of diets erect small shelters. Adays,
majority of
At his suggestion the Greater I
the
officers
are
with
a
provided
large
..as established, modelled after |
piece of canvas, which is stretched as a
Venice, and having power to roof over their hammocks. The hamthe chief magistrates and apto trees, or to posts
mocks are
the laws.
Liberty was restored driven into hung
the ground.
Each soldier
•e and it became the best governdoes Ills own cooking, but each officer is
There
St orderly city in Italy.
attended by an assistant.
Fires are startn velous reformation of morals,
ed with flint and steel, no matches being
■macy continued undisturbed for
for
a short time
and then storms of malignant, used, except, perhaps,
after the capture of a town. The princi<1 furious opposition began to
lire-wood is cedar.
The city had been reformed, but ! pal
As soon as a camp site has been selected,
cited. There were parties deare placed, but only uu the roads,
on
the prophet's destruction guards
as the Spanish troops never
enter the
e end they triumphed by the aid
woods.
The horses are then unsaddled
•pe, the infamous Alexander VI. ! and taken to
pasture, hammocks are hung,
years the city was ruled from and fires are built. Soldiers who are not
Then the bitterness and viowith
vegetables are allowed to
his foes plunged it into a sea of supplied
look for them, and, while usually they are
and in gathering gloom the heroic
to be found uear at hand, it is sometimes
unflinchingly looked forward to
to go several miles before findadorn which he knew could no^ necessary
ing them. At night staff-officers are re: clayed. For abou
a year storms
quired to do guard duty near headquarters,
'Line alternated. The crisis came to
receive any messages that may arrive,
unfortunate “sperimento” on
and to see that all is quiet in camp.
ms. and the fickle populace that
Reveille is sounded ou the bugle at day"d him turned against him.
On
light. and every one, officers included, is
Sund
iv
the
of
the
next
church
ng
j obliged to turn out. Coffee or .surmhumhia
l.ucowas stormed, and Savouar(sweetened water) is then made, and
ndered to his enemies, saying to about one hour
later roll-call is sounded,
icn as
he bade them farewell,
aft er which the soldier has very little to
'uen, yield not to doubt. The do but rest until 7, P. M., when roll-call
Lie Lord shall go forward with- is
again sounded. Retreat is sounded at
ie, and my death will but hasten
eight, when every man must be in camp,
tortures
cruel
|
redibly
followed, and at nine “silence” is sounded, and all
e evening of May 22 he was senremove their clothing and retire for the
die on the following morning
night.
"•)
principal disciples. He came i The Cubans eat but two meals a day,
u hour in serene and triumphant i
one about 11 A. M., and the other about (>
iien he had been stripped of his P. M.
They often march “by moonlight,
and the embarrassed Bishop of j and
many of their attacks are made at
ad said, “I separate thee from
night, while the Spanish forces never
,ch Militant
and the Church march or attack
*’
except by day. In a
the
reformer
firm|
mt,
intrepid
Spanish camp the horses are not unsad“From the Church Militant, J dled
during the day, and at night the men
hurch Triumphant; that is not often do not remove their
clothing, and the
ewer."
His last words were, entire
camp is well guarded.
ist hour God alone can give morMedicine is scarce, and fever is common.
•it," and, “The Lord hath sufHe was hung
mueh for me.”
Agricultural Statistics.
a
d, and his ashes were thrown

j

\

mo.

>»la’s power as a preacher was
for years the people of Florence
mounding region rose early in
iiing and went to the Duomo
rehand to be sure of a chance
through the sermon. Peasants
•s left their homes in the middle
jiit to be in time to get in. Such
ico Mirandola felt a cold shiver
igh them and their hair stand on
Savonarola predicted the divine
s.
At times the vast audience
> uncontrollable
weeping. His
“1 am
terrible:
were usually
the bail,” he said, “which pelts
•vho is out in the open air.” Bi t
t alked of the love of God his apwas like that of an angel and his
The floor of
'■as overwhelming.
•use Duomo being insufficient to
date the multitudes, seventeen
'•*ats were erected agaiust the
e
sides of the nave, and these
pied by the children of the city,
sometimes preach for hours at
the crowds unconscious of the
.me.
The fame of his sermons
11 at the Sultan had them trausTurkisli that he might read
u

cic love for Florence was as
it was passionate. 11 is ability
.in was such that the greatest
political thinkers have agreed
Florence the best government
1.
Guicciardini calls him the
Italy. His practical ability was
naritable and financial iustitureation, which still survive,
ns and prophecies cannot be
n the limits of a brief article.
s succeeded in
explaining them.
i- tions were fulfilled.
as loving as
was
ious devotion
It was a flame that
ntense.
When the
and consumed him.
red him a cardinal’s hat, hoping
v'tMild cnrb his fearless denunciaplied that he desired only the
v "t
a martyrdom, crimsoned with
blood. In his sermons he declared,
u t mad to
say that a pope cannot
n there have been so many wicked
He pronounced
have erred.”
vi. “a broken tool,” and
we must not allow ourselves to
by threats and excommunica11 be
ready to face death rather
‘bniit to that which would be
■C"! perdition to our souls.
When
cnee revolts from some comreived from our superiors, we
'’resist and humbly make prowhich we have already done; but
Miis means fall, we must then
Mie example of St. Paul, who
v
He
resisted Peter to bis face.”
the cause of the great corruption
i

■

■

■

■
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No Muss.

Insurgent Army Divided into Small

No Trouble.

Bands.

comparatively

The May returns to the statistician of
the department of agriculture at Washington show the average in winter wheat
to be 5.7 per cent, greater than the acreage last year, the comparison being not
with the acreage harvested in 1897, but
While there is
with that sown in 1890.
an increase of 28 per cent, in
Kansas, a
more or
less marked increase in every
eastern and every southern State and
some increase also on the Pacific coast,
the large expansion thus indicated is to
some extent offset by a decrease of 2 per
cent in Indiana, three per cent, in Ohio,
32 per cent, in Iowa, 13 per cent, in
Missouri and 10 per cent, in Illinois. The
reduction in area in these last three
named .states is due to the fact that the
fall of 1890 was one of tlie finest seeding
seasons ever known, whereas that of 1897
was one of the most unfavorable.
The
average condition of winter wheat is
80.5 against 80.2 on May 1 of last year.
The average condition of the winter rye is
94.5, as compared with 88, on May 1 of
last year.
With few7 exceptions the reports on the condition of winter rye are
exceedingly favorable.
The average condition of meadows is
92.9 against 93 4 on May 1 of last year.
The average condition of spring pastures is 91.2 againgt93.4 last year.
The
proportion of spring plowing usually done
1
is
cent,
of
the
whole
75.8
by May
per
amount.
The proportion done this year
by that date is 72.4 against 01.9 last year.
Bar Harbor, has reJ. Malcolm Forbes,
the celebrated Boston breeder and horse
black yearling
fancier, a handsome
colt, which promises to be a wonHe comes of line stock, being
der.
His dam is by
sired by Bingen, 2.12 1-2.
Alerton, 2.01); and his second dam, a sister
to Gov. Stanford,
by Electioneer. Mr.
Greeley brought the colt to Ellsworth,
May 0. He considers him by far the best
colt on his farm and has already entered
him in all the futurities.
E. H.

Greeley of
cently purchased of

Pe-ru-na Cures Debility.
Pe-ru-na for debility
is without an equal.
B. Martens, of Sigel,
Wis., writes: “My wife
was sick and debilitated
She
for some time.
was very thin, had no
appetite, could not sleep
and was troubled with
constipation. She could
until she took l’e-rurelief
not get any
na. Half a bottle showed her it was what
Five bottles cured her.
she needed.
She now looks like a new woman.”
All druggists will sell Pe-ru-na to yon.
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The Cleanest, Fastest Dye for
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Cotton

There
of American statesmen.
are some who are predicting that the present struggle will have far reaching results;
that it will change the map of the world
in a number of particulars. There are a
few who believe that before the conflict
between the United states and Spain is
ended other nations will be drawn into the
fight, and that the war will be a more terrible one than the world has ever known.
There arc some who believe that the time
is now ripe for an alliance between the
two great English-speaking nations of the
earth for the purpose of bringing about
the supremacy of the English-speaking
people in the Pacific and in Asiatic waters;
there are others that claim the folly of the
United States in interfering outside of its
own territory has been demonstrated.
The President is being advised strongly
on tlie one side never to haul down the
American flag in the Philippines, and on
the other not to consider the holding of
these islands as American territory after
But while
the conclusion of the war.
I
opinions differ radically upon the subjects
aud
the adof territorial aggrandizement
visability of the English alliance, there
the present
are two things developed by
struggle upon which there is a practical
unanimity of American sentiment. One
is that tlie United States must have a much
greater navy than it has; a navy, backed
by the nation's other resources, will make
the United States fully capable of holding its own with any other nation in the
world; and tlie other is a necessary concomitant of the first—more coaling stations.
Capt. Mahan, a member of the board of
strategy aud one of the most distinguished naval experts n the world, has said
| that a war-ship without coal islikeawingless bird. The full force of this analogy
\ lias been impressed upon the American
I people in the past six weeks as it never
! was before. When Admiral Dewey was
forced to leave Ilong Kong with his fleet,
lie was practically compelled to fight for
his life.
That he succeeded so brilliantly
does not in tlie least affect the fact that
when war was declared the declaration
left him in must desperate straits, as he
was over SOOQ miles from home and having
no port in which he could enter for refuge
The difficulties Spain has
or to re-coal.
had to encounter to get her fleet across the
Atlantic are too fresh in the public mind
to need repetition.
attention

_

:nes

ARGUMENT FOR ALIANCE.

oustrated.

Already the war with Spain has brought
forth problems which are absorbing the
STYLE

or

Wool.

Sold in All Colors

by

Grocers and
Druggists, or mailed free
for 15 cents;

Address, THE MA YPOLE SOAP DEPO T,
127 Duane Street, New York.

of the Island of Guinea, and five in Auswith one also on the Island of Tasmania. In New Zealand she has two coaling stations. She also commands the Fiji
Islands.

tralia,

j

Coming

over to the west coast of Amerfind her strongly fortified and well
supplied with coal at Vancouver. Her
possessions of the Falkland Islands, where
she has strong fortifications and
plenty of
coal, gives her practically the command of
the Straits of Magellan. St. Helena and
Ascension Island, midway between the
coast of Brazil and the coast of
Africa, I
are hers, and they are also fortified and
coaled.
On the west coast of Africa she
has Bathurst, Senegambia and Momovia.
In the Caribbean Sea we find her in possession of fortified coaling stations at
Trinidad,Barbadoes, Jamaica and Belixel,
off the coast of Panama.
Off the Atlantic j
coast, about opposite the City of Charles- I
she
has
the
Island
of Bermuda, which
ton,
has been recently very strongly
fortified,
and where she has enough coal to
supply
one of her largest fleets for a considerable
time. To the north of us she has coaling
stations and forts at Halifax and Quebec.
The extent and the strength of her
possessions are very wonderful when
you come
to study them.
“It is a fact not generally known that
England and the United States possess
nearly 90 per cent, of the coal of the world.
The only other great coal fields outside of
these countries are those in China.
If
England and the United States were to
reach an understanding,
therefore, that
when either one or the other was seriously threatened coal would be made contraband of war, they would have no need tX
be in fear of any great danger from
any
one, or from all, of the remaining great
of
the
earth combined.
It looks
powers
very much as if the present war between
the United States and Spain would result
in some such understanding even if there
is no actual alliance.”
[Washington
special to St. Louis Globe-Democrat.

ica

|

|
America in ’98.
We know

no

past,

no

No

section,

North, South, East
A natiou vast., united,

or

West,

Heeds lTide Sam's behest.

“Humanity and Freedom!”
America proclaims.
Her “slogan,” true and ringing,
The paltry dastard shames.
A Nation, hard and cruel.
Must lift the iron heel
Of medieval tyrant
Or feel the freeman’s steel.
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Can’t he perfect health without pure blood.
! Burdock Blood Bitters makes pure blood.
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Captain Ma-

han says:
The fate of the Spanish Armada stands
conspicuous among the great catastrophes
of war narrated by
history. According to
the estimate of the Spanish Captain Duro,
who has made a ck‘se
study of the records
in his own
country, out of one hundred
and thirty sail of which the Armada was
composed when it left Lisbon on May 30,
1588, sixty-three were lost. Of these only
nine fell in battle or in immediate consequence thereof, although the injuries received in the various actions in the Channel doubtless contributed to the ultimate
shipwreck of many. Nineteen were cast
away on the Scottish and Irish coasts;
thirty-five disappeared altogether. Of
these hist, it is possible that some of the
smaller classes of vessels may have reached port, and that the fact passed unnoted;
but of the forty-odd larger vessels which
never returned,
the probability is that
those whose fate is unknown perished at

RFI 1 ^
DCL

********

Century contains an article
Spanish Armada,” by William
Tilton, with an introduction by

Captain Alfred T. Mahan.

as
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Fate of the Spanish Armada.
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SICK HEADACHE
Positively

cured by these
Little Pills.
They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia,

Indigestion and Too Hearty Eating. A perremedy for Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Bad Taste in the Mouth, Coated Tongue
Tain in the Side, TORPID LIVER.
They
Regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
Small Pill.
Small Dose
Small Price._

We have the

..

ALL PURCHASERS.

nONEY FOR

“Few persons not conversant with marine matters have had any appreciation of
the necessity of these coaling stations to
the United States until the present war
“I wonder who it was invented the phrase, forced the matter upon their attention in a
idle rumor?” “I dout know. It must have striking manner.
A cruiser or a battlebeen some fellow who was unable to fore- ship w ith a coal capacity necessary to
carry
see how busy rumor would be in these days
her 5000 milts, steaming at a speed of ten
of war with Spain.” [Cleveland Leader.
knots an hour, will exhaust her coal in
less than 1000 miles by do- bling her speed.
Relief In Six Hours.
One of the greatest arguments in favor of
Distressing Kidney ami Bladder disease our
possessijn of the Hawaiian Islands is
relieved in six hours by “New Great South
American Cure.” It is a great surprise on that with a supply of coal well guarded in
Pearl
in
reaccount of its exceeding promptness
Harbor, our warships and merchantlieving pain in bladder, kidneys and back, men will be enabled to cross the Pacific at ;
in male or female.
Relieves retention » f maximum
Recent events have
speed.
If you want made
water almost immediately.
so
clear what an
this
quick relief and cure this is the remedy. ] would be to us that it is advantage
unnecessary to
Sold by A. A. Howes and Co., Druggists,
dwell upon it.
Iy28
Belfast, Me.
“England has thoroughly realized the
Timkins—What did she say when you
importance of such harbors of refuge as
1
proposed to her?
bases
of supply. She has established forSimkius—She didn’t say a word, but just
looked down at me and dropped her eyes. | tilled c >aling stations all around the world
Timkins—Poor girl! 1 hope she didn’t in t he pathways of commerce. No matter
what power of the world should engage
break them. [Chicago Daih News.
her in war, she would not be handicapped
•Tisn’t safe to be a day without Dr. Thom- in her
operations by want of coal. A list
Never ‘au
as’ Eclectric Oil in the house.
of England’s coaling fortified stations
tell what moment an accident is going to
I
am sure, amaze those
wi’l,
who ‘have
happen.
; never given any consideration to the
j strength of nations in this particular. Lt
Bark Saranac Released.
j has been well said that the Mediterranean
is nothing more than an
English lake,
A dispatch received
London, May 25.
Her fortified coaling stations at Gibralj
at
Manila, 1
here, today, from Lloyd’s agent
Malta
are
what make it
and
tar,
Cyprus
via Hong Koug, says the American hark that in
No nation of Europe
reality.
from
New
Pastle, could
Saranac, Oapt. Harnaby,
hope to compete with England in
N. S. W., on Feb. 20, for Iloilo, Philip- the Mediterranean.
England commands
was captured shortly
which
Islands,
pine
the entrance to the Suez Canal, and her
after the outbreak of the war by the Spanstations at the entrance to the Red
The Saranac took coaling
ish has been released.
Sea and at Sokrata Island, at the mouth of
about 1040 tons of coal to Iloilo, which is that
sea, make her also the mistress* of
said to have been unloaded before she was those waters. The
public will recall the
was released some
coal
The
captured.
great ostentation with which the German
time ago. The Saranac is owned by Will- fleet under Prince
Henry left for Asiatic
iam Simpson Jr., of New York.
waters several months ago. The fleet was
obliged to coal at English coaling stations
three times on its way to its destination,
and if England were to refuse to furnish
Germany with coal to-morrow Prince HenFor Infants and Children.
ry’s fleet would never be able to get back.
England has a number of coaling stations
off the east coast of Africa, and in the
Arabian Sea.
They are the Island of
Bears the
Mauritius off Madagascar, Cape Colony,
ST?
of
Beluehistan, Bombay, Colombia, Ceylon
Signature
j and
Calcutta.
In the China Sea England
has a well-fortified coaling station at
Only one remedy in the world that will at Singapore. She has also recently acquired
a coaling station in Chinese territory, oponce stop itchiness of the skin in any part of
the body; Doan’s Ointment. At any drug posite the Island of Formosa. She has an
store, 50 cents.
excellent coaling station on the south side

Itch ou human, mange on horses, dogs and
all stock, cured in 30 minutes by Woolford’s
Sanitary Lotion. This never fails. Sold by
A. A. Howes & Co., Druggists, Belfast, Me.

♦I or ve Food

The June
on

OF COALING STATIONS.

“Coaling stations,” said a naval expert
to-day, “are the great necessity of a mariThe sword that, won Alhambra,
It would be better for a
time power.
Dripping with human blood.
warship to be without guns than to be
Has deluged Spanish anuals
without coal: for if she should have coal
and be without guns she would at least
In sickening, crimson Hood.
have a chance of getting away, but left
The Inquisition horrors,
without coal she is at the mercy of the
The Jew upon the rack,
enemy. Whether theUuited States GovernReveal, in persecution,
ment shall decide to give up the PhilipHer methods of attack.
pines or not when peace has been restored
it may be taken for granted, I think, that
Siuce peaceful Montezumas
this government will at least retain one
Lay dead beside their gold,
coaling station in the Philippines, which
Her New World crime and slaughter
will be strongly fortified, so that in the
All History has told.
future, in case of war between this country and any other power, our Asiatic fleet
Such cruelties have waited
will have some harbor of refuge. Our
Long years for punishment;
lack of coaling stations and the advantage
Perhaps, in God’s allotting,
of possessing them in such a situation as
The task to us is sent.
the country finds itself at present is the
reason for the strong revival of interest in
We shrink from War's dark shadow—
If
the Hawaiian annexation proposition.
The vulture’s beak and claw—
it had not been for the war with Spain
Rut Peace should walk with Justice;
Hawaiian annexation would almost cerFor this alone we war.
tainly have been beaten, but now it looks
as if there was a splendid chance of its
God graut a speedy ending,
success.
Naval and military strategists
In triumph for the right,
have long contended that the United
Of war, which teaches tyrants
States needed those islands as a base for
Respect for Freedom’s might.
operations in the Pacific, and now the
Faustina Hichjbokx.
public is coming around to that view.
Modern ships of war and commerce need
For Over Fifty tears.
facilities for frequent coaling and for ireAn Old and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs. ! quent docking for repairs.
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for
“A neutral port can not be used as base
over fifty years by millions of mothers for
of supplies in time of war.
This was
their children while teething, with perfect
the Franco-Tonquin
success.
It soothes the child, softens the emphasized during
when England refued to allow French
gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and war,
coal at Singapore, and France was
is the best remedy for Diarrhoea.
Is pleas- ships to
forced to send coal transports from Marant to the, taste. Sold by druggists in every
part of the world. Twenty-five cents a bot- seilles through the Suez Panel to Saigon.
tle.
Its value is incalculable.
Re sure and
Spain likewise will be oblidged to send
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing
Syrup, and transports through the Suez Canal in case
take no other kind.
she intends any attempt to recapture the
Admiral Dewey was at one period in his Philippines. Hawaii not having declared
life slated for the ministry, ami t might be neutrality our ships which will go to the
added that be is still a very good doctor of relief or Admiral
Dewey will be enabled
div-iu-ity.
If Hawaii was
to recoal at that port.
was in
possession of a hostile or even
8100.
it;
would
be
neutral
power
impossible for
Or. E. Detchon’s And Diuretic
this to be done, and the matter of sending
May be worth to you more than $100 if relief to Dewey would be one of very much
you have a child who soils bedding from indifficulty than it will be under the
continence of water during sleep. Cures greater
circumstances.
With Hawaii in
old and young alike. It arrests the trouble j present
at once, $1.
Sold by A. A. Ilowes «& Co., J our possession md Pearl Harbor fortified
and stored with coal, we need fear no atDruggists, Belfast, Me.
Iy28
I tack from across the Pacific. We should
“Miss Robbins, what did the man say
require fewer warships in the Pacific and
about my chair?”
fewei fortifications on Western andAlaskan
“He said,” answered the visitor, “ttiat the
! coasts tLan would be required if Hawaii
equilibrium is now admirably adjusted.”
“What a fine fellow!” said Mr. Byrant, should remain in its present condition or
laughing. “I never heard him talk like pass into the possession of a foreign
that. Were those his exact words?”
| power.
“Well, he said, ‘It joggles just right”
t X A MPLE OF i:XG LAND.
repeated Miss Robbins. [Exchange.
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Fidelity

complete

duties.
We guarantee
in every

Drugs, Medicines,
Artist

no

Materials, Etc,,

that we have ever shown, also all the
LATEST and most desirable.

and

a

cure

accept for treatment, and
money is required until cure is comease we

plete.
Physicians
gate.

invited to call and investi-

Over 1
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cures

already eiYccted.

Consultation and examination free.

Toilet Articles.

Foreign Perfumes

Method.

No cutting operation,
no detention from daily

stock of..

fect

Of Men, Women and
children, cured by the

Belfat Office, Johnson Block,

Soaps,

Sponges, Brushes.

..,JI fieaifi) Table...

Iced

Ginger

7fvHENr the-e's work to be
UJ clone you sand for Mr. X.
He has been employed by your
neighbor for years, and is
reliable.

JOSHUA M. HEWES, late of WinCounty of Waldo and State
Maine, by
mortgage deed dated the third
day of November, 1893, and recorded in Waldo
County Registry of Deeds. Book 235, Page 380,
conveyed to R. G. Campbell, late of Winterport,
in said County of Waldo, a certain lot or parcel
of real estate* situated in said Winterport, and
bounded as follows, to wit: “A part of a lot in the
first division of Ten Proprietors’ Tract, in said
Winterport, and known as the Silas Lane lot, ami
being the same premises conveyed to Theophilus
Cushing by A. L. Kelley, by deed dated July 28,
A. D. 1873, and recorded m said Waldo County
Register of Deeds, Vol. 101, Page 207, to which
deed and the records special reference is made for
a complete and particular description of said
premises.”

gans cf cither

sex, such as Nervous Prostration, Failing or
lost Manhood, Impotency, Nightly E:r'->
sions, Youthful Errors, Mental Worry, excessive use of Tobacco or Opium, which
lead to Consumption and Insanity. $1.00
,'er box by mail; G boxes for $5.00.

feOTT G CHt&iCAL GO., Prop's, Cleveland, Ohio.
K.
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HALE’S
HONEY

that makes
it

so

OF

Thirty years in
finest stock of all

tue

to

a

in

TAR

Hale’s Honey of Horeftound and Tar is
medicine that has long been tested
private practice. Sold by druggists

generally.

_

Pike’s Toothache Drops cure in one minute.

I POSTERS,
BILL HEADS,
i LETTER HEADS.
:

PROURAMS,
PAMPHLETS.

Legal Printing

And all kinds of

7tf

neatly and promptly don*\

at Liberty. The
he found between the

L. C. MOKSK.
guaranteed.
Liberty, Me., Jan. 10,1898.—6m2

isfaction

SAIL MAKERS.
And Successors

to

J. VV. Frederick &

GEO. F. EAMES, M. D.,

d7d7^

The Nose and Throat.
Wo. 349 Newbury

MASS.

Others hours
Hours,
by appointment only.
12

October,

to

2.

1897—ly45*

I AMPQ

Who Have Used Them
as the BEST

LHUICO Recommend

DR. KING’S
Star Crown Brand

PENNYROYAL PILLS.

Immediate relief, no danger, no pain. /
Used for years by leading specialists.
monlals. A trial will convince you o ftheir intrinsic value
in case of suppression. Send ten cents for sample and
book. All Druggists or by mail $1.50 box.

KIN6 MEDICINE CD.. Sox 1930, BOSTON, MASS.

as

DEALERS IN

Tents, Awnings, Cart Covers,
Duck, Cordage, Paints,
No. 13

Street,

(Near Corner of Fairfield Street)

Co.,

Ship Chandlers, Ship Brokers,
AND

AND

dangerous.

| CAROS,

uusmess

grades

BOSTON,

HOREHOUND

Opera House Block, Belfast, Me.

Newton S. Lorn & Co.
Penobscot and Kennebec rivers, from the cheap,
wood casket to the finest broadcloth and vel
vet, white and black. Terms reasonable ami sat

j

a

Burgess Press,

JOB PRINTERS,

And whereas the above described mortgage
and debt thereby secured was assigned t<> me
by a valid and legal assignment in wining, which
is* recorded in said Waldo County Registry of
Deeds, and whereas the conditions of said mortgage have been broken and remain broken, now
therefore, by reason of the breach of tin* condition thereof, 1 give this notice to foreclose said
CHARLES A. CURTIS.
mortgage.
By Ellery Bowden, his Attornev.
Winterport, Me., May 17, 1898.—3w21

est

it is what

The

WHEREAS,
terport, in the
his

35c.
Avoid Imitations.

FOB SALK BY

Ofrice Hours, 1 to 4 ; 7 to 8 0. A1.

of

bottle.

M.D.,

Operating Surgeon.

a

Notice ot Foreclosure.

arc

after using,

in

POOR & SON.

still constructed
People’s
as tlicy were forty wars ago, and the
L. 1- .” cures more cases of indigestion
and constipation th.ir. ever.

before and

everything kept

modern drug store.
You call
SAVE MONEY and get the
BEST by calling on.

Time proves reliability.

a

Ale.

In short

When sick you grasp the first
new floating straw in view, and
forget the reliability of the
L. F.” Atwood's Hitters.
bodies

E. L. STEVENS,

Pure Soda Water and

Front

St., Belfast, Me.
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fered

tor

ir>

years.

Was cured easily,
quickly and safely;
no
pain or risk;
ligature; harmless operation
WKt ■

deither knife nor
and complete relief. (Jive me your address if you
suffer, and 1 will tell you how l obtained safe and
speedy relief. Send stamp. Address N. B. S.,
Lewiston, fie., Box 220.
Iml9

Plate Glass Insurance.
Special rates oil application.
FREl) ATWOOD, Agt., Wiuterport.
March 24, 1898.—2ml2

SEARSFORT

LOCALS.

Palermo. Some of our farmers are done
their spring’s work. Many are putting in a
F J. Biather spent Sunday in town.
larger crop than usual. James R. B. DinsGeo. L. Hammons spent a few days at more is planting about four acres of beans,
Ik me the past week.
thinking they will be in good demaudBlanche Boss arrived huinefrom Boston, Little Johnnie Black got his fingers caught
in a steel trap....Mrs. Addie Wood was
by steamer Penobscot Sunday.
; called to Unity last week by the illness of
F. H. Mead, who is teaching the high
her mother, who is very sick... .Herbert
school at Eliot, was in town Memorial day.
Moody went to Augusta last week to enlist.
The report that bark Evie Heed had Several of our
boys have enlisted.... Fred
been put under the English dag was incorYoung has made some repairs on the interior
rect
of his house.
Rev. J. E. Adams of Bangor delivered the
Islesboro
A forest fire in the north part
Memorial sermon at the Cong!, church Sun- of the
town, just below Turtle Head, de-

day.

local fishermen
strings of trout from
Our

the

a

Lorriiner,

who

fiber if

lark

Reed,

last

Aim

been

has

arrived

first
home

week.

Henry Edwards

Jackson

and wife of

W. Edwards.
J. H Lane, accompanied by* bis granddaughter, Ei/zie Paine, ana Rosa Clossoii are
visiting friends in Portland.
_

Capt. and Mrs. \\
M

Mi>. J

Mt

from visits

Meyers

m.

Dougali
Ma-so hi

:n

?<

Eugene
ik. aid
He w
remain
New \

.s

mm

at

h<

Mr. and

and

!R.

from
h imi roved in health.

u:e

ior

last week
time.

a

It

f

is

seldom that

out

people

have

the priv-

ii< ge
attending :n their own town so line
a concert ami bin malic entertainment
as
was g.v* n i y the Belfast Band ami Dramatic C\ iiij any at l no n Hail on Tuesday evening The band w as at its best, and the drama
w

as

presented

that

in a manner

w

have

uid

Although only
a hail day's notice was given a very good
audience was present and the performers
seeimd well pleased with their reception.
done

credit to professional.

Efforts will be made
over

and

summer

On

give

tc

several

the band

have

concerts

"f tbe rain tbe

exercises

Me-

hat interfered with.
The veterans formed at G. A. II. Hall at 1
o'clock p. m. and marched to the Congl.
church, which had been finely decorated for
the occasion. After tbe usual Grand Army
services, Hon. Edward Wigginof Presque
Isle delivered an address which was attentively listeneii to by the large audience
present. The committee which had been
chosen to see that the cannon on the Memorial grounds were properly mounted attended to their duties Saturday and temporary
mounts were improvised and the lot very
much improved in looks.
morial

day

w ere somew

Barely Esc a led a Horrille Death. A
family named Colson living in Searaport on
the back road from Belfast, near the town
line, had a narrow escape from horrible
deaths by burning last Friday morning.
three members—one
The family consists
brother and two sisters, all past middle life
—Herat e, Melvina and Susan. Early Friday morning they were aroused by a smell
of smoke ami found tlieir bouse in rlames.
They got out in their night clothes and
aroused their nearest neighbors, ami also
Tiu il to save some effects from The house.
In trying to get to where their valuables
were more or less burned.
were
Susan
was severely burned about the head and
sic aiders and has since been von lined to her
bed :n a critical condition
Horace had liis
hair and beard burned off, and bis face
scorched to a Mister. His w ounds are very
painful, but are not considered dangerous.
Melvina s hair was burned, but her wo mils
were much less
severe than those of tbe
others. The house was totally destroyed
with ail its conferts, not a thing being saved. The loss .? estimate*! at upwards of
$700, with no insurance. Their friends and
neighbors have contributed money, provisions ami clothing, and will cut a frame ami
put up a house for the family. Mr. Colson
and his sisters wish through The journal to
say Thank you and God bless you. to every
indiv.dual who so nobly responded to our
need for aid.
searstort

north

Eiden Harrim
at Ml. Waldo.

items.

is at work

m

stone

cutting

The much needed rain has arrived and the
farmers are rejoicing.
Miss

Burden ,»f Prospect

was

in town last

visiting Lena George.
Mrs. M. R. Mathews and cousin Mr. Allen
of Dixmont Centre were in town last week
week

Mrs.

of

been in
Winterport
town of late visiting her sou, R. B. Lowe.
Lowe

has

Jackson cf Aibion, formerly of this
town, lias enlisted and left Augusta last
week for Tampa, Florida.
Ed.

Mr. Wallace Gray and Earl Marden of
Swanville have leased Black’s quarry on
Bog Hill and have a large crew of men in
their employ.
John Hutchins when returning from
Brooks one evening last week saw a large
wild animal by the road-side quite near the
town house in Swanville.

COUNTY

CORRESPONDENCE.

were
Monroe. There
services at the
church last Sunday evening by Rev. John S.
Blair. He will speak at the church in the
village every Sunday afternoon during the
summer and at the Centre every Sunday
morning. A Sunday school will be organized at the village next Sunday at 1 p. m_
Rev. H. I. Holt was the guest while here of
He preached
H. R. Dawson.
Saturday

evening and Sunday morning in the Clark
schoolhouse-Several of the small chilthe

recipients

of

pins for Memorial day
Stars and Stripes, from
Mrs. J. J. Sewall of Roxburv, Mass., and
were very much pleased with them... Mrs.
Mary Moore has returned from Massachusetts, where she spent the past winter. Mr.
John Strattard and his daughter, Mrs. Ella
Lincoln, have arrived from Massachusetts.
were

with the

Mr. A. Eugene Nickerson
Swanville.
and Mis! Mabel Hooper of Portland were
the guests of Mr. Nickerson’s father, Hon. A.
E. Nickerson, from Saturday until Tuesday
last.Rev. H. I. Holt of Cushing delivered
the Memorial address here last Sunday.
All persons having books belonging in Comet

Grange Library

are

requested

to return

them,

the committee wish to revise the list.
Mr. Charles Walker and son Clarence, Mr.
Anson Ellingwood, Mr. Thomas Curtis, Mr,
George Beals, Mr. James Knowlton, Mr.
Llewellyn Knowlton, Mr. Grant and Mr.
Zenas Maddocks went with three span of
horses and did the planting and sowing for
the widow of the late George B. Ordway.
Mr. Woodbury Waldron was unable to go,
but showed his good will by sending her
fifty cents. Mrs. Ordway is very grateful
and extends her thanks to the kind friends
who have proved themselves frieDds indeed.
-Miss Nancy Nickerson is on the sick list^
-Mr. Jewell Dowling has taken his launch
out of the lake and returned to Malden on
business. He will be back the last of June.
as

eight

Also other

styles from $13

to

$20.

Bargains every

them.

one of

York, who

tele-

RO>AL BAKING POWDER CO.,

NEW

summer in
is spending the
three-masted
schooner
Castine.The
Lester A. Lewis is loading paving here for
New York_Capt. Charles Wardwell, 81)
years old,has gone to Rockland as pilot of
the sell. Emily Staples-Alewives are'
plentiful and cheap at the weir, two for one J

YORK.

Rof |" j or A 1*21 f ft PC
■^CTriS®■aiors.

phone p.bes from the post office to Dark
Harbor, a distance of over two miles, were
Orlaxd. At just (>.30 p. iu., May 28tli, a
set last week.
.The measles and whooping
company gathered to witness the laying of
cough are breaking out again in a few famil- i the corner stone of the Mission
Home, soon
:es..
Mr. Fields S. Pendleton and Winfield ;
cent.... Apple and pear trees are in full
to be erected in this place.
After singing,
S. Pendieton, .Jr., left for New York a few
followed by reading of the. scriptures aud bloom and promise a bundance of fruitdays ag<*, having been called home on acIt has been a very favorable season for
It is a very
prayer, the stone was laid.
count of the death of their uncle, Mark
more than
pretty block of granite, having these words planting. Farmers have planted
Peirce Pendleton
their usual average and seeds germinate
.Mrs.
W S. Pendleton
inscribed in gilt on one side, “Have Faith in
went t<New York last week to attend the
God.” A small Bible was placed under the quickly-The rain of May 28th makes a
Commencement exercises of Columbia Uni- sto ne.
crop of hay sure.Admiral Sampson will
lick the Spaniards, and the world will enter
versity, where her son Judson graduates in
the medical department, having
Sandyfoint. Mr. P. F. Watts is at home upon a new era of prosperity,
just passed I
brotherly
the final examinations in the four years j from Bluehill for a visit_Dr. Thompson love and friendship.
and
who
the
winter in Califorcourse with great credit ta himself_Mrs.
wife,
spent
j
Prospect Village. Mrs. Hosie LittleInez Pendleton, with her little Slaughter ; nia, are with relatives here for a few weeks.
field, reported sick last week, is very sick SPECIAL ATTENTION
Marion, has moved into the house, of her -Mrs. Lucinda Harrimau, who has been with
pneumonia_Mr. Benj. S. Cross of
given to the
late husband’s mother, and will make it her iu Massachusetts several months, arrived
Lemars, Iowa, accompanied by his cousin
residence.. Mr. Harry Brown, proprietor of last week aud is at her home here_The
Cross of Morrill, are visiting his
Harry
the Islesboro Inn, came from Massachusetts Memorial sermon at the church Sunday
We lead with
and niece, C. O. Hatch and Ella M.
the pastor w as very interesting. nephew
a few days ago to get the house in readiness.
; morning by
Littlefield. Mr. C. served m the late re helThe
was
attendance
not as large as usual,
Every room is engaged-Capt. Hobart A. ;
lion four years and has been in the west and
Dodge is soou to open a store for the sale of owing to the weather. The church was south for more than 58
This is his
years.
fruit, groceries and vegetables at Dark H tr- | tastily decorated with flags and dowers.
lirst visit to Maine in that tiuie.
From here
bor, adjoining the post office.
Amasa
Frank Linuekeu and wife and he will revisit his many relatives in Morrill,
Appleton,
in
the
Williams, recently
employ of Geo. A. j daughter Beulah of Jefferson are guests then goto Massachusetts, arriving home in
Bailey, Belfast, will be clerk.
this week of Mr. and Mrs. Ambrose Linne- Lemars about July 15th... .The many friends
Belmont. Miss Inez E. Ailenwood, who ken-Mrs. Kuowltou, who has been with of Mrs. Grace M. Nute will be
pleased to
has been in Boston, Mass., the past year lias her daughter, Mrs. F. O.
Keating, the past learn that her husband, Mr. H. W. Nute. is
returned home... .Mrs. Jennie Pike of Searswinter and spring, has returned to her home improving from his late injury... .The
potaport is in town visiting her parents, Mr. and in Montville.... M. F. Hanly Esq.,is visiting I to race was decided in favor of the young
Waldo County Good Templars.
Mrs. W A. Morrill... Mr. J. X. Mears was his
son, J. E. Hanly,in Boston.... Miss Linda brothers of South Branch Grange... The S.
in Morrill the last of the week
visiting at Aunis is visiting friends in Boston and vicin- B. L. Society will meet with Mr. and Mrs.
Waldo District Lodge of Good Templars
Mrs. Leander Hatch’s-Mr. and Mrs. Gil- ity.. New
carpets have been placed on the John F. Libby June 9th-Mr. Joe Lindsey met Saturday. May 2Sth, with Sebasticook
bert K. Wellman were in Searsmont
altar
door
and aisles of Union enlisted while in Massachusetts_Mrs.
Friday
platform,
Lodge at Burnham village.
Sixty-four
to attend the funeral of Mr. W's father, Mr. church
by the ladies... Mr. aud Mrs. Fran- Beuj. Colson of Bangor is visiting her son members were present from seven lodges.
Eben Wellman-W. A. Morrill is relaying cis J. Oakes of New York have been in
town
Josiah and family.. .Many from here will The officers’chairs were tilled as follows:
the underpining of his barn. Mark Sylves- the past week. Mr. Oakes while here made attend the
commencement exercises at the District Templar.
E.
L. Bartlett,
East
ter is doing the job-Mr. and Mrs. A. C.
arrangements to have new buildings erected E. M. C. Seminary in Bucksport.
Thorndike; Vice Templar, Mrs. C. E. Wood,
Morse will move to Camden this week. on the Sullivan
Mr.
of
place.
Goulding
Winterport. Winterport is represented Winnecook; Secretary, T. II. Fernald, BelThey will run a boarding house this sum- Rockland has the contract. Mr. Oakes also
in the army by three young men—Leroy
fast; Treasurer, George E. Reynolds. Wiumer.... Mr. Elijah Pease
is repairing his bought of V. O. Kellar four lots in the new
Fernald, Raymond Duuton and Arthur ! necook; Chaplain, George F. Sherman.
house by raising the roof and making other
cemetery adjoining Pine Grove Cemetery
Moody..F. H. Colley, Esq., was entertained Burnham ; Marshal, Herbert Reynolds.Winextensive repairs.. .James L. James of Beland w ill have the ground finely graded anil
while here at the home of Ellery Bowden necook ; Deputy Marshal, Florence Wood.
fast was in town Sunday and called on Mr. a
large and expensive monument erected.... Esq. .Arthur Smith is at home from Port- Winnecook; Guard. Fddie l’erkins, Burnand Mrs. X. B. Allen wood.... Mr. William
A telephone line from Appleton to Union is
laud for a short visit.. .Miss August Snow ham; Past District Templar, Mrs. E. L.
Pillsbury of Boston, Mass., is in town, called the latest subject for discussion.
of Bangor whs the guest of Miss Li/.z c
Brackett., Belfast..
here by the sickness of his father, Mr PhinMrs. Olive A. Sherman of Burnham was
East Sfarsmc-nt. Mr. George Kirkpat- Fernald over Sunday-Mr. Frank Ateas Pillsbury.... Mrs. Viola Lee of
is
Bangor
wood was in town Monday... .Mrs. M. J. 1 installed as District Superintendent of Juverick of South Union spent May 2!»th with
in town visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
nile Templars, after which the lodge closed
John G. Jackson.... Many of the farmers in Stephen Cables-Mr. and Mrs. Will Ar- Simpson has returned from New Yoik,
for tie noon intermission.
An excellent
this vicinity have finished planting, but a nold and daughter Mildred of Belfast were where she spent the winter.... Miss Mary
Hi bbard was in town last week, returning dinner was furnished by Sebasticook Lodge,
majority are looking for harder times ahead in town May 2bth-Mrs. Caro Pottle of
to Boston Monday to accompany her mother
and a bouquet of handsome flowers was
and are getting ready for them by rais- Belfast has had a handsome marble tablet
erected iu the East Searsmout Cemetery in home-Charles Katun has gone to Wash- placed at each plate.
ing a great deal of live stock and planting a
At the afternoon session an address of
where lie has an engagement to -day
large acreage. Some are sowing buckwheat memory of her husband, the late Janies ington,
in a military hand.. .Mrs. Rose
T Pottle.
Win. T. Howard of Belfast did
fur their hens the coming winter. Geo. W.
Henderson, welcome was given by Jennie Fisher of
Sebasticook Lodge and responded to by Mrs.
Knignt has sown four acres of buckwheat ! the work-Mrs. Flora Brewster of Belfast daughter of Mr. and Mrs. A. i. Mayo, .Red
!
K. L. Brackett in behalf of the District
and intends to build a lien .'muse 100 feet ! called on her brother, J. G. Packard, Sun- j in Boston last week and her remains were
Lodge.
for
Mr.
Eben
Well
!
burial.
a
The
funeral
Oiiiers
are
man,
brought
{here
serinto
the
day
citirespected
long.
going
poultry busThe following committee oil Good of the
iness ipiite extensively. Some o: the favm- zen of this place, died May 25, at the advanc- | vices were held at the home of her parents
was appointed:
G. F Sherman, J.
ed
of
~rs iie
1 n<) per M.
age
82years. He leaves a widow and ; Sunday afternoon, conducted by Rev. D. II. Order
raiding cucumbers at
i
which pays a good prone for thos-* w:»•> un- eight children—Charles of Mexico, Me., j Riper.... At a Republican caucus held May P>. McTaggart, J. IT McKinley, Jennie
Mrs.
E.
C.
Wood.
Fisher,
Otis of this town, Viola Ames of
derstand the business
Dakota, j I’Stli, the following delegates were ele .ted io
A vote of thanks was passed to Sebasti- I
(-filbert of Belmont, Lciiora McCabe of Bel- i attend the state convention at Augusta. .A.
Bno* k>.
The
work

tfle “BEST” and we
KNOW st
''
able to offer them.as low in price
yet
on the market.
You can make no mistake in bu
"BEST." and WE have them tor sale.
We

have

as*u

we are

^

\\

e

have

a

fine line and

prices

low.

are

Carriage.j^

I T

n

1^ S

D

™

Undertaking Business.

the Lowest Prices in

My Yacht “EAGLE” offered

j

1

I

...

spring's

is well

along

fast, Marcia Lothrop, who is at home and
cared for him during his last illness, Abide
Bennett of Belfast, Fst-Ue Marriner of BelLuce had a very sick spell recently ; in fact
if was thought doubtful if he recovered, but ! mont. The funeral was held Friday afternoon at his late home, Rev.
the next day he was out. though feeling far
Wm. C Baker
from well. He pronounced it a sudden attack of Searsmout officiating. The dowers were
handsome, consisting of baskets of roses and
of heart failure.... Mrs. Chas. i. Austin still
! occupies the Capt. J. S. Huxford cottage....
pinks, also wreaths and bouquets.
; Mrs Hannah Hussey of Waldo recently visThorn hikk. Thr. long looked for ram
ited friends in town-Sarah J. Cole, is with
i has come and all nature is rejoicing. The
|
I her sister, Mrs. Dow. the milliner.... Mrs.
and

;

as

farmers welcomed

our

it

was

the

re.

getting to be ijuite dry..

■

entrains

Dr. P E.

1

Mary Webber, who fur some years was an
invalid, is now able to work most of the time.

fields, especially clover, are looking
fine fruit trees are blossoming well and small
grass

j

fruits of all kinds bid fair to be very abundant..
Messrs. V. N. Higgins, J. H. Stevens,
schools, and all our
reI Thomas Keen, D. A. McManus and E. M.
cent teacher’s convention in Belfast... .Mrs. I
J Hunt and wife attended the memorial serBetsey Ham, who spent the winter with her vice in Freedom
Maj- 2Utb_Mrs. Fred
I
son, Dr. J. C. Ham of Belfast, is at the old j
Hasty lately bought a horse of Mr. Martin
homestead for the summer_T. A. Elliott,
Mitchell of Troy.E. L. Bartlett and wife
who has a business on the road, will offer his
and George Small,of Bethel Lodge,attended
place here for sale. It is without doubt the the District G. T.
Lodge in Burnham Saturmost expensive stand in Brooks and a man !
day.Mrs. David Brackett and Mrs Mary
with the money can get a great bargain_:
Ware visited Mr. aud Mrs. Joseph Higgms
Capt. J. W. Bennett called on his family here last
Wednesday-J. H. Stevens and V. X.
recently-Mrs. Waltz of Portland, or as we
Higgins attended the memorial service at
used to call her here, Eva O’Brien, is visitBrooks May JOth-Mr. Bert Stevens aud
ing her mother, Mrs. Mary A Bennett of mother have been
visiting friends in Searsthis village-It is rumored that Rev. David
port... .Mrs. David Brackett and Mrs. Mary
Brackett has again bought a residence in this Ware
visited Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Files last
village-The older people were glad to see
Friday-Mrs. Etta Harmon and Mrs.
Mr. Edwin Rich, who went to the West from
Leslie Bradford visited Miss Nancy Frentiss
here over fifty years ago. He was born at
last Thursday... .Mr. H. H. Rich of Brooks
the old Rich homestead on Sprout Hill in the 1
was in town last Saturday_Mr, and Mrs.
west part of this town 72 years ago and was
Daniel Dolluff visited Mr. and Mrs. D.
of
the son
the late Samuel and Sally Rich.
Brackett last
Thursday_Mr. H. M.
He is visiting his sister, Mrs. Ada Lane of
Higgins aud Mr. Fred Hasty were in Troy
this village-Rev. David Brackett
exchang- last Monday on business-Caterpillars are
ed pulpits|with Rev. F. S. Dolliflf Sunday May
very plentiful and farmers have to spend all
22nd... .James Bus field and wife of Haver' of
their spare moments in destroying them.
bill, Mass., are at the R. W. Forbes home- Crows are
looking after the corn aud potastead, for a short stay-Miss Mary Huxford toes and
making themselves very troublehas returned from a stay of some months in
some. Surely the farmers must labor each
Boston and Melrose, where she has been purday in the field, and the winter consumes
suing her musical studies-Mrs. W. J. Ly- what the summer doth
yield.
man of Reading, Mass., is visiting her
sister,
Morbii.l. Miss Nellie Thompson has been
Mrs. Frank York-Mrs. Dr. Libby of TaBy- request she
coma, Washington, is visiting her old home at home the past week.
and friends here.
We know her here as Ab- occupied the pulpit here last Sunday, and
bie Page-Eben Miller, who has been at“ gave us a good sermon from Mark !): 2d.
tending the Commercial College in Augusta* Miss Thompson has been doing work as an
Evangelist the past 7 mouths, aud has been
has passed the examinations and received
his diploma.
Clarence Staples is taking a very successful. We learn that 150 have
been converted under her efforts. Sli e
course of study at the same institution
Miss Joana Jones, a life-long resident of leaves again this week_Rev. H. I. Holt
visited in the place last week, and gave a
this town, died very suddenly last Monday
night. She had been in her usual health and Memorial address at the church Monday
the doth-The families of A. M.
was out at a neighbor’s during the
evening. evening,
Her brother, L. C. Jones, with whom she
Daggett aud Lewis Winchenbacb spent a
lived, heard her go up stairs to her room and day at Morrill Cottage, Northport, last
shortly after hearing a strange sound in her week....Dr. J. W. Pearson and wife of
Camden visited iu town one day last week
room went up, when she told him she was
Dr.T. N. Pearson has about completed the
sick, and in a few moments she
A.

B.

Stantial,

superintendent
teachers, were at the
our

of

I

j

j

1

l.
H.

very

was

dead. She was about fifty years of age and
had never married. The funeral will be held
at the house this, Thursday, afternoon. .The
body of Nora Herbert was taken from the
cemetery here and carried to Jackson last
Tuesday. She died here ten years ago of
diphtheria-Rev. F. S. Dolliff gave us a fine
lecture last Sunday evening. His topic was
“Life.”... .Mrs. Mary A. Leathers is visiting
friends in town-Miss Estelle Ames of
Unity has been visiting her aunt, Marcia
Ward, of this town-Tuesday morning at
five o’clock sharp a dozen men might have
been seen near the Ezra Carpenter place
with the Chase drag and well equipped with
crow bars, pries, etc.
In a short time the
8x10 shop in which Ansel Pettengill does his
was
loaded
and the house on
cobbling
fairly
wheels was safely landed at a place just beyond Shadrack Hall’s and then the crew
went home to breakfast. Later in the day
the building was properly set up, and Ansel
was ready for business again.

recent additions to his

lias

buildings,

and

now

stand... .Mr. Andrew Woodbury
recently erected a pretty little cottage a
short distance from his own residence. We
presume it is to be rented_Mrs. Pliebe
Williams from Malden, Mass., and Mr.
Benj. Cross from the West are visiting
relatives in town. Mr. Cross has been away
58 years, and says the only thing in town
that looks natural is the big rock, near the
lot of the old brick school-house.
Mr.
Elisha Brown has been grading the above
lot, taking out the r orks and made an unsightly spot into a beautiful park-Arbor
day was observed by the children and
others planting trees and making flower
beds in front of the new school-house_
Master Charley Meader found a flock of
wild ducks by the side of the road one day
last week near Mrs. A1 vesta Hatch’s. They
are being mothered by a hen, and doing
well.
a

nice

cook

Mayo, Geo. \V. Ritchie, Daniel Dyer, J.
Car’eton, Lewis Atwood

Maine

Lodge

for entertainment

and

to

the

Central R. R. Co. lor courtesies.

j

this branch,

well

as

for sale very

as

the Limit

cheap.

Callao. May 25. Ai, bark Frecl P Litchfield, Hong Kong.
Km Janeiro, May 2ti. Ar. bark Glad Tidings. Baltimore.
Demerara, Mav 11. In port, sell Ella M
Willey. Boston, for Turks Island.

BOHN.

Dow
In Stuningt. n. May 21. r
Anios K. I»,,w a son.
Di n v.
In Bluehill. Mav 23. t,.
l’restou K. Duffy, a son.
Di m an in Rockland. Mav 1*3.
MARINE MISCELLANY.
! " alter T. Duncan. ;i son
Spoken. May 2. lath -11 N Ion
21 W.
(D{"s«-. in
Mav
',
barque Mauuie Swan, from New York for .lohn K (i ross.sronington.
a s< m.
< ii ini.s.
Montevideo.
II
in \ erona. Mav
Boston, May 25. Among the tieet of ves- Mrs Charles Hutchings, a son
Kkuu. in Bucksi'ort. May 22,
sels chartered to carry coal to the
warships Daniel S. Kerr,
a daughter.'
in the Gulf is the bq Olive
Thurlow, which
l.r vi u
In *)rlami. Mav 14. :■
is now loading at Balt for
West.
Key
Leauder < Leach, a son
Auckland, NZ. April lb. Bark Evie Reed
l-1 V- In Long Island,
May 1 *.
'Br<, from New York, arrived lkth and re- Atwood 1. l.unt. a <oii
Pkkkin*. D Brooksvillo. Mav
ports bad heavy weather soon after leaving,
Chester A Perkins, a son.
during which considerable damage was done M'S
R n H a n; *si in
1S’.
M
on deck by heavy seas which broke on
board, and Mrs. \\ inslovv 11 Ri.r.ington,
hards
and after deckhouse was stove in.
oK!.
In I leer Die. Mav
Westerly, RI, May 25 The sch. Laurel, Mr-. C, Herbert S]>o(ioro. a da ;g
Capt. E. H. Sprague, from Blue Hill, Me
with a cargo of paving in her hold and
large
>1AURIKD.
stone on deck, for Newark
NJ. struck on
Catumb Reef, southwest -if Watch Hill Light,
Cani'.voi:
Kaion.
in Sroningt*
tliis morning. Her hold is full id water,and
mer < andagc. and Mrs. Ac,.
\
it is feared she will be a total loss.
The
Stonington.
Laurel is ot !»2 tons gross.
She was built at
«' vm>ai.i -diiAv,
In Bluehill M
Hancock Me. in lso2.
Dandage and Mrs. Ph.i or \V
Boston, May 2<>. Nathan,
T. l'aiiner of I hill
Li..'
Bath lias chartered his ib*et of four-masted
nv
In lb. -ksn
1. Mo
ii.d Mi" lb,
schooners to the l'. S. (> vi-runient !<> carrv
port.
coal to Key Wot at >2 per t> u.
The liR '• non
1- V' ! I \ l; n
In i:
I
ra ngemeiit consists .*f tin- Frank A. Palm
r, i 23. A i. i. ibald
.MeK inn. a. oi B
Wm. B. Palmer, Augustus Pa u.er. Saraii E 1
1 bi. k. o •.
"ary l’> Mcl .we an.
Palmer, and Mary E 1'aoiu-r. The vewill |
RDM
V
Voi No. Ill !b .,'k!;. Ill I, M
tons ot coal
carry
I Rii'ley and deimie Hdaughtei .c
1
\ 'Uiig. bo; h a
Boston May 2!' Sell. W:i
w
Morse, Capt. I SrriM i- v iv Rn Rockland.
i! mi..
|-, \
Newton, from
Me., iad.-n with
1

1

j

Wmierport.

21.

\V.

A

va:
hay, while coming up the harbor this morn- both of Ym alliiiv eu.
mg ran aground on the upper m.ddle during j
the fog and tloated off on the afternoon
tide, with a list to starboard, (apt N«■ \\ t >:
id shifting,
says it w is caused by her leek
1*1:1 Us,
n
but. it is thought that the vessel spruim a
In I,,

\!

|,-

M.<

Ui,,:,.

leak.

(iloueestor. Mass Mav jSm.
Aug s
1**7, s, h. Edith M Pi r. Capt. I
p
has stocked ov< r ."b'.ooo, the
nu
sharing
••

C. E. W<

od, Mrs. P. L. Brackett and Geo.
I'n vi m v>
1
N.-r: •:.v: Max
Sherman were made a committee to
W ( hapmu n ap'd ai
.s
"520
to
each
man
m
•,
1
the
1.addthe.
of
tlu!
k
si-.
-Ml \s. in V\ a
work
i.
Max
superintend
inspectors.
.,:id 4
ap'd 7'> x.
E. I.. Brackett explained the changes The Prior is high line of the h iddo, king
Mrs.
The following transfers in r»*a
C'M sisestate
in
k
Max
tieet and has landed all her tis in-r.- to »(ain the laws of the order in
t ’< ill*:!!-.
tm'c;.;
‘J
\
regard to inac- Gloucester Fresh Fish Co < m
were recorded m Waldo County Registry of
v,r
I
I
Kllsxx Oi !. .M ix
X'
trip she stocked >lti00. the riv\\ siniri-ig l>. aired 77 years.
Deeds for the week eudiug June 1, 1 s‘*8: A- tive members.
Charters.
Seh. Herald, Forks Isiand to
I'd I'M
Voted to Imlil the next sesion with Geo. E.
In
M
-Us;
T. Woods, Unity, to A. J. Woods, do.; land
New York, salt, s cents. Id igH.B. H issey
XX lie o| Samuel
Kldnd_e. ,.■•••. 7 »
Brackett Lodge of Jackson in August.
m Uuity.
l- VK.VSXX ol; 1 11.
Jacksonville t•» Philadelphia, lumber >5 ~ii*
In
•,
M
Joseph Eaton. Winslow, tu E. F.
I lax id
.|i of < 'apt. ami MrClosed in due form.
lie.
S'-li.
Leva
to New Y*>ik, io- '.o
Bellast
Hart.
laud and buildings ii Brooks.
Gridin, do
Tin- remains xxere taken to !M kt
cents. Sch. D. I>. Haskell
Brunswick
to
KuosJulia E. Wiley et al., Belfast, to Margaret
in llmkspi
Max
is
Norwii h,
liuber
*7 1-2
Sch W \V
aired ii" years, M inonrli-ami k’S
5)11 ll' NEWS.
W ard, Savannah to New York, ties It,
Lord, do.; laud and buildings in Belfast, j
i.Airi.wii,
In Hex
Max
j cents per 44 it. Coal freights: Bark Jose- laud, for»u.-rly of Hampden, ap-d
Mary E. Warren et als.. Islesborc, to Geo. i
phine, Baltimore to Key West, "2 and dis- | months.
PORT OF BELFAST.
H. Crosby, Denver, Colo.; land in Islesboro. ;
II m: vi.i x. In Chelsea, Mas-., M
charged. Bark Harriet S. Jacks.m, same. |
Haraden. Jm merly o| Hellas;. air.
James Page estate, Jackson, to Jacob M.
>» h. Mary Ann
ARRIVED.
; Sell. Wm. B. Palmer, same.
months and 1 1 da\s.
j
McCann, Pt Reading to Bangor, 7 cents.
Page, do,; land in Jackson. Kate E. Nash,
Ham. In Ih- klaml. Max 'J
l..
May 28. Sch. Ella M. Storor. Haskell, Sch. (. has. E. Raymond, same. Sch. Wm. | aire.t
:U years.
months ami I da-.
Newport, to Chas. H. Merrill, Waterville; Rock port.
Slater, Hoboken to Bangor, 70 cents. Sch. : Hai.ks in H.nir
Max
June 1. Sell Fannie & Edith, Ryder, Bos- 1 Helen, Perth Amboy to
land in Burnham. Oliver M. Peudletou,
her daughter. :»4."» Slate stieet,
Sci:.
Medlord, >1
ton.
o( I'ra
Andrew Nebinger, Port Liberty to Bangor of Cat riek Halex. I u mer
Liucolnville, to Mary T. Mills, do.; land in
years and ~2 days.
SAILED.
05 cents
Sch Norombega, Perth Amboy t
Lincoluville. James S. Moore, Swanville,
Hill
1 n A iiirusia. Max l’. i, Kiv.
b5
cents.
Sch.
Menavva, do.', 7'
ami Mrs. I
May 20. Sclirs. P. M. Bonney, Burgess, Bangor,
\
Hi 1
>f Roekpor:.
to Lizzie M. Tozier, do.: land and buildings
cents.
Yiualhaveu ; Maria Wedster, Turner, Swan's
and o months.
in Swanville. Hiram Houston, Boston, to Island.
Freights. The Freight Circler of Br vvn
I.t v< ii.
in
Ceuohse. >t, Max I
Co., New York, reports for the w-ek l.eaeh. aired «‘d> years.
N. S. French, do.; lain! in Stockton Springs.
May 27. Sch. George B. Ferguson, Fer—

Transfers in Real

F.

Estate.

s

a

,,

1

■

•"

s,

<

>

guson, Staten Island.
May 28. Sell. Levi Hart, Pendleton. New
York ; Sarah L. Davis, Pattershall, Bangor.
June 1. Sell.
Henry Whitney,

Cilley, Brooks, to Caro E. Mitchell,
Islesboro; land and buildings in Brooks.
Elsie S. Clark, Belfast, to Priscilla A.
L. C.

Mathews, do,:

land and

buildings

AMERICA*. PORTS.

East flaine Conference

graduating

Seminary.

class of the

E. M. C. S.,

’98, numbers 19, as follows:
Ida Belle Bowden, Bucksport.
Florence Emily Buck, Bucksport.
Ira Durban Clark, Patten.
Samuel Haines Crosby, Denver, Col.
Walter Hampton Eldridge, Oriand.
Nancy Fastnet Erskine, Searsport.
Herbert Sewell Haney, West Penobscot.
Nettie Louise Hauey, West Penobscot.
Oramel Elisha Haney, North Penobscot.
Frank Evander Harding, Prospect.
Esther Mae Heath, Verona.
James Gilbert Hutchins, Oriand.
Laroy Brown Hutchings, Winter Harbor.
William Henry McGary, Smyrna.
Lavina Alice McKeuuey, Jackman.
Asa Davis Thibodeau, Lincoln.
Lucia Blanche Shiite, Sandypoint.
Edward Eewell Stover, Bucksport.
Clifton Ennis Wass, Addison.
Secret

Major M. W. Welch of the Second Battalion of Maine, U. U. K. of 1\, has been notified that the companies in Gardiner and
Rockland have been added to that battalion,
making

six

companies

in all.

Waldo Lodge, I O. G. T., will observe
Odd Fellow’s memorial day, Sunday, Juue
12th. Services will be held at the Unitarian !
church at 10.45, with a sermon by Rev. J.
York; Sandy
M. Leighton. After the ^services at the George Gurney, Closson,
Point, Hurd, Lynn.
church the Odd Fellows will march to
24.
Apalachicola, May
Sld, sch. Scotia,
Grove Cemetery where the usual decora- Bridgeport, Ct.
Pensacola, May 25. Sld, sch Abbie C
tion will be performed.
Stubbs, Whitney, New York.
Bath,
May 2(5. Sld, sch Young Brothers,
Cosmo Buttermilk Toilet Soap makes
D C.
the skin soft, white and healthy. Sold by Washington,
Perth Amboy, May 20. Sld, sehs Helen,
A. A. Howes & Co.
Batchelder, Medford; Menawa, Kendall,
Bangor; 27, sld, sell Norombega, Bangor; 28,
ar, sch Henry R Tilton, New York.
Brunswick, Ga, May 2(5. Sld, sell S G Haskell, Boston; 27, ar, sell John C Smith, Bosto
ton; 30, ar, sch Carrie E Look, Veazie, Belfast.
to
Charleston, S C, May 27. Ar, sell James A
Garfield, Wood, New York.
to
Jacksonville, May 28. Ar, sch Mary A
Hall, Boston.

Easy
The
Easy
lA Easy

Food

Buy,

Cook,
Eat,

Easy
Easy to Digest.

FOREIGN PORTS.

~

uaker Oats
At all grocers
in 2-lb.
pkgs. onl>

I
lieorp* \\ Messer, aired
In Belfast. Max J
ap*d '.»•) years, ;< months and L’l >t...
ST-.x
it
In Hluehil
'I ix P
M
ap*d S.: years ami 7 month-.
Wakhwi
In \ er hi.,, Max !
wife of Watson Wardwell. ...
months amt 1 ;> daxs
Wkhuku. In Bella-;, Max
ap*d »'•.'? years.
Wkllm'an. In Be
Maj
man, ti^i'il H'J vf.irs.m.i J months
Mis-1,
<>t

widow
1*1 !
<

|

ni

*.

»

0

MNK

LO I

OI

»

A 1 I

s! I KC' IT: I» SI*

AM* I. AT I SI

,

>TY I I

| Regular Prices,$ 1.50!
1 Our Prices, $1.00

to

and t rue account of ail coal, provisions and
munitions of war contained in the cargoes
< mm*
Portland, May 25. Ar, brig Jennie llui- of vessels before clearance
quick befoi «■
papers are furbert, Rodick, Savannah: 20, ar, sell Sarah E nished. Deal
is in demand at the !
an* taken.
tonnage
styles
Palmer, Portsmouth: .50, eld, Sarah E PalmProvinces, with 51 :;</ 52 ff the quotation from
er, Baltimore and Key West.
St. John to E. C. Ireland "i W. (
England.
Bangor, May 25. Ar, sell Sadie Corey, Rates for Yellow Pine coast wise
appear to hi
Lowe, Boston; eld, bark Graee Lynwood,
established upon a steady basis, and there is
sell
Susie P Oliver,
Gilley, Philadelphia;
less friction observed between owners and
Winslow, New York; 20, sld, sch .Etna,
Coal rates to the East an* regardChipman, New York; 27, ar, sch George shippers.
ed as easy, tonnage being fairiv plentiful and
Gurney, Closson, New York: sld, sell Rah-, orders rather scarce.
boni, Lord, New York; 28, sld, sells Willie L
Newton, Harriets Brooks and Annie R Lew
WaUlo SS
Supreme .liuh
is, New York; Vicksburg, Boston; 2d, ar, sell
Belfast Price Current.
April Term, ISi>S
Sarah L Davis, Pattershall, Bejfast; sld, sell
Post Boy, Bullock, New York; 31, sld, sehs
CORRECTED WEEKLY FOR THE JOt'KNAL.
Alonz** Dutch \s Lottie n
New
Salem.

I

Societies.

ending Mav 2.S as follows: No increase is
observed m the. offerings of large tonnage
for long voyage trades.
Vessels are yet
wanted for ease oil to China and Japan, and
the Colonial lines are prepared to negotiate
for prompt aud forward general cargo toenage, full previous rates in both, 'instances
Barrel petroleum rates
being obtainable.
are maintained steadily in the face of light
tonnage offerings, and fair demand from t he
leading shippers. < >rders for lumber to the
River Plate are vet quite numerous, hut,

New York, May 24
Ar, sell. Maynard
Suiuner, Belfast ; 25, ar, sehs John 1 Snow,
|
Rockland; Jennie B Wiley, Fernaudina;
Anna P. Chase, Ellis, Bangor; 20, ar, sehs
Mary L Crosby, Trim, Bath ; Henry Crosby,
Stubbs, B >ston; 27, ar, brig Katahdin, Banshippers experience considerable difficult}
gor; 28, sld, sehs Izetta, Camden; Abraham
in securing tonnage. Since our last "14 (12 1Richardson, Roudout for Boston; David 2 has
been paid from Ship Island to Buenos
Faust, do for do; Win Slater, Hoboken for
and Rosario but neutral vessels are
Bangor; Maud Briggs, Edgewater for Ban- Ayres
extremely
scarce, hence little actual business
gor; ar, sehs Puritan, New Bedford; Penobis accomplished.
To Brazil and other South
scot, Port Reading for Bangor.
American countries, there it also a good inBoston, May 24. Ar, sch Austin D. Knight,
for tonnage, but foreign owners are
quiry
French, Jacksonville; 2b, ar, sch Winslow j
firm in their ideas, insisting
Morse, Winterport; 30, sld. sells Mary Far- | exceedingly
rates fully abreast of those recentlyrow, Belfast; Hattie S Collins, Stonington; upon
tlie week a bark was closed
During
paid.
Mary E Palmer, Baltimore; Jose Olaveri i h«nce to Santos at 2*J cents for case
oil, and
ami D D Haskell, coal ports.
for lumber. Tonnage for the West
SU.50
Philadelphia, May 24. Ar, sells Marjorie Indies and Windward Islands s
quite
and Electa Bailey, Bangor; sld, brig II Bi
inquired for, and return freights
Hussey, Jacksonville; 27, cld, sch. Governor 1 actively
are offered
but notwithstanding
liberally,
Ames, Key West; 28, cld, sell Electa Bailey, the
satisfactory rates prevailing few vessels
Clay, Grotton; 29, ar, sell .1 Manchester j
momentarily are available. The GovernHaynes, Matthews, Salem.
ment
is
now
more
stringent
Baltimore, May 23. Cld, sehs Edward H measures relativeenforcing
T<>
outward cargoes to
Blake, Smith, Key West, Grace Andrews,
West
Windward.
Bermuda,
Indies,
Leeward,
Brown, do; 25, cld, bark Priscilla, Bahia ami Mexico
and Central and South America.
Rio Janeiro; 28, ar.scli Daylight, Nickerson,
are now required to submit a full
Weymouth; 29, ar, bark Harriet S Jackson, Shippers

Libby, Burnham, to Millard Gilmore, do,;
land in Burnham. Louisa A. Wood, Unity,
to Everett E. Turner, Boston; laud in Unity

The

Welch,

Bueksport.

in Belfast.

Priscilla A. Mathews to Ruth Kuowlton,
do,; land and buildings in Belfast. F. L.

...

dren here

dug

R. H. COOMBS & SON, 70 & 72 Main St,

the

rnontLs.

account

proceedings_The

Dunbar

Fred

i

come

during

further

Penobscot.

SOLID ASH CHAMBER SUIT,10 Pieces f#r #n|y $13,00

young foxes out of one den and sold four of
them for 82 apiece to Doctor Grindle of New

Pure

PRICER

WE WOULD CALL SPECIAL ATTENTION TO OUR

—^$8.83

Jehu l.t gl.tou and Mrs. O. L. Farnbaiem, Mass., arrived by Wednesday 's i cat and will reside at the Harbor.
Hon.

hais.

POWDER
Absolutely

LEADERS IN LOW

Baby Carriages-

Wednesday

returned

Kneeland arrived

her remaius were taken to Bradford to be
buried beside her husband-Edgar Harding has gone to Waterville to work-Lula
Hunt returned from Portland SaturdayDr. W. G. Fuller of Pittsfield was in our
village Sunday_Mrs. Wm. Morrill of Troy
visited Mrs. Asa Stevens last week-Mr.
Eben Thompson is ill_John Pillsburv,
who is working in Corinna this
season,
visited his parents Sunday. ..Mr. Blackston,
and wife of Portland are visiting Mr. Herbert Stevens.

over

stopped

are

his sister, Miss I..

The guests t’.'.s week

gaug of

R. H. COOMBS & SON

parties-Mrs. Gerrish died Tuesday and

j

twenty men, with horses and
road-machine began work on the public
high-ways and kept on with vigor till the
f blowing Friday noou, when the heavy rain

streams.
Andrew

wholesome and delicious.

stroyed much valuable young growth and
taking good quite a quantity of wood, cut last winter
neighboring but not hauled out... .On Monday, May 23.1,

are

Unity. Mr. Joseph Clifford has bought a
house lot of J. R. Tabor and will build a
house....Ed. Woods has sold a number of
house lots near
Windermere to Boston

Royal makes the food pure,

San Domingo City, May 5. Ar, sch Sarah
D J Rawson, French, Wilmington, N C.
Montevideo, April 20. In port, bark Edward L. Mayberry, for Brazil.
Port Spain, Trin., May 3. Sld, bark Virginia, Pettigrew, New York.

Produce Marke.
Price In id Produn r.
i>u,
Apples,
HOvtti oo Hay, t> ton.loOO.n 12 (in
dried, fe> It.,
Hides, p It.,
7 <>
4^5;
1 30;al 501 Lamb, p |b,
Beans, pea,
7 «•
medium, 1 50«.l 00 Lamb Skins,
50«~75
yel’weyse.l 75a2 oo Mutton, |> lb,
4«f>
Butter,
lOttlH Oats, p bn, 32 lb, 35,o4n
lb,
ft a 0 Potatoes,
Beef, fe> tt,,
Moaiin
40a45 Round Hop,
Barley, t> bu,
4 a 4^1 -2
"'ll Straw, p ton, 0 0O.« 7 no
Cheese, p lb,
Chicken, |> lb,
10(612 Turkey, p lb.
l»Vl8
CalfSkins,
1 l -2a3
50(g75 Tallow,
Duck, .j> lb,
14(al0 Veal, p ib,
do,7
11 Wool, unwashed,
Eggs,
dor,
20
Fowl, p lb,
8@10 Wood, hard, 3 50(a5 00
13al5 Wood, soft, 3(K),a3 50
Geese, |> lb,
Retail Price.
Retail Market.
Beef, corned, p lb, 7,a8 Lime, p bbl,
OOa 1 00
Butter salt., 14 lb bag, ~18 Oat Meal, |> lb,
4
Corn, #> bu,
50.Onions, p lb,
4ad
Cracked Corn, |> bu, 50 Oil,kerosene, pal, lOal 1
Corn Meal, |> bu,
50 Pol lock,p lb,
4
15 Pork, p lb,
Cheese, fe> lb,
8.a
Cotton Seed,
1.L2
cwt, 1 25 Plaster, p bbl,
Codfish, dry, jf> lb
5(6*9 Rye Meal, p lb
3
oo Shorts, p cwt, df>,al on
Cranberries,
qt,
Clover Seed,
tfc, 11@12 Sugar, p lb,
6 l-2(ad
Four,
bbl, 7 00(67 50 Salt, T. 1., p
35
H. G.Seed, bu, 1 75^2 00 Sweet Potatoes,
tb
869 Wheat Meal,
Lard,
3(a3 1-2
••

w

p

Ami

now on

femlant,
not
an
tenant,

suggestion

to tit

•

at the time ot service
inhabitant ot this Stag
agent, or attorney wit In

her goods or estate have been ait.i
tioii, that she lias had notice <•!
taehment.it is ordered, that not;
enev of tiiis suit he given to 111*•
by publishing an attested copy
getner with an abstract ot tinthree weeks successively in The I;
nal.a newspaper printed at Bella-',
ot Waldo, the last publication
thirty days before the next term
he hidden at Belfast, within ami
of Waldo, on the third Tuesday
1898, that the said defendant in;
appear, and answer to said suit
cause.

Attest

-111.KSTON

W \

W 1
(AliSTltAOT <>»• I I.'I F.
An action of assumpsit upon a >
ed amounting to $3f> 31.
lb
Writ dated Dec. 17, 1897.
January Term, 1898.
Ad damnum, one hundred dollai
Plaintiff's attorney, W illiam I* I
A true copy of the order of Coiii t «
3w22
of the writ.
Attest:—TILESTON WAH

v

v

